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Apollo 9 Thunders Into Orbit

CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. CAP)
— The Apollo 9 astronauts rocketed into orbit today and skillfully executed a link-up with a
fragile ugly duckling spaceship
which they hope to qualify to
land men on the moon next
July.
"We are docked," Air Force
Col. James A. McDivitt reported in Rat tones,
"Tremendous," Mission Control replied.
If McDivitt and Air Force Col.
David rR. Scott-and civilian astronaut Russell L. Schweickart
succeed on their marathon 10-

APOLLO 9 LIFTS OFF
10-Day Trip Begins

Red Guards
Demonstrate
Ailmtassr

TOKYO (AP) ^ Red Guards
and w d r k e r s demonstrated
around the Soviet Embassy in
Peking today after Chinese arid
Soviet troops clashed on a disputed river island on the Manchurian border.
Both Moscow and Peking announced "many killed and
wounded'* in the battle Sunday.
Japan's Kyodp neW agency
said crowds of demonstrators
ringed the Soviet Embassy in
the Chinese capital, carrying
placards reading, "We strongly
protest the Soviet provocation!"
and, "Hang Kosygin," a reference to Soviet Premier Alexel
Kosygin.
The Soviet Union and Red
China accused each other of
crossing the border Sunday, and
China said it was the 18th Soviet
violation in two years.
Although similar clashes have
been reported between Chinese
and Russian border troops in
the past, it was believed to be
the first time Peking and Moscow exchanged protest notes
over such an incident.
Peking 's New China News
Agency said the battle occurred
on an island in the TJssuri River,
which forms part of tho border
between Red China and the Soviet Far East .
The Chinese called the island
Chenpao and claimed it is "indisputable Chinese territory."
The Soviets called it Damansky
and said it constitutes their Nizhnemikhailovka border post.
The island Is 200 miles north
of Vladivostok.
The Chinese Foreign Ministry
said "large numbers of fully
armed" Soviet troops crossed
into Chinese territory in four armored cars and trucks despite
repeated warnings from Chinese
border guards and "outrageously opened cannon and gun fire,
killing and wounding many
Chinese frontier guards. "
It said the Chinese were
"compelled to fight back in
self-defense" and gave tho Soviet soldiers "punishment which
they deserved."

(AP PHOTOFAX)

Dockin g Maneuv er Goes Smoothly

day earth-circling trip, they
could clear the way for two
Americans to make the landing
during the Apollo 11flight.
If they fail the U.S. lunar
t i m e t a b l e could suffer a
setback. The astronauts were
silent through most of the delicate maneuvering period. At
their: own-j iiscretion_they delayed the docking maneuver for
some 15 minutes.

JAMES McDIYITT
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WASHINGTON (AP) — For- tough constitution seem to be efmer President Dwight D. Eisen- fectively combating the pneuhower "continues to improve monia that attacked the former
steadily" in his struggle with president during his recovery
pneumonia and the after-effects from surgery.
of last week's abdominal sur- But "he's still quite weak," a
gery," his doctors said today. high-ranking Walter Reed Army
"General Eisenhower's pro- Hospital spokesman said. "He's
gress, one week after major got to eat and get some strength
surgery, is indeed gratifying," back."
the mid-morning bulletin at And his doctors reported that
Walter Reed Army Hospital "the area of pneumonia in the
right lung base is markedly disaid.
"General Eisenhower spent a minished."
restful night and continues to He ate a solid, if soft, meal
improve steadily/' Brig. Gen. Sunday—his first after nearly
Frederic J. Hughes Jr., hospital two weeks of liquid nourishcommander, announced. "His ment.
strength is gradually returning, Pneumonia — the kind often
his vital signs remain stable contracted while recuperating
and the area of pneumonia con- from surgery — was a setback
tinues to clear. His diet is being for the 78-year-old general as he
was recovering from high-risk
gradually increased."
The right medicine and a surgery.

Trip Pleases
Foreign Newsmen
LONDON UP) — The most remarkable achievement of President Nixon's European tour was
his winning the confidence of
President Charles de Gaul
some West European newspapers said today.
But some said months must
pass before its becomes clear
whether Nixon's personal
triumph in five European capitals can . be transformed into
practical measures to improve
contacts between Western Europe and the United States.
While Western commentators
judged the eight-day trip a success, communist reactions were
guarded . The East German
news agency ADN reported in a
one-paragraph story, "during
the trip there were powerful
anti-American demonstrations,
especially in Rome and Paris."

Pravda , the only newspaper
published in Moscow this morning, ran two brief accounts by
the Soviet news agency Tass.
Soviet newspapers have avoided
criticism of Nixon's tour, apparently because the government
does not want to endanger negotiations shaping up betvoen the
Soviet Union and t' . "nited
States.
In Geneva, the independent
La Suisse said: "The two days
that Nixon spent in Paris show
undisputedly that confidence
has taken the place of suspicion,
intransigence or systematic
misunderstanding."
West Germany 's Frankfurt
Abendpost said Nixon's trip has
improved "the climate of unity
between both continents and the
special climate between the
U.S.A. and France. "

posed in its rocket garage.
Advancing cautiously as both
vehicles sped at 17,400 miles an
hour, Scott carefully inserted an
arrow-like docking mechanism
into a slot in the LEM's nose.
McDivitt reported the docking
was very smooth.
The Apollo 9 rode the 36-story
rocket, the world's most powerful, into orbit just 11 minutes
after the Saturn s lifted off the

RUSS SCHWEICKART
Astronauts Got Final Suit Adjustments Before Flight

Ky Feels Nixon
More Willing
To Seek Time

Pnmmoria
Wi^f slimg:
^^^BMM ^aMMMMMMMMHM

Just after docking, McDivitt
broke the silence to report the
status fully, and said,"Everything came off just right.
More than 100 miles over the
Pacific, Scott, the command
module pilot, separated . his
spaceship and moved about 50
feet away from the third stage.
He turned the ship around and
gingerly pulsed small jets to
steer back toward the LEM, ex-

DAVID SCOTT

pad. The orbit ranged from 118
to ,119 miles above the earth,
just about perfect.
"We're real prond of you,"
Flight Director Eugene Kranz
beamed toward space.
"Everybody here is happy, "
he said. "So are we," replied
Air Force Col. James A. McDivitt, the ¦spacecraft
command¦
¦
er.:, ' . . ' ¦ •¦ ' . - . ' .
While hearts beat faster on

the ground, the astronauts
showed just about the level of
excitement that flight surgeons
expected, except for civilian astronaut Russell L. Schweickart,
making his first space flight.
McDivitt's heart was beating
at 135 beats a minute, and Air
Force" Col. David R. Scott's
heart was beating at 120 a minute. But Schweickart's heart
was ticking away at only 72
beats a minute, only about ten
beats faster than normal.
He called down to earth,
(Cont. on Page 5, Col. 6)
APOLLO

(AP PHOTOFAX)

VICE PRESIDENT AGNEW
Interested Observer

MORE SHELUNGS OCCUR

Enemy Fo rces Fail in
Attack on Marine Base

PARIS (AP)-President Nixon's meeting with Vice President Nguyen Cab Ky, reportedly SAIGON (AP) ; — A strong Heavy guns helped counter the
has given Ky the feeling that North Vietnamese detachment enemy's automatic weapons
Nixon is more willing to play for tried hard and failed today to fire.
time in the peace talks than his overrun a U.S. Marine, artillery The North Vietnamese, in rebase near the demilitarized treat, left 20 dead, the U.S.
predecessor.
A South Vietnamese source zone. Elsewhere enemy troops Command said.
said Sunday the Saigon delega- shelled Saigon and more than 30 It was the fourth time since
tion in Paris now feels reas- other towns and allied bases in the enemy offensive began that
sured the United States is not the ninth day of their spring of- heavy fighting had broken out
just below the DMZ. The area
overhasty to reach a quick fensive.
agreement. The source said Sai- About 500 men of the U.S. 3rd had been relatively quiet since
gon felt President Johnson 's ad- Marine Division fought off the the Nov, 1 bombing halt.
ministration had been too preoc- attack on the artillery base, Three 100-pound Soviet rockcupied with the search for a threemiles south of the DMZ, in ets hit Saigon, killing 12 Vietquick settlement on matters a day-long action that cost them namese civilians, wounding 29
that need more time for negotia- 13 men killed and 22 wounded. others and wrecking more than
tion.
Ky con/erred with Nixon for
45 minutes Sunday, 10 minutes
in private and the rest in the
company of Secretary of State
William P. Rogers and Henry
Cabot Lodge, chief U.S. negotiator at the Paris peace talks.
After the meeting, Ky was
asked if any new proposals
might be brought up at the next
peace talks session Thursday.
"Oh, no, that's much too
close," he replied, and newsmen
interpreted this to mean that
eventually some new initiative
might result from Nixon's visit.
Nixon also discussed Vietnam
and the peace talks with President Charles de Gaulle , and informants said the French were
willing to help wherever they
could. However, these sources'
said any new initiative is still
likely to be based on proposals
for mutual military de-escalation, and thus little progress can
be expected at the peace talks
in the immediate future.
One apparent difference of
opinion between the United
States and Saigon has emerged
in the U.S. view of the Viet
Cong's spring offensive in South
Vietnam. The Americans seem
to be playing it down, saying the
offensive Is mainly against miliWARM GREETING . . . President Richard Nixon is
tary targets. The South Viet- warmly met by Pope Paul VI in Rome Sunday. The Amerinamese charge the Viet Cong can President and the Pontiff of the Roman Catholic Church
with indiscriminate attacks on held a 75-minute conference on the problems of achieving
civilian population centers.
peace. (AP Photofax )

30 houses just before dawn. A
South Vietnamese spokesman
called the attack "savage, barbarous and bloodthirsty."
One of the six-foot missiles
smashed ino the ground three
yards from a crowded children's hospital ward. The blast
sprayed chunks of metal about,
ripped through shutters and
smashed mirrors and walls, but
only one of the 72 children was
injured. A 13-year-old girl got a
slight cut on her head.
Another rocket tore through
the roof of a house in a crowded

WEATHER

FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Fair to partly cloud y tonight
and Tuesday. Colder tonight;
little change in temperature
Tuesday. Low tonight 5-12; high
Tuesday 30-36. Outlook Wednesday: Temperatures near normal
with no precipitation likely.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. Sunday:
Maximum , 41; minimum , 16;
noon, 36; precipitation , none .
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum , 43, minimum , 23;
noon, 39; precipitation, .01.

Great Memory ?

A woman may be terrible
at remembering names, but
she never forgets a dress
. . . You can tell when a man
is doing well if he lives in
a very large house. Especially (says Nonnee Coan) if
all the rooms are rented . . .
Behind every man there's a
woman. If he's single , she's
chasing ; if he's married,
she's nagging .
(For more laughs see
Earl Wilson on Pago 4A.)

residential area on the southern
edge of the city, killing a family
of nine and touching off fires
that spread to more than 30 of
the small, two-story tin-roofed
houses. Three other civilians
were killed and 25 wounded.
It was the third rocket attack
on the capital city of three million residents since the offensive
began Feb. 23. Two volleys of
rockets 14 hours apart on the
first day killed 15 civilians and
wounded 49.
The new attack on Saigon put
pressure on President Nixon to
decide whether such shelling
violates a tacit agreement
which U.S. officals say North
Vietnam made in exchange for
the end to the bombing of th«
North last Nov. 1. The Americans say the North Vietnamese
agreed to stop attacks on cities
and towns, but Hanoi says it
made no agreement and promised no concessions.
At the weekly peace talks session in Paris last Thursday, the
United States and South Vietnam both protested against the
new wave of attacks on towns
and cities because of the casualties among the civilian population. Saigon, however, has mora
than 300 U .S. military installations and compounds and about
twice as many South Vietnamese military targets.
The U.S. Command said the
three rockets today were fired
from marshes seven miles east
of Saigon, their maximum
range. A spokesman said rati a r - d i r e c t e d artillery was
turned on the suspected firing
positions within three minutes,
but the results were not known.
Since the enemy 's spring offensive began, Saigon's residents have been apprehensively
awaiting larger attacks. Streets
are cleared long before the midnight curfew.

Nixon Confident of New Relationship With Europe

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon has returned from
his five-nation sprint across
Western Europe , confident that
ho has established a man-toman relationship with allied
leaders based on a new feeling
of trust.
,
Nixon told the crowd of
congressional leaders, administration officials and diplomats
who greeted him in the snowy,
freezing weather at nearby Andrews Air Force Base that his

impression of the eight-day,
10,500-mile trip could bo '
"summed up by tho word
trust. "
"I sensed there was a new
trust on the part of Europeans
for the United States growing
out of tho fact that there are
open channels with tho United
States," Nixon told tho shivering crowd.
lie went on: "I think there is
developing a now trust in the future" based on allied confidence

that "together we arc going to
be able to develop new understanding with those who hove
opposed us on the other side of
the world. "
Top advisers who accompanied tho President were tired
but jubilant after the nine-hour
flight home from Rome. They
said tho miflsion had set a new
tone of confidence in allied capitals.
Nixon himself rested in Hio
cabin of Air Force Ono during

the final leg of a hectic sequence of travels, talks and ceremonies which began a week
ago Sunday.
Like every day of the journey,
Sunday was a long and .tightly
scheduled round of business. It
was, because of the six-hour
time difference between Rome
and Washington, the longest of
nil .
Meeting the President at the
Air Force Base in nearby Maryland were his wife, other mem-

bers of the family, most of his
cabinet and Vice President Spiro T. Agncw.
The vice president suffered a
slight cut on his nose when he
slipped on the icy cement just
after the plane landed. Nixon
also slipped as he started to review the honor guard , but nn
aide caught his elbow and he
did not fall.
After the brief ceremony and
his equally short remarks , Nixon boarded a helicopter nnd

flew to the White House.
Nixon announced no visitors
for today. Ho planned to devote
much of his time at the White
House to domestic matters and
routine affa irs act aside while
he traveled.
Tuesday the President was to
report to the National Security
Council on the European mission. He planned to brief Republican and Democratic Congressional lenders Inter Tuesday or
Wednesday.

Thursday, Nixon will give his
accounting to the nation at largo
in a statement and an hour-long
news conference.
Secretary of Stnto William P.
Rogers, meanwhile, is to begin
within a few days* talks in Washington with Soviet Ambassador
Anatoly F. Dobrynin . These
conferences are to deal with tho
search for settlement in the
Middle East , a frequent topic
during the Nixon journey.
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In Sealab 3
Was Wrong
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¦¦
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movement, attitude control and ''
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high orbit. Nearly three side: 2 hours 10 minutes. Mc- restraints so he could get lever- m — Did Air Force Col.
U,S.
have
astronauts
conduct|
Ray Young, incumbent, who
McDivitt, comJames
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hours
later,
command
ship
sepreturn
to
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Divitt
and
age
and
free
his
arms
and
ed
52
rendezvous
missions,
sevPlease
send
me
information.
?
lays he'll be a candidate for
I
mander of Apollo 9, expect
hands to take pictures.
en linkups with other satellites arates, turns around and docks command module.
re-election.
O Pleap send me an application.
everything to go without a
nose-to-nose
with
LEM.
Thlroj
Fifth
Day
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EMU:
Extravehicular
space walks,
MobiliCfeorge O'Brien and Gerald and recorded
stage separates and ground sta- Returning to LEM through the ty Unit, the garment and relat- hitch?
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Gretve have filed to succeed
"Well, I'm confident sometions fire its engine twice in
themselves as aldermen from Comparative Russian figures tests that send stage into solar tunnel, McDivitt and Schweick- ed equipment to be worn by thing's not going to work,
art separate the vehicle and fly Schweickart during ills space because yon can't put that
the 1st and 2nd wards. Eugene are three; one and three.
109 miles away from the com- walk, It consists of a pressure many things together and
Carrels, 3rd Ward alderman, The longest American flight orbit.
wily
i iiiiwi Liiiiiiiimp ^w im,,^,,!,,,,,,, i, —,
m ^*^»^i tt m im *v mmmmmmmmmm I
Second Day
hasn't filed. Treasurer Charles was 13 days , 18 hours, 35 minmand module. Executing ma- suit, oxygen-filled back pack, have it all work," he said in
S|al»--—. ,,, -¦
.
Theismann and Charles John- utes. Russia's longest was 4 Astronauts check out opera- neuvers that two astronauts will and helmet visor to prevent eye a preblnst off Interview.
ltu„. ,,,.„, ,,..7IP Code—j^.
. |
r
ships , in- make In taking off from the damage from the sun.
¦
son, candidate for justice of days, 23 hours, 6 minutes. Apol- tion of combined space
Published
«i
1
public
isrvlei
In
cooperation
with The Advertising. *^5V
"Out I have confidence in
Council and the Intomsilonil Newspaper Advertleinp EKBOUIIUJO. JM^' I
the peace, are circulating petf- lo 9 was to last 9 days, 22 hours, cluding three firings of main en- moon, they fly a complex ren- Front Porch: Porch-like plat- the hardware and I'm conj
to
46
minutes.
gine
orbit
wnich
shifts
path
of
tions. Filings must be made
dezvous back to a linkup with form outside the LEM's hatch. fident we'll complete a very
elliptical between 132 and 311 Scott . They return to the main On lunar landing missions, aswith the city clerk by March 20.
complicated mission."
M
miles high.
ship and kick the LEM free so tronauts will step on ihe porch
In 1964, Americans spent
Third Day
that ground controllers can and climb down a ladder leadover 21 billion dollars for travIn first space ship transfer by test-fire its ascent engine, the ing from it to the moon's surel, making It the nation's third
American astronauts, McDivitt powerplant that will lift men off face,
largest industry.
and Schweickart crawl through the moon.
PLSS: Pronounced 'pliss," for
three-foot connecting tunnel Into
Portable Life Support System.
Sixth
through
Ninth
Days
LEM and activate its systems.
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) - They televise a program from Relatively light schedule, with Knapsack-like container with
Ettrick Lions Club will spon- the LEM and fire the LEM de- crew making extended checks oxygen and cooling equipment
YOUNG
sor a tetanus immunization pro- scent engine while still docked. of the Apollo systems. They con- to be worn on Schweickart's
back during his space walk. FuBUSINESSMEN! ject at the community ball Sat- This engine's designed to lower duct navigation checks, take ture
astronauts will wear it on
urday from 1:30 to 4 p.m. Dr. the
moon. They re- pictures and perform experi- the moon's surface to keep ihem
craft
to
the
C. O. Rogne, village health ofments with earth-aimed camer- alive when they are outside the
Fill your Insurance needs for
ficer , will be the physician ln turn through tunnel to the com- as.
mand
module.
spacecraft.
tomorrow at a rate you can
charge and Ronald Terpenlng is
Tenth Day
Fourth Day
OPS: Pronounced "awps," for
in
charge
of
arrangements.
afford today.
Dr. Rogno said "Although the McDivitt and Schweickart re- Astronauts fire spacecraft en- Oxygen Purge System. To be
incidence of tetanus (lockjaw) turn to LEM. Schweickart dons gine, re-enter atmosphere and used only ln an emergency, lt
in the U.S, has declined ln re- self-supporting back pack and parachute to a landing in the At- contains 30 minutes of oxygen
cent years, it still remains an 25-foot cord, opens hatch and lantic Ocean 250 miles east supply If tho oxygen system in
LEW and-or PLSS falls.
important public health prob- makes his way band-over-hand southeast of Bermuda.
lem which can only be eliminated through universal active immunization.
"Adequate immunization with
tetanus toxoid provides effective
and durable protection against
tho disease."
Tho recommended schedule
of tetanus immunization: A single dose to previously Immunized individuals who have been
immunized within the last six
years or more. A single dose on
two occasions at four- to alxweck intervals with a reinforcing dose approximately one year
after the second, to Individuals
not previously Immunized.
To bo fully immunized the perA PUMP FOR LESS THAN $400 THAT
son must follow through the
above. Notice will be given
WILL PUMP UP TO
when the second dose will be
available; that will be ln from
Phone 9053
four to six weeks.
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Apollo 9 Is
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Apollo 9

WANTEO 1000
RUPTURED MEN TO
MAKE THIS TEST

If yout»Idi these pgopIeThe PeaceCorp is
the hypQedtkal extension ofan imperialkic
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would think you wmmzy.
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Let's PUMP Water!

Richard Brown
¦fr'Rfllph Donahue . . . 80979
•k Jostph Gallnglior . . . . 5056
•Ar Stan Wlaeiorak . . . . 8-3061
8-3216
ic Dovo Morrlion
LeRoy ClemlmM . . . . 9573
*

•' .

42,600

Ae)verll»emen>

Worry of

FALSETEETH

Gallons Per Hour

CALL US FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION OR LITERATURE

Slipping or Irritating?

Don't ba embarrassed bylooie falia
tenth ullpplnu. dropping or wobbling
when you eat , talk or langli. JuM
tprlnldo ¦
little FABTEBTjron your
plntoH. This plea.iant powder glvei A
rnnmrltiiblo nenoa of added comfort
and ftoourlty by holding plates more
Jlrmly. No gummy, goooy, pasty taste.
nenturcR that fit are ewientlal to
health. Hoe your ricntlri t regularly.
Oct 1'WUTISETH at All drug counters.

HAPPY SPACEMAN . . . James McDivitt, left , commander of the Apollo 9
mission, smiled as ho lctt a private Mass
at Cocoa Beach , Fla., Sunday. With him ,

is Father Laurence Connelly, who Is assistant pastor of St. Paul's Catholic church in
Nassau Bay, Tex., which McDivitt attends
when home, (AP Photofax)

Kochenderfer & Sons

Fountain City, Wis.

Phono 687-3141

February^^p ^htyd^j ^^rd

Lamb-like March assumed a
fleecy appearance this morning
after a light overnight dusting
of fresh snow that soon disappeared under a bright sun.
The first measurable precipitation here in more than a week,
the snowfall amounted to less
than a half an inch and melted
down to .01 of an inch of water.

February, meanwhile, passed
into the weather record books
as a continuation of a recordsetting winter season.
Each of the past three months
has set one or more weather
records and February's was —
in the light of previous weather
developments—a welcome one.
The month will be rememberin fhe
THE NEW month opened with ed as the driest February
unseasonably warm tempera- city's history. '- , tures with the mercury rising to
PRECIPITATION for the
a high of 43 Sunday afternoon month
amounted
only .08 of
but somewhat cooler readings an inch, well belowtothe
previous
can be expected for most of the mark that had
stood
for
more
remainder of the week .

than 9o years. Until last month
the least precipitation ever
measured in Winona during February was .11 of an inch in 1877.
Alhough complete records are
not available in the snowfall
category, the scant inch of snow
that fell here during February
probably also was a record for
the month.
February's record drought
represented an abrupt reversal
of weather activity earlier in
the season.
December shattered all previous precipitation records with
the most snowfall in a 24-hour

period — 12% inches Dec. 18-19
—the month's 35.15 inches of
snow was the greatest accumulation for a month ever and
brought a record precipitation
figure of 3.89 inches that shaded
the previous record of-' 3.43
inches established in 1875._

JANUARY kept pac* in the
record-setting department with
3.92 inches of precipitation topping an 83-year record of 3.44
inches.
Although Winona 's .08 of an
inch of precipitation in February was - less than a tenth of
the . normal moisture expected
'
during the month — normal
¦¦
L
. 6
.
I ' " '" •
¦. A
¦ n ¦" . "
' . - ' IK
precipitation for February is
(
.97 of an inch — precipitation
for this winter remains well
above normal.
Melted snow, rain and other
forms of precipitation for the
'
¦"
., ' ' 1969. ; '
past three months amounts to
—temperature—
Precipitation 7.89 inches, compared with a
,
Degree
Inches
normal December - February
Max. Min. Mean Normal Days Total Normal figure of 3.35.
January
...38 -17 11.8 17.3 1,649
3.92 1.17
February, overall, was markFebruary
42 -14 19.6 -18.9 1,270
.08
.97 ed by slightly milder temperatures than normal.
Totals for 1969 .......
2,919
4.0
2.14
The mean temperature for
¦
1968 ¦
the month was 19.6, compared
December . . . . . 6 1 -17 19.9 21.25 1,407
3.89
1.11 with a normal February mean
¦
¦.87
November . . . 7 2
19 35.74 , 35.1
938
1.61 of 18:9.
west of Stockton. Frankum was walking on the highway
COUNTY HIGHWAY FATALITY '.' ..-.' ¦The body of James
October ........ 85 27 50.8 46.3
440
3.21 2.49
in
temperatures
The range
when he was struck and killed. (Daily News photo)
D. Frankum, 22, 1760 W. Wabasha St., lies beside the vehicle
September ...... 89 37 60.2
62.5
144
5.82
3.76 was from a high of 42 to a '
¦
night on Hig hway 14
Saturday
which
struck
and
killed
him
" / v '¦ ¦ ' . ¦
'
August ......... 96 44 70.4
69.5
2 .46
3.62 low of 14 below.
July
..... 90 46 71.3
75.4
6.37
3,70
Two periods of abnormally
Winona Daily News 9
June ............ 93 44 68.1
68.8
10.59
4.70 low temperatures prevented
¦
Winona, Minnesota ¦ *. ' •
May ........... 86 31 55.1 56.5
31
5.06
4.06 the month from being unusually
196?
MARCH
3,
MONDAY,
April .......... 86 20 50.35 47.7
440
6.79
2.31 warm,
March ......... 77 10 41.1 32.2
741
1.08
1.62
THE FIRST five days of
February
50 —9 19.30 18.9 1,325
.17
.97
February saw temperatures
to lows of between 8
Totals for 1968 ..................... 6,899 47.49
31.01 I dropping
and 14 below and at mid-month
there were three days of nightA 22-year-old Winona man be- smashing Ihe inner grill and top going on the highway at that
time lows of 6- to 8-below readCampa ign Begins ings.
came the first county traffic pf the hood. Frankum flew over time of night. Sheriff George
«• fatality of the year Saturday the hood, smashed the wind- Fort said he received a call
Otherwise the month was
Sunday from a motorist who
In Gamehaven
night when he was struck arid
generally mild with daytime
killed by a car on Highway 14 shield and came to rest on his said he almost hit a man in
temperatures holding to 31 or
back on the rear roof of the late the road in that vicinity shortly
Scout Council
V/ A miles west of Stockton.
higher from Feb. 16 through
station wagon. He was before the fa tal accident.
model
the remainder of the month .
According to the Minnesota
killed instantly.
Gamehaven C o u n c i l , Boy The mild weather resulted in
James
D.
Highway
Patrol
,
Only two of the activities of
patrolmen were as- FRANKUM WAS born Jan. 2,
Scouts of America , will hold its a marked shrinkage in the
Frankum , 1760 W. Wabasha St., Highway
by
Winona
County sher- 1947, in Winnebego, Minn., to
sisted
the
Winona
YMCA
will
be
in
sesApt. "C", was walking in a
annual membership campaign city's heavy snow cover.
office
and
Dr. Robert Raymond and Ethel Willard
iff's
The month began with 24 sion today because.of the lack westerly direction in the eastcounty
coroner
Tweedy,
, was Frankum and had lived in Ibis
during March in 56 communities inches of snow on the ground
of heat and water in the build- bound traffic lane of the high^ called to the scene. Authorities area since 1958. He previously
Five accidents were investi- of the seven-county Southeastern and ended with the accumula- ing as the result of a separated way when struck by an eastsaid the impact was such that lived in Rochester and Blue
tion reduced to % xk inches .
gated by police during the week- Minnesota Council.
bound vehicle driven by Lyle R . Frankum
's
were still sit- Earth , Minn. He was employed
water
pipe
Friday
night.
end and early this morning. David Kruskopf, 1781 Edge- TODAY'S weather forecast
Jacobson , 35, 3925 4th St., Good- ting in theshoes
road
at the spot as an attendant at Sugar Loaf
There was one personal injury.
Phillips 66 station. He was unwood Dr., is Sugar Loaf District indicates fair skies should con- The karate classes and the hu- view, at 10:25 p.m.
were he wat hit.
At 6:45 a.m. today, Owen F.
development FRANKUM WAS hit by the It is not known what Frank- married.
man
growth
and
part
of
the
early
tinue
the
Goodwin , Father Damien Semi- chairman.
week with a cooling trend_ be- course will meet tonight.
right front of the Jacobson car um was doing or where he was Survivors are: A maternal
nary, was stopped on Highway The goal is $34,905 toward the ginning tonight.
grandmother , Mrs. Esther WilThe water lines are being rethe
council
budget
of
$127,450,
14 near the entrance to St.
This morning's low was 23, paired and officials hope to have
lard , Winnebago; three brothers,
coming
from
Mary 's College when his vehicle rest of the funds
it was 39 at noon today and a water back in the building TuesRobert , Kasson, Minn., and
was struck by a northbound car community chest and united low 6f between 5 and 12 is day. They have no idea when
Ronald and Roger, Winona, and
driven by Duane D. Nihart , 18, funds.
forecast for tonight.
two sisters, Mrs. Nyla Savoy,
The Gamehaven Council coor- Tuesday's high will be 30 to heat will be restored. The water
Stockton .
Oxnard , Calif., and Gwendolyn
subflooded
the
basement
and
scouting
dinates
the
efforts
of
36 and Wednesday temperatures merged the heating equipment.
Frankum , Winona.
Damage was estimated at $200
Wabasha , should be near normal with no
to the left rear of Goodwin's in Olmsted , Winona ,
Funeral services will be held
idea
of
the
"We
have
no
seen.
1966 model sedan- and $100 to Goodhue, Dodge, Steele and im portant precipitation
at 2 .p.m. at Breit¦
said
Wednesday
amount
of
the
damage,"
serv- Trie extended • forecast calls
the right side of Nihart's 1962 Fillmore counties. It offers
James Anderson, director. "In- A shotgun - wielding holdup his forehead. He said the man low-Martin Funeral Home with
facilities
the
ices
such
as
camping
during
temperatures
for
model sedan.
burial in Woodlawn Cemetery,
at three camps, a council serv- next-five-days to average a lit- surance companies are investi- man got away with about $160 was about 20.
AT 12:12 A.M. Sunday, vehi- ice center where records ahd tle below the normal high and gating now to determine if the in cash from Erickson Oil Co., McCABE said he had received the Rev. William W. Shaw, Assembly of God, officiating,
facility is insured for this type 217 Johnson St., early Sunday
cles driven by Robert E. Koop- supplies are kept, organizes low of 36 and 17.
the
word
that
a
man
answering
of
damage."
and law enforcement authori- same descripti on and carrying Friends may call at the fumah, 528 Harvester St., and new units, conducts training There's a chance of some
Richard A. Embacher, Manka- courses and district and council snow around midweek with The water has been pumped ties believe he was the same a shotgun had robbed a Red neral home Tuesday from 7 to
to out and the area is being clean- man who held up. a Red Wing,
9 p.m. A memorial is being aramounting
to, Minn., collided at West 5th activities. The professional staff precipitation
ed up.. Repairs are under way Minn., liquor store Saturday Wing liquor store shortly after ranged.
about a tenth of an inch.
and Johnson streets. Koopman numbers seven.
9 p.m. Saturday.
in both the old and new sec- evening.
was going east on 5th Street
tion of the building. Furnace According- to Chief of Police McCabe said no car was seen FIVE OTHER persons died
and struck the Embacher car
men are working on the heating
in the vicinity by victims of in Minnesota traffic accidents
which was making a U-turn at
James McCabe, a tall youth either of the robberies. Police Saturday, boosting the 1969 state,
system.
t h e intersection. Embacher's
entered
continuing traffic toll to 63, compared with
The entire ventilating system, with long blond hair
car then struck a car owned by
office
about detective division is McCabe. 134 during the same period last
station
the
service
heating
system
and
controls
are
the
investigation
,
said
Arthur G. LeVasseur, 216 Meyear.
in the basement. The contractor , 3:14 a.m., pointed a shotgun at,
chanic St., which was parked
Howard Keller , had equipment Peter Woyczek , 20, Arcadia
George E. J. Wenzel , a resion the northeast corner of the
and building materials in the Wis., the night attendant , and
dent
of the Soldiers' Home at
intersection.
new portion. He had not made told him to "put the money
Minneapolis , died Saturday
Police estimated damage at Claiming six first places in category received bound volume an estimate of damages this down and back off. "
night after being struck by a
,$650 to the front of Koopman's eight categories of competition, awards with second-through morning.
car in Minneapolis.
who
was
countWOYCZEK,
1957 model car, $600 to the left the Winona Senior High School fifth-place winners awarded cering out the night's receipts,
Two Carver County girls were
rear and right rear of Embach- speech squad Saturday was the tificates.
immediately did as he was told
killed in a collision near Chaser's 1960 model sedan and $125 winner of the first annual Big Senior High students who plac- Parent Education
and raised his hands over his
ka. Sandra Kohman , 17, Chaska ,
to the left front of the Le Vas- Nine Conference speech contest ed among the fop five in each
head. He told police the man
and Sharon Hartley, 17, Carver,
seur 's vehicle , a 1964 model.
category
were:
Minn.
held at Albert Lea,
Seminar Set at
picked up the money, put it
were passengers in a car driven
speaking
—
Extemporaneous
(Special)
Thomas
SUNDAY AT 2:08 a.m., cars The team coached by
into a small metal box and ETTRICK , Wis.
by
Janet Dauwalter, 17, Carver ,
first;
Tom
CarlTim
Stoltman
,
owned by William W. and Stoltman was credited with 57 son, second, and Tom Stoa , fifth . Preston Thursday asked him if that was all the Two of three persons involved who was hospitalized.
Saturday
margin
in
a
one-car
accident
points
for
a
substantial
Miriam J. Shaw, 55 W. Broadmoney. After receiving an affiring which Extemporaneous reading — PRESTON , Minn. — Michael mative reply, the robber mo- night in South Beaver Creek , An accident in St. Louis Counway, and parked in front of over runnerup Red W
¦
second.
¦
Barbara
Anderson,
^'..._
Lund, P r e s t o n Elementary
six miles east of Ettrick , were ty claimed the life of a 20-yeartheir home, were struck by an had 23 points.
Discussion — Jill Van Alstine , School principal , will be discus- tioned Woyczek into a back taken to the Black River Falls old Orr , Minn., man. Leroy
unidentified southbound car.
room and told him to stay
ALL CONFERENCE schools first , Lynn Libera , tied for third.
Archibald was killed in the
hospital.
Damage was $200 to the front , except Rochester Mayo and Humorous interpretation — sion leader at the third parent there.
head-on collision.
,
Mel21,
Dennis
A.
Johnson
,
education
seminar
sponsored
b
y
left side and rear of a 1968 John Marshall competed in the Paul Echelard , first,
Woyczek said the man then rose ht. 2, the driver , was not A Minneapolis man died Satthe
Fillmore
County
Extension
model sedan and $50 to the left tournament. This was the first
Memorized oratory — Scott
closed the door , fired a blast
rear of a 1965 model. The acci- year that conference schools McLaughlin, second, and Mike Service Thursday from 8 to 10 from the shotgun into the floor hurt but damage to the top, urday when his car overturned
sides, windshield and hood of as he tried to turn off Interstate
p.m. at the Preston Town Hall.
dent is still under investigation. nave participated in a tourna- Doyle, fifth.
This seminar will examine in front of the door and tied. his 1964 car was estimated at 35W in Burnsville, a southern
ANOTHER hit-and-run acci- ment in which winners have Original oratory — Rich Gehl- some of the physical, emotional Woyczek said he came out of $1,500. David Klinkenberg, 22, Minneaplois suburb. The victim
haart , first.
dent was reported at 7:50 p.m. been named.
and educational effects of tele- the back room a few minutes and his wife, Joan , 19, Taylor , was Brian L. Atkinson,
¦
Saturday by Richard A. Peter- In the past speech festivals Serious interpretation — Peter vision on a child's behavior . later , serviced a car which had were hospitalized.
According to LaVerne Adams
son, Lanesboro. His 1965 model in which only individual ratings Shortridge , first,
Discussion also will center on driven into the station and then
Story telling — Lynn Deutsch- the child and his friends , how called police.
of the Jackson County traffic SERVICES AT ETTRICK
sedan received $75 damage to were given were conducted.
third
Winona
received
a
trophy
in
first;
Paiti
Gcpner
,
,
,
man
the left side while parked in
the family situation affects the Woyczek described the man patrol , Johnson lost control of ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) recognition of its first-place and Katie Edstrom , fifth.
front of 572 E. 5th St.
child's susceptibility to the influ- as about 6 foot 1 with long, his car on a curve of County D, "The Whip " will be the topic for
Twenty-five Winona students ence of his age mates.
team finish.
blond wavy hair combed over seven miles west of Melrose, the Lenten service Wednesday
A PARKED vehicle owned hy First-place winners in each partici pated in the contest .
and rolled over.
at 8 p.m. at Living Hope LuKenneth Benter , 419 E. Wabatheran Church. Other topics:
sha St., was struck by a westMarch
— "From Here to
Wa rming House There "; 12March
bound car driven by James T.
19 — "The Man
McShane, 22, Minneapolis, at
and March 26
Who
Returned"
At Lake Rink
4:27 p.m. Saturday. The acci_ "Through the Veil. "
dent occured on East Wabasha
a
To Be Closed
Street , 117 feet west of Laird
EYOTA
CHOIR
REHEARSAL
Street. McShane received bruisThe warming house at Lake
es and lacerations but was not
Park rink will be closed , ac- EYOTA , Minn. (Special) hospitalized. v
cording to the city park-recrea- The junidr choir of St . Paul's
Police estimated damage at
tion department. This closes all United Church of Christ will re$400 to the left side of Bcnter 's
sume rehearsals Wednesday nt
city skating houses.
1961 model sedan and $400 to
Lake ice Is still safe and skat- 4 p.m., with Linda Schmidt as
the left front and left side of
ing will be allowed , but warm- director and Nancy Bierbaum ,
the McShane vehicle, a 1%7
ing house facilities will not be pianist. Members will sing on
model.
available .
Sunday.
¦
¦

3 Governors February: Very Dry
To Confer on
Flood Threat

ST. PAUL CAP) -The governors of Minnesota and the
Dakotas will confer by telephone Tuesday on the possibility of asking the federal government for a novel "pre-emergency disaster" declaration. ; \.
If successful , such a move
would permit local governments
to build dikes and fake other
measures to prevent flood damage with the thought they will
be reimbursed by federal funds.
Govs. Harold ; LeVander of
Minnesota, William Guy of
North Dakota and Frank Faa
of South Dakota will discuss the
matter in a 10:30 a.m. conference call Tuesday,
LeVander 's new secretary,
Robert Hinkley, said the normal
course in the past has been to
seek a federal disaster declaration after; natural disasters occur.
All - the advice so far, Hinkley
said, is that flooding is almost
certain to be the worst in history in the region,
Thus, the idea is to .save public funds by investing in preventive measures now.
The request would be twofold ,
Hinkley said—asking for funds
to reimburse local governments
for snow removal and funds to
prevent flood damage.

Hinkley said the state has a
$2 million contingency fund
which could be used, but that
this would not be enough money. He said many communities
have exhausted their snow removal funds ahead of the usual
heavy snows in ' March .
LeVander alsolhas asked the
National Guard, the Highway
Department and the Highway
Patrol to assume a standby
readiness until after the flood
emergency is over.

State Highways
To Be Posted

Road restrictions on state
highways in zones 1 and 2, including the Winona area, go into effect Tuesday, according to
the Minnesota Highway Department. Restrictions usually go on
all roads March 15, including
county highways.
The Winona County highway
department has not announced
when county roads will be posted.
The restricted zones are south
of Trunk Highway 12 from Hudson, Wis., to Ortonville just east
of the South Dakota border.
Highway officials said that
mild weather and heavy snow
cover make it necessary for the
highway department to post the
restriction s earlier.

Cancer Crusade
Leaders Meet

Board members of the Winona County Cancer Crusade held
a campaign briefing meeting at
the Merchants National Bank.
Frank Chupita , president of
the Winona County Cancer Society, said the dates of the city
crusade will be April 13-19. Tlie
county crusade will last the entire month. He also reported
that more anti-smoking information in the form of literature,
posters and film had been passed out this year than ever before.
Mrs. Alan Nelson , city ^crusade chairman , announced thai
volunteer nurses will pass out
literature in the lobby of the
Merchants Bank the week preceding the campaign.
Guests at the Thursday evening meeting included Mrs, Lorraine Flandrich , Minneapolis ,
program director of (the Eastern
Metropolitan area for the state
of Minnesota; Gary W. Davis,
Minneapolis , executive director
of the Eastern Metropolitan
area , and Henry Winters, Rochester , area representative.
There will be a kick-off meet-

Pedestrian , 22, Becomes
2YM CIa$se$ County 's First Fatality

To Meef; Heaf
Date Unknown

One Injured
In Collisions;
Two Hit-Run

Robber Gets $160
At Service Station

WHS Winner in
Big 9 Speech Meet

Brownsville Supper

NOTICE OF
TOWN CAUCUS

BROWNSVILLE, Minn. Members of the Brownsville
fire department will sponsor a
pancake supper in late March.
The appeal for contributions to
pay for the new truck has met
with commendable response, although some haven 't responded.

Amended Notice

ing for all crusade workers the
week preceding the city crusade. The location still has to
be decided.
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STATED COMMUNICATION
_
Cfpb TUESDAY, MARCH 4—7:30 P.M.
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Two Hospitalized
After Accident
East of Ettrick

Dinner Club — 4:00 — Pronram
WALTER A. DOPKE, W.M.

ior High School students were first-place winners in Saturday 's first annual Big Nino Conference speech contest at
Albert Lea. From left , the first-p lace winners are Tim Stoltman , extemporaneous speaking; Peter Shortridge , serious
interpretation; Lynn Dcutschman , winner in story-telling

and holding the team trophy awarded to Winona; Thomns
Stoltman , Senior High .speech director and conch of the team ,
.standing behind Lynn; Paul Echelard , . humorous interpretation ; Bich Gchlhaart , original oratory, nnd Jill Van Alstine,
discussion. (Dail y News photo)

Notice ii hereby olven that a Town Caucus for the Town of
Trempealeau will be held at Centervllle Trempealeau Town
Hall In taid town at 2 o'clock P.M., on Tuesday, the 4th
day of March 196?, for the purpose of placing in nomination
candidates for the several offices of said Town, to be voted
for at-the ensuing Town Meetlnfl, to bo held April 1, 1949.
Dated February 28th , 1969.
Warren Adams, Clerk
Town of Trempealoau

By Ed Dodd

MARK TRAIL

I

SI JCafif ioM

Harris Invites
Unpopu/or /moge

By EARL WILSON
"I reserve the right to be disliked," said
NEW YORK
no popularity
Irish actor Richard Harris, who wants to winanybody whom
contests. "I would be a little cautious about
¦' ¦ ¦. . i ¦
everybody l i k e d . . . "
i
he
figures
he's going to be unpopular
This came up because
Hamlet
with the Shakespeare establishment after he films
¦ .¦
.
for Paramount with "a complete new approach- '
( ,
"I daresav we will get our heads bloodied for it," he said.
"You know , I was invited to
Stratford to do Shakespeare. East and underground crowd —
Lucky I didn't go. It"s so bog- and that youth will eventually
ged down with Victoriana , it's a be worshipping jazz artists, the
heroes of the oldsters . . .
lot of old rubbish."
Harris tackles all projects Rocky Roberts, here from Canwith such enthusiasm. He's just nes where he's a big hit , says
finished "The Molly McGuires" it can never happen in Europe
in Pennsylvania with Sean Con- . . . One of the credit-cardernery, and , says he, "It's the ies' presidents is resigning . . ;
most remarkable picture I've A Wall Street biggy, an habitue
of El Morocco, was a bartender
ever seen."
less
than a dozen years ago at
Horse,"
Called
"A
Man
And in
the
White
Rose on 8th Av. and
he plays sort of a beast of burd e n — a slave — to some is proud of it.
Sioux Indians and goes naked MAMA CASS told the London
% of the time. After that he 'll press that she has another husdo "Cromwell" and "Christmas band in mind but hasn 't told him
Carol " as Scrooge.
of her decision yet. She's an"They're all period pieces. nulling her marriage to Himmy
Why can't somebody find me Hendricks, not to be confused
a modern comedy?" he asks. with Jimi Hendrix. "I feel sorHarris is firm on the subject ry for beautiful women,'' says
of Mia Farrow. "The thing I Mama. "They never find themlike about her is she doesn't selves. . ."
take anything for granted. She's Columbia Pictures turned
the essence pf search. Every- down a TV network' s offer of
thing is probed. That makes her $6,000,000 for three showings of
"Oliver!" a couple of years
a very exciting girl."
"You've i done pretty well de- from now. (A studio exec said,
spite your 'willingness to be dis- "After the Oscars it'll go much,
much higher", ". . . Co-producliked," the reporter said.
er Joe Kipness thought and
"OH, I GOT my head broke thought of where to hold the
a few times, maybe," he shrug- opening night party for his
ged.
show, "But Seriously," and deWhy doesn't some rich man cided on restaurateur Joe Kiplike Howard Hughes buy Ellis ness ' place, Kippy's . . . Sandy
Island for about $1,000,000 ; and Dennis saw a screening of her
build the world's biggest medl "Cold Days in the Park," while
cal research center on those 28 she ate three jelly apples she'd
acres 12 minutes by ferry from brought along.
Manhattan? Realtor Max Rei- Carlo Ponti said at the
beisen gave us the idea. Ten Ground Floor that Sophia Loryears ago, when the Gov't put en was offered the lead oppothe island on the market, Rei- site Jim Brown in "Lions 3,
beisen and a syndicate offered Christians O," but she's in no
$600,000. The Gov't wanted $1,- rush to go back to work
000,000. Nothing's been done Lord Snowdon steamed oyer
with it since, except LBJ pro- the nude scenes cut from "Jean
claimed it should become a Brodie" before the Royal Fampark. Reibeisen envisages all ily saw it. He told director Ronthe great medical brains of ald Neame, "You make us look
Eastern U.S. working there to- as though we were all 16!" . . .
gether. He even thinlcs admis- Cong. Adam Clayton Powell
sion could be charged to tour- says he'll give the OK for his
ists to see the laboratories so film bio (to be co-produced by
that it could pay for itself.
Herb Jeffries).
Norman Frank, public rela- Mae West, who bought choice
tions man for the NYC police chunks of H'wood and Beverly
dept., announces his candidacy Hills when it was farmland, told
for Mayor any minute. (Soon a realtor she's not selling: "I'm
there'll be more candidates still in the market to buy "
than voters) . . . All Palm Charles Boyer, in a champagneBeach's talking about Gregg sipping scene for "April Fools,"
Dodge Moran losing her tem- demanded — and got — real
per at a posh party and whop- champagne.
ping a lady with her bedia- TODAY'S BEST LAUGH : Ted
monded fist . . . Katharine Berkelmann heard a girl discuss
Hepburn rushed upstairs to con- an ex-boy friend : "I gave him
gratulate understudy Terrence the nastiest look since Sir WalO'Connor of Tucson, Ariz., sub- ter Raleigh brought his coat to
bing for vacationing Jane Alex- the cleaner
ander , at "The Great White WISH I'D's."SAID THAT: ArnHope." With her: Deborah Kerr old Glasow offers a simile:
"As
and Ruth Gordon . . . Gretchen slow as a helicopter over a nudWyler was looking great at the
camp. "
opening of "Does A Tiger Wear istREMEMBERED
QUOTE:
a Necktie?" (which the ' B.W. "We soon learn
that
it costs too
and I found fascinating) . She much to get something
for nothhas a busy summer theater ing. "
schedule booked already.
EARL'S PEARLS : Art Paul
Sid Bernstein, impresario and says
he'll send his wife on an
personal mgr. of The Rascals, airplane
trip as a piece of lugtold us that jazz will move into gage: "That way maybe they'll
rock music with the Fillmore lose her ."
Bob Hope told the audience
at his Chrysler TV' er that'Jack
Benny isn 't really tight: "He
just hates to give away money
after he 's memorized the serial
numbers. " That' s earl , brother.

Tri-Counfy Oil
Savings Down;
Sales Higher

¦

DEAR ABBY:
¦¦

,

.

¦ i

'Firm Discipline '
Hurts Grandparents

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
¦ DEAR ABBY: I am so hurt. My daughter and her hus"
RUSHFORD, Minn . - Sales band have now decided that my two grandsons shall be
of Tri-County Cooperative Oil denied a visit to Grandma 's and Grandpa 's house until they
Association increased ' ! $37,000 stop doing this or that.
Our greatest pleasure is a visit from our grandchildren
last year but the net savings
who are 4 and 6 years old. ^
(margin) were down $12,000.
So now we are told there will be no more visits.until
Sales for 1968 totalled $1,391,or Richard
583 compared with $1,353,566, Bobby stops sucking" his thumb, Their parcomes the first time he's called.
v
according to the annual reports 1 ents call this "firm discipline." I call it,
of the association presented to "unfair to grandparents ."
v
the patrons at the annual meetPlease, Abjjy, tell us if we are off base
feeling the way we do. Or are the parents?
ing here today.
The business place of the co- And what should we do about it?
HURT GRANDPARENTS
operative in Rushford made
sales of $850,730, including farm
machinery, supplies, appliances
DEAR HURT : It is unfortunate that
and gas and oil. Gasoline and
in their efforts to "discipline" their chilfuel sales at the Winona branch
dren your daughter and her husband
came to $352,106 and at the
punish YOU , too. If you have already
flDDV
Houston operation , $188,744 .
let them know how you feel and they
Net savings for 1968 were
refuse to substitute another kind of punishment , say
$48,911 compared with $60,924.
nothing. I agree, it's unfair to you , but the choice is
The gross margin for the two ' . ¦' theirs. . '. . ' ' •. ¦
-'. - ' ¦
years is $305,931 in 1968 and
;.
$310,924 in 1967. Assets for the
DEAR ABBY: I heard a man make a reference to "San
cooperative increased from
$906,575 in 1967 to $989,528 in Quentin quail ." We live 25 miles from' San Quentin penitentiary and have never seen any kind of quail around that
1968.
Operating expenses last year area. Thank you for any information you can give us.
CALIFORNIANS
were $314,000 and income from
sources other than sales were
DEAR CALIFORNIANS : Are you pulling my feathers?
$56,900, for a net margin of
"San Quentin quail" is a term (slang) meaning an un$48,900.
,
Board members were returnderage girl
ed to office in balloting during
the meeting. They are John
DEAR ABBY: A year ago I did a foolish thing. I got
Kahoun and Clarence Rustad , the girl I was going with pregnant , and when she told me
Rushford , and Herman For- about it I skipped town and\ left Carlotta to face everything
syth , Houston .
alone. She was 16 and I was 20. Carlotta could have made
¦'
trouble for me, but she didn 't.
I thought it over and came back. Carlotta was still borne
like nothing had happened. She had the baby and gave it
up for adoption, but she wouldn't even come to the door
to talk to me. When I tried to get her on the telephone, her
faher told me if I ever showed my face around there again
he would kill me.
Abby, I made a terrible mistake. I still love the girl,
SPRING GROVE, Minn. and
I know if she would only see me I could make it up
Spring . Grove PTA members
were told of latest educational to her . I feel like a heel, but even a heel needs advice. How
can I get my girl to see me?
<
DENNY
patterns and thinking by a panel
of local administrators and citiDEAR DENNY: She is" not your "girl." anymore. ; ;
zens.
Your
timing is poor. Give her a break and let her alone. '
Superintendent of Schools V.
E. Lewis discussed the 1967 DcDEAR ABBY : When j read that letter from the 15-year-old
mian report , the State Board of
Education criteria -recommen- who thinks she's a "slave" because her mother makes her
help at home, I could have cried. I guess all, teen-age girls
dations , and the meetings of
area school boards concerning fee) that way. .I know I did about 10 years ago. ,
I only wish someone would have told me what you told
reorganization possibilities.
A panel consisting of Pastor her. Unfortunately, my mother spoiled me, and gave in and
Rolf Hanson , moderator; Mrs. did the work herself. Now that I am married and have children of my own , I know what Mom went through , ahd could
Vivian Brevig; Mrs. Geneva
Tweeten ; Mrs. Carol Gaustad , kick myself for the way I treated her . Although I don't get
local PTA president; Albert De- many chances to make it up to her , believe me, I never miss
ters, county commissioner ; Ar- a chance when I get one.
I would love to do it all over again and be able to do
nold Onstad , board of education
everything for her that she did for me.
member; Victor Rupp, SuperinI just want to say, PLEASE, girls, love your mother. She
tendent of Caledonia Public
is the only one you 'll ever have, and you won 't have her
Schools, and Robert Hillman.
forever . With love to Mom ,
Spring Grove mayor, then reacted to Superintendent Lewis'
R. M.: HURON , SOUTH DAKOTA
talk .
The panel attempted to equate
Everybody has a problem. What' s yours? For a perits own-school situation with the
sonal reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles,
Calif ., 90069 and enclose a stamped , self-addressed encriteria set by the Domian revelope .
port and the state. Since no definite reorganization plan was
presented at the meeting, little
reaction was given to any type
of reorganization of the area
school districts. However thr
panel did indicate favor towarc'
more pre-vocational education
in the local schools and toward
the maintaining of local control
of the schools.
a
MADISON , Wis. Ml - The cause debate , including one
legislature
is to receive within which would allow authorities to
NAMED TO BOARD
TAX DIRECTOR
Toast & French Fries
two weeks a package of propo- go to court with evidence gained
MILWAUKEE , Wis. M - sals which contain Atty . Gen. from electronic surveillance.
MILWAUKEE Iff) — Robert
B , Trainer, vice president of Prof, Arthur P. Becker of the Robert W. Warren 's recommen"Several are certain to stir
plant operations for the Joseph University of Wisconsin — Mil- dations for discouraging syndiup some controversy, " Warren
Schlitz Brewing Co., has been waukee has been named to the cate crime in Wisconsin.
said.
elected to the firm 's board of board of directors of the Tax
Warren said Sunday the packSen, Ernest C. Keppler , Rdirectors. He has been with the Institute of America , a research age, involving
about 20 new or Sheboygan , the Senate floor
and educational organization.
firm since 1947.
revised crime statutes , is aim- leader , predicted protest from
ed primarily at organized under- municipalities over a Warren
world activities.
proposal to have tavern license
Authorities are not agreed on applicants get state Justice Dethe extent of organized crime partment certification before
in Wisconsin , including that rep- getting a local license.
$1.35 i resented by such labels as Ma- The tavern licensing measure
TUtSUAY~ ''Fish-AII" 4:30-9 p.m
/y\^^S^^" ,.
fia , "the syndicate " and Cosa includes another provision to
Nostra.
keep anyone from having a fiWEDNESDAY-chicke,A.,<< ,or ,Uil .. $1.50 \
nancial interest in more than
WARREN
SAID
there
are
V^i
^^
^
^
of organized criminal ac- two taverns , an attempt to hold
THURSDAY" "Family Variety Nigh." .. 51-95 / signs
the depth of syndicate contivity
having a headquarters in down
N
trol.
J^^^*1
Milwaukee, but nothing that
FRIDAY- »F|sh.A |r _ all you can oat for $1.35
could yet be taken to court,
V"^
KEPPLER praised Warren 's
j^
/ 3
J "Intelligence reports are one proposals,
adding: "It is obvithing, and provable evidence an- ous that we in government have
other, " he said ,
to start getting tough to protect
Spokesmen for Warre n's Jus- the good citizens of our society."
tice Department disclosed Sat- Robert J. Jendusa , president
urday they had been working on of Milwaukee 's Common Couna number of measures which cil, said steps Warren may take
are now ready for legislative "to make it more difficult for
consideration.
organized crime to operate
Some of them seem likely to .should be supported. "
The electronic surveillance
COMB ONB . . . COMB ALU
proposal contains a requirement
that the Justice Department , or
a district attorney acting with
the departmen t, get a judge's
approval before offering the evidence in court.
Other Warren plans included
easier conviction for prostitu¦
w
¦ ¦*
tion , allowing state fi re mnrsh™
To the Music of
/
'
8:00 at th*
¦
nlso to carry weapon.!, requiring
^V
\
&
owners
weapons
fhe "Mello-Tones"
EAGLES lo registerof wautomatic
ith the Justice De,
/
|
"At the Sign of the Flame "
pa rtment instead of the secreCLUB
tary of state, nnd prohibiting
BVBRVONB WHUCOMBI
interstate or intercoiirity travel
.

School Course
Of Action Aired
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LA CROSSE, Wis, W - The
United Council of Wisconsin
State Student Governments has
gone on record opposing a number of bills currently before the
state legislature.
In a general session Saturday
at La Crosse State, student
leaders opposed seven Assembly bills, two Senate bills and
two joint resolutions, all dealing with disciplinary measures
designed for students and
faculty , taking part in campus
disruptions .
STUDENT leaders said that
in its efforts to prevent student
disruptions, the legislature
might do severe damage to
educational operations of the
university and to the individual
rights of students and faculty.
The measures opposed include proposals- that " out-ofstate recruiting of\ students be
stopped , that tuition 'be hiked
for out-of-state students and
that students convicted of treason, sedition or disloyal acts
not be permitted to enroll at
state universities. .
Other measures opposed call
for the suspension of students
convicted of felonies or misdemeanors, and cancellation of
financial aids to students involved in campus demonstrations.
Proposed legislation affecting
faculty included elimination of
tenure and fir ing of teachers
known to be communists or
who are acting for the communist party.
THE COUNCIL also opposed
two joint resolutions proposed
by State Sen. Gordon Rosefeip,
R-Darlington.
One censures the Students
for a Democratic Society and
the other calls for a referendum
of Wisconsin voters to express
whether , they think the state
legislature should tolerate com':¦ ,.;
munists on campus.

Forrfter Halfback
To Direct Fun
At Penal Farm
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ST. CLOUD, Minn . (AP) - "1
will be a candidate for the Republican nomination for the Seriate in 1970," says Rep. Clark
MacGregor, R-Minn.
MacGregor's statement was
made to Paul Stacke, news director of radio station WJON
here. The congressman said he
will . seek in 1970 the seat now
held by Democrat Eugene McCarthy.
"I hope to be endorsed and
nominated by my party . _ and
elected in the general election,"
MacGregor added in an interview with Stacke in Washington,
D.C.
McCarthy, now in his second
term in the Senate, has said be
will riot seek the Democratic
nomination for another term in
1970. Last year he lost the
party's presidential nomination
to fellow Mdnnesotan Hubert
Humphrey, then vice president.
MacGregor was asked whether he thought there might be
considerable opposition for the
Senate seat. ¦ .
"I think the more the merrier," the congressman said.
"I'd like to see both Gene Mc^
Carthy and Hubert Humphrey
in the Senate race in 1970, "
MacGregor has .served in Congress since 1960, representing
the 3rd District which comprises Anoka County and all of
Hennepin County except Minneapolis.

Humphrey W ill Not
Count Himself Out
NEWTON , Mass. (AP)-Fermer Vice President Hubert H.
Humphrey was asked Sunday
whether he might run again for
president and replied : "It's a
possibility. I'm still sufficiently
young and vigorous."
Humphrey was interviewed
after a speech to the businessmen's council of the Combined
Jewish Philanthropies of Greater Boston.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Thirteen small and ' medium-sized
U.S. weather stations are to be
elimihated by the Commerce
Department in a move intended
ultimately to save the government an $400,000 per year.
The_ cutback in stations is a
result of last year's requirement
by Congress that for each to vacancies occurring in federal
agencies, replacements are to
be hired for only seven.
The stations are at Rome,
6a.; Houghton Lake, Mich.;
Cape Henry, Va.; Vicksburg,
Miss.; Reading^ Pa.; La Crosse,
Wis.; Laredo, Tex.; Mansfield ,
Ohio; Pensacola, Fla.; New Haven, Conn.; Alexandria, La.;
Elko, Nevi, and Stockton, ' Calif.
.
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A noted publisher in Chicago reports a simple technique of
everyday conversation which can
pay you real dividends in social
and business advancement - and
works like magic to give you
poise, self-confidence a«d greater
.
popularity.
According to this publisher,
many people do not realize how
much they could influence others
simply by what they say and
how they say it. Whether in business, at social functions, or even
in casual conversations with new
acquaintances there are ways to
make a good impression every
time you talk. •"• • ;¦
To acquaint the readers of this
paper with : the easy-to-follow
rules for developing skill in
everyday conversation , the publishers have printed full details
of their interesting self-training
method in a new booklet, "Adventures in Conversation ," which
will be mailed free to anyone
who requests it. No obligation.
Send your name, address, and
zip code to: Conversation , 835 >
Diversey Pkwy., Dept. 471-813,
Chicago, 111. 60814. A postcard
will do.
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Gold and silver are mined on
the Pacific slope of Costa Rica.
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TEACHERS: Call 4171 for Student Discount Information
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) _ Anthony R. Fratercangelo , former
star halfback of- Memphis State
*m*f—f'**f*m
University, has been appointed
NITES
\ ENDS
athletic director of the Shelby
County penal farm.
Q
Fratercangelo and a Memphis
State teammate , arrested on the
roof of a bank recently, were
convicted of attempted burglary
and given suspended two-year
<•
sentences.
At the penal farm , be said , he
would coach about 600 men
"who also made a mistake. "

TlVff ^ l ..JSg. TUK.

Warren Readies Plan
Of Attack on Cr ime

STEAK SHOP
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TENDERLOIN
STEAK
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Student Council
In Wisconsin
Opposes Bills

Weather Bureau
At La Crosse to
Be Eliminated

MacGregor:
Will Seek
SenateSeat

for the purpose of aiding rackets.
Some of his measure would
increase maximum penalties , including:
FOR CHARGING illegal loan
interest rates , two years in prison and a $5,000 fine. "
For extortion , 20 years and
$10,000.
Commercial gambling, five
years and $10,000 instead of the
current maximum of one year
and $5,000.
Attempting to bribe a witness,
five years and $10,000 instead
of one year and $500.
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Some men are
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Man Found Slain

KENOSHA , Wis. Wi - Coroner Harold Wagner said Sunday
an unidentified slaying victim
whose body was found in Pike
Creek may have been dead for
at least two months.
Wagner said the man , about
45, had been shot several times.
Two Carthage College students and a companion discovered the body while hiking
along the creek near Kenosha
Saturday.
Wagner said the victim was
clod only in an undershirt.
k
^

Learn to be a
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The Daily Record

MONDAY

Weather

Search for
Kellogg Boy
Continuing

EXTENDED FORECAST
Minnesota
MARCH 3, 196?
Tuesday through Saturday
temperatures range from a litTwo-State Deaths" tle above normal extreme north
Winona ' Funerals
At Community
to a little below normal ex,r5 Memorial Hospital
David H. Fakler
Peggy Sue Lisowskl,
treme south. Normal Ugh 26-20
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) -- north, 29-38south . Normal Tow
' ¦' Vlitlng hours: Medical and surgical • Funeral services, for David H.
, patlenti: 3 to 4 and 7 lo 8:30 pm < > Fafeler, 675 W. Sarnia St., were Peggy Sue Lisowskl, 7 months, 2rll north, 10-17, south. Colder
under 12.)
;
¦• ¦chlldrM
' . Maternity patients: 2 to 3:30 and J to beld' this afternoon at Fawcett died of suffocation at 10 a.m. about Thursday or Friday. Oth.1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)
Funeral Home. Burial was in today In her crib. She was dead erwise little change. Chance of KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)Visitors to a patient . limited to two Woodlawri Cemetery.
at the Arcadia;; Clin- snow Wednesday averaging The body of Michael Anthony
onv arrival
¦t on» time.
' ¦ '. '¦¦¦•¦ ¦ " . '¦' " ¦; ' v " ';; . : " one-tenth inch melted.
He
was
a
member
of
First
ic.
Schmitz, Kellogg, who. presum* , '.
Wisconsin
SATURDAY
Church of Christ Scientist.
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ing at the Itoot Eiyer District pealeau Valley Lutheran Church, married Oct. 2, 1923, in Wino- keeping a habitual barking dog. degrees, plus some boosts for
contest for vocal and instrumeh- the Rev. Vernon Barlow offic- na and she lived her married The $15 fine was suspended by extracurricular work,
iating. Burial will be In the years in Bear Creek.
tal students here Saturday.
Judge McGill on condition that
The association lowered its reMembers of the group, to com- church cemetery. Arrangements Survivors are: Her husband ; no further complaint is made quest to $6,700 for beginning
pete in the state-regional con- are by Frederlxon-Jack Funeral one son, Andrew, at home; in the next six months. Jilk was bachelor degree teachers. When
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test at Red Wing later, are Home, Blair.
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The presentation w: - made at
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A charge of driving withoul the Holiday Inn , La Crosse.
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Spanish!
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Romuald J. Rudnik
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from
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in
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neral services for Romuald J. Gerald J. Graf , St. Charles, St. Marys Hospital, Rochester ,
with injuries suffered In a twoand Is taking gym . with grade Rudnik , Trempealeau, Wis.,
speeding 45 m.p.h. in a 30
9 students.; biology with grade will bo Tuesday at 8 q.m. at $30, 1:09 a.m. Wednesday, West car collision at the intersection
of U.S. 52 and Olmsted 14 three
10, English with the juniors and Watkowski Funeral Home , Wino- zone,
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social studies with the seniors. na, and at 9 at Sacred Heart Broadway
Street.
Next term at home she'll be Church , Pino Creek, the Rev. Charles D. Smith , 22, 12 Lenox day at 0:30 a.m. Margaret A.
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taking 12 subjects, with classes A. J. Sulik officiating. Burial St., $20, improper starting, 12:07 other driver.
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APOLLO

(Continued From Page 1)
"This is a rookie saying everything is looking beautiful."
Almost immediately, the astronauts began checking out the
complex, computerized systems
in their $55 million spacecraft.
Ahead are complicated maneuvers between the spacecraft
and the lunar module which is
making its first flight in space.
It is the odd craft that will actually land two men on the lunar surface on future flights.
If the three daring spacemen
qualifying the
succeed in
s p i d e r - l ik e lunar module
(LEM) , they could clear the
way for two astronauts to land
on the moon in June or July. If
the LEM does not work, America's lunar timetable could be
set back indefinitely.
During 10 days in earth orbit
they are to thoroughly evaluate
the LEM, which has been called
a "missing link" because it is
the only major piece of Apollo
hardware yet to be tested.
The ungainly appearance of
the spindly-legged vehicle has
earned it the radio code name
"spider."
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration rates
Apollo 9 the most complex
man-in-space flight yet, even
more difficult to carry out than
the Apollo 8 moon orbit journey.
On the fourth day, Schweickart is to take the United States'
first space walk in more than
two years, a two-hour stroll in
which he is to practice an emergency transfer from the LEM to
the main Apollo 9 shi p and back
to the LEM.
On the fifth day, McDivitt and
Schweickart are to fly the "Spider'' 109 miles away from Scott
in the main ship, code name
"Gumdrop, " and then attempt a
tricky rendezvous in which they
will simulate two astronauts
launching themselves off the
moon.
The first two days in space
were to be devoted to checking
out the operation of the joined
vehicles, with McDivitt and
Schweickart making their first
visit to the LEM through a connecting tunnel on the third day.
After three days operating in
the spidery vehicle, it was to be
kicked free in space for additional ground-controlled engine
firing tests. The, astronauts
planned to spend the fin al five
days evaluating performance of
the main ship.
If all goes well, Apollo 9 will
land in the Atlantic Ocean
southeast of Bermuda at 9:46
a.m. March 13 after circling the
world 151 times and traveling
nearly four million miles.
Veteran space fliers McDivitt
and Scott and rookie Schweickart sat side by side in the Apollo
9 command module as the powerful Saturn 5 exploded to life,
spraying the launch pad with a
dazzling sheet of flame.
The LEM rode in a compartment between the spaceship and
the rocket. After three hours in
orbit, the two vehicles are to
link up nose-to-nose. ' - ' ¦
The 36-s to ry-t al 1 rocket
howled on its pedestal for 8.9
seconds as a computer system
verified that the mammoth cluster of five first stage engines
had ignited properly and generated full total thrust of 7.7 million pounds—equal to the power
of more than 500 jet fighter
planes.
When the computers sensed
all was right , they commanded
four 40 ,000-pound steel restraining arms to flip back to release
the 3,243-ton monster. It rose
with agonizing slowness, gradually veered over on a southeast
heading and sped out over the
Atlantic, spewing a tail of fire
more than 500 feet long.
Tens of thousands of persons
watched the spectacular liftoff
from beaches and other vantage
points at Cape Kennedy. However clouds spoiled the view as
the rocket quickly disappeared
into the low hanging layer.
Among the observers was
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
who watched from the launch
control center. From Washington , President Nixon phoned
Mrs. McDivitt . They spoke
briefly.
The wives and children of the
three astronauts watched the
launching on television from
their homes in HoustonThe , $340 million launching
was delayed three days while
the astronauts recovered from
common colds .
After a medical exam Sunday,
Dr- Charles A. Berry , the astronauts ' physician , reported
"all look in a real fine state of
health. "
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew was amoty* the VIP H listed
to observe the fiery liftoff.
McDivitt , 39, mission commander , and Scott , 36, ore veterans of orbital flights in the
Gemini program. On his first
voyage into space , Schweickart ,
33, plans a two-hour space walk
in which he is to transfer from
one spaceshi p to another.
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Winona Township

ELECTION
Tues., March If
Union Hall

St. Mary's College Campus
9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Cy A. Hodlund
Town Clerk

House Unit OKs
Authority's Bill
A bill to increase the powers
of the Winona Port Authority
won unanimous recommendation
for passage today from the
House Committee for Cities of
the Second Class in the Minnesota Legislature.
Rep. Frank Theis and Mayor
Norman Indall of Winona outlined the city's request for legislation and reasons for its presentation.
THERE ALSO was a delegation from Winona Area Industrial Development Association
and other governmental agencies in Winona.
During the hearing, one of
the points raised by Rep. John
P. Wingard, Anoka, concerned
the question of submarginal
lands the authority proposes to
develop under the proposed
legislation and whether any of
this land lies on the flood plain
and outside the protective area
to be included in the new Corps
of Engineers diking system.
The main theme of the presentation was that the port authority was needed as a useful
agency in bringing up a number of marginal land areas to
productive uses from an industrial and recreational standpoint.
Wingard pointed out that
flood plain development problems are presented to the legislature annually and the state
must spend funds at times to
deal with problems involving
the flood plains.

servation for a d v a n t a geous
terms under which to acquire
dredging spoil ."
He said, "The port authority
cannot effectively function without the additional powers proposed in this legislation. These
powers include eminent domain,
marginal land development, industrial district designation,
recreational area development,
and funding through both revenue and general obligation
bonds."
Mayor Indall told the committee, "It should be empha;
sized that we are not trying to
catapault Winona into a position
of competitive advantage over
other communities. Rather; it
is a case of trying to catch up
with opportunities that have bypassed our city in the former
of several industrial expansions
that could have occurred in Winona but went elsewhere for
lack of adequate sites,"

CITY Manager Carroll J.
Fry replied that at present the
Corps of Engineers has a comprehensive flood dike program
proceeding on schedule.
The land with which the port
authority will be concerned , he
said, lies within the protected
area.
Fry said the state would not
be asked for any additional aids
with respect to the land lying
within the area included in the
Corps of Engineers' plans.
Mayor Norman Indall mentioned that "cost to a private
developer in making any marginal land into suitable construction sites would be prohibitive.
His profit if any would be eaten up in taxes assessed in the
period between reclamation and
final disposition. Development
costs in these areas have been
estimated as high as $8,000 an
acre.

Rochester Youth
Hangs Himself
lit Olmsted Jail

"THE PORT authority, on
the other hand, could , under this
legislation, finance industrial
development through long-term
funding and would not be subject to the same obstacles that
face private developers," he
said.
The port authority, Mayor Indall added, is in a position to
negotiate on an equal basis with
o t h e r governmental agencies
such as the Corps of Engineers
or the state Department of Con-

AMONG those In the Winona
delegation were Frank R. Uhllg, chairman of Port Authority
of Winona and Harold Doerer,
chairman of the WAIDA.
There is no indication at the
present time when the proposed
measure will be brought up for
action by the full House. The
bill still must be heard by the
Senate Municipal Government
Committee prior to consideration by the full Senate.
The bill was recommended
for passage by a Senate subcommittee last week.

ROCHESTER, Minn. (AP—
A Rochester youth was the second teen-ager to hang himself
in a Minnesota jail in the past
four months.
Terry Lee King, 17, was found
hanged in his Olmsted County
jail cell Saturday with a rope
fashioned from a sheet from his
bunk. He was alone in the cell,
where he had been held for two
days. . " '. . ' . .
Sheriffs deputies said King
had been picked up by Rochester police Thursday on an alleged parole violation.
Last November, Dane White,
13, Browns Valley, Minn.,
hanged himself in the Wilken
County jail at Breckenridge, after being held for six weeks.
PETERSON MUSICIANS
PETERSON, Minn, — Twp instrumental students received A
ratings at the district solo and
ensemble contest at Caledonia
Saturday. Anne Benson, flute,
and Beth Hanson , snare drum',
will go on to the state-regional
event- James Stromberg is their
instructor.

Facts YOU
'

. -M

{/r^s

Should Know ftK A Vi
About Funerals ^wl

A community information program called "Facts You
Should Know About Funerals " series will be ofiered to
the public in Winona County at fl:00 p.m, on Tuesday.
March 4 and March 25 at St. Martin 's School gymnasium.
This unique presentation Is part of a continuing educa.
tional offering of the County Extension Family Living
program and is presented in cooperation with the funeral
directors and clergymen In the area.
Tlie program is intended to appraise the public of the
decisions that must be made when a death is experienced hy a family. Tlie program format includes various
practical , religious , psychological and sociological considerations o[ a funeral. Much o{ the planned lecture
and discussion material is taken from nn extension study
on death and funerals made by Mrs. Edna K. Jordnhl .
Extension Specialist in Homo Management , University
of Minnesota.
Tliis series of two rncelinuti covers such areas as:
Trends of funeral service , arrangements necessary, range
of costs, law as it pertains to death , the human bequest
nnd tho syndrome of grief nnd the disorganization occurring within the family.
Because any discussion on death ih often avoided ,
tho program coordinator have made cvei y effort to offer
an objective helpful and Interesting presentation. Tho
audience will bo given ample opportunity to ask questions.
SPONSORED IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST BY:

Borzyskowsk i Mortuary
John F. Dorxyskowski , Director

Breitlow-Marrin

Thomas A. Martin, Director

Burke's Funeral Home
James E. (Pat) Burke, Director

Fawcett Funeral Home
O. J. Fawcott , Director

Rochester Faces
A Tough Problem
ROCHESTER OFFICIALS who hop* to

renew some of the downtown areas now
face the task of finding answers other
than federally assisted urban renewal after its overwhelming rejection by voters.
This is not an enviable assignment.
Winona has struggled for years — with
results ranging from indifferent success to
outright failure — to stimulate the upgrading of its core area by privately financed
independent action. And it must be said in
all candor that Winona's situation is far
worse than Rochester's. In the end, urban
renewal became generally acknowledged
as the only possible solution here.
It is to the credit of the hustling civic
action types in Rochester, however, that
the relatively slight onset of municipal
blight is getting -attention well before it
turns into something requiring radical surgery. ' ' . ' .
It may be that Rochester can accomplish its desired upgrading by cooperative
municipal and private effort. One way to
help acbieve this sort of result in any city
is to set up some high standards in its
codes and then enforce them vigorously.
This is another tack that might have worked in Winona if the city could have marshaled its forces and achieved the unity of
purpose that we now seem to enjoy in
greater measure than before.
SINCE URBAN renewal is virtuall y assured for Winona and is temporarily a dead
issue in Rochester, there wilt be further opportunities to compare the efficacy of federally assisted development with that of privately motivated improvement.

Newsmen Chastised By
^Congressman's Wife
NOW THEY'VE DONE IT. Tho** upstart newsmen in Washington, D.C., got a
woman's dander up last week and she fired
off a blast in the Washington Post that put
them in¦ their place, at least for the time
being. ¦ "• . .Incensed by a United Press International-story in the Post that Congress had
returned "fresh from 10 days of vacation,"
Mrs. Gretchen Quie, wife of Minnesota 1st
District Cong. Albert Quie, delivered a
•trong rejoinder.
Wrote Mrs. Quie, in behalf of her husband and other congressmen:
"Tie UPI article in the Washington
Post stated that Congress had returned
'fresh from 10 days of vacation.' My husband is a congressman from a northern
state where the snow is four feet deep. He
spent the 10 day 'recess,' as it is correctly
named, with his constituents and I would
wager a greater majority of the Congress
follows this pattern rather than what the
press would gleefully like to imply.
"While gone from Washington, Feb. 6
to 16, he traveled 600 miles around his 12county district, driving a rented or borrowed car himself. He held office hours in five
locations for people who have problems
with government. He made at least 15
speeches to service clubs, political meetings, high schools and farm groups .
"Certainly the UPI is not so naive as
to think that the only 'work' a representative does is in Washington . His work in his
district with constituents is quite as important as that of legislating here.
"IN THE DAYS of yosteryear, the Congress met for about 5 months . This is no
longer true; they meet for the greater
part of 10 months of the year. That means
that If they are going to keep in touch with
their districts, they must make the recesses count, and most of them do. The
recesses at Lincoln's birthday, Easter,
Fourth of July, et cetera , are generally
not a vacation time."

Try and Stop Me
By BENNETT CERF
Bing Lardner wrote wonderful stories ,
but did not always shine as a conversationalist He'd sit through a whole noisy party
on occasion without saying a word.
One night he rang the bell of a friend In
Long Island at 3 a.m., but upon being admitted, sank into a chair without speaking
a syllable. The friend knew his ways and
left him there until morning. "Hi," he
greeted Lardner on his way to bringing in
the morning newspaper. "I don't want to
seem rude," Lardner spoke up at last ,
"but don't you ever intend to go home?"
¦
For whosoever shall do the will of my
* "titer, which Is In heaven , Ihe same Is my
brother, and sister, and mother.—Matthew
i
12:50.
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'. . . A N D THIS IS ONLY SPRING TRAINING SURE LOOKS LIKE A PENNANT YEAR!'

Secretary of Defense-Melvin Laird's role in)
the Nixon Administration is the subject of greatsspeculation. The Washington bush-telegraph has
spread the word that Laird has no intention of
being coordinated by the National Security
Council — that his communications go to the
President. And the difference in attitude toward the anti-ballistic missile (ABM) project
that he and Secretary of State Rogers recently displayed was not just a function of
Laird's need for rapport with the Senate Armed Services Committee, which is notably more
hard-line than the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee.
Some commentators have seen Laird's behavior as undermining the civilian control of
the military which, it is alleged, Robert S.
McNamara so painfully established. With all
respect to McNamara , who was our first genuine Secretary of Defense; this critique misses
the point. There has never been a serious
problem about military autonomy in the United States, and McNamara did not initiate civilian control. The issue has always been which
civilians shall control the military: The President's civilians or the congressional civilians?

CONGRESSIONAL RAGE of this sort Is bipartisan . A senior Republican member of the
Armed Services Committee has far more in
common with his Democratic colleagues than
he has with a Republican President. And this
brings us to Melvin Laird, who as a representative was one of McNamara's most vigorous
critics. His appointment as Secretary of Defense was obviously designed to demonstrate
that President Nixon was repudiating the bad ,
old, dictatorial ways of McNamara. What it
does in broad terms is to reopen the question:
Which civilians shall control Defense?
It is too early to determine whether Laird
will be Nixon's man with the Congress or
Congress' man with Nixon. But it is quite
clear that the conditions implicit in Laird's appointment give him far greater clout , far greater power vis-a-vis the President , than any other
member of the Cabinet. No other senior Cabinet
member has a constituency, which is another
way of saying protection. And the precondition for maintaining this protection is for Laird
to stick close to his old allies on the Hill. Thus
we can antici pate that Laird will be the focal
point of the hard-liners within the administration , and that the President is going to have
quite a job coordinating him.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years A go . .. 1959

Maurice Van Girder, former Winonan and
son of Mr . and Mrs . Ralph Van Gilder, has
begun work as Northwestern Bell Telephone
Co.'s office manager at Marshall , Minn.
Donald A. Fulwller , former Winonan, has
been named assistant superintendent of general services at the University of California.

Twenty-Five Years A go . . . 1944

John W. Donehower , Dakota, chairman of
the Winona County Selective Service Board,
has three married sons and a son-in-law in
service. They arc Naval Lt. Weston J., with
the South Pacific fleet; Cpl. Wilford J., APO
New York ; Lt. Ross J., Marfa Air Base , Marfa , Tex., and Capt. A . P. Lommcn, Greensboro, N.C.
George W. Engstrom was elected venerable
master of Winona Lodge of Perfection , succeeding W. L. Hill yer nt the triennial election at
the Masonic Temple.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1919

Lt . James Miller arrived in New York
aboard the transport Carrlllo, He has been in
France several months.
Winona merchants displaying spring wearing apparel have been forced to take a back
seat the last few days due to the cold weather.
Merchants report a sharp decline in the demand for spring clothing.

Seventy-Five Years Ago ... 1894

Capt . W. A. Kratka, Lansing, Iowa , is visiting Winona considering tho possibilities of running n packet line doily and return between
here and Wabasha.
John O. Melby, a prominent banker ot
Whitehall , visited in Winona.

One Hundred Years Ago ... 1869

It is with regret that F. A. Scavey, so long
a resident and business man of Winona, contemplates a removal to St. Louis, whero he
expect^ to engage in the commission bushiest).

Whosf or Mayor

OiNm^orkCiiy?

By JOEST P. ROCHE

IN PRECISE terms, what McNamara did
was to establish the supremacy of the President's civilians: The Secretary of Defense and
his subordinates. Since time immemorial, the
armed services had lived in close communication with the powerful barons of the Senate and
House who supervised programs and used their
appropriations authority to shape tirst the independent service departments and then the
unified Department of Defense. The military
often got some wiggle-room by playing off the
Congress against the President, but their deference to the great Senate dukes had to be seen
to be believed. (See, for example, General of
the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower, in his role
as Army Chief of Staff, testifying on any one
of a number of occasions in 2845-48.)
McNamara moved in and, with the full
support of first President Kennedy and then
President Johnson, reoriented the Department
of Defense. Realizing that the key to the Secretary's power over his department was budgetary control , McNamara changed the whole
procedure in such a fashion as to baffle not
only the congressional watchdogs, but most of
the military officials in his jurisdiction. In effect, not more than a dozen men in Defense
could explain what was going on, and they all
worked for McNamara.
Congress, which has a vested interest in
presidential inefficiency, was appalled at McNamara and the "whiz kids." All the traditional
,Jines of congressional intervention in- Defense
were cut and the Senate Armed Services Committee almost died of frustration. The senators
probed up this alley, they pushed down that
trait, and always found themselves confronted
by a tight-lipped, supremely confident, dazzlingly lucid McNamara. How much of McNamara's
precision will bold up under historical investigation is a matter of some dispute (the TFX,
or F-lll , concept of a multipurpose, all-service
aircraft has already been cut up badly), but
until the Vietnamese War eroded his position,
he kept Congress in a state of impotent rage,

ON THE RIGHT

By Wi^IAM

F. BUCKLEY Jr.

: Tt'isn't; as we all know, generally understandable why

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Nixon in dicates He
Will Pick Vatican Envoy
By DREW PEARSON and
JACK ANDERSON
WASHINGTON — During recent administrations Protestant Presidents have had closer relations with the Pope
than our one Catholic President, John F. Kennedy.
One evidence of this is the
fact that President Nixon, a
Quaker, flew back to Rome
for a special audience with
Pope Paul.
JFK, who had been unfairly criticized in advance of his
election as being the minion
of the Pope, was careful during his administration not to
establish an intimate relationship with the Vatican.
FRANKLIN Roosevelt par
ticularly prided himself on es
tablishing intimate relations
with Pope Pius XII and sent
as special ambassador to the
Vatican Myron Taylor, former
chairman of United States
Steel. Kennedy did not appoint
an ambassador to the Vatican. But Richard Nixon has
already indicated to close advisers that he will do so.
Several Protestant leaders
have been meeting in Washington in opposition to the
prospective Nixon move. However, it's understood he plans
to go ahead anyway.
Since the days of Pope
John, who took the greatest
steps toward ecumenical understanding, the Vatican has
endeavored to increase its ties
with the non-Catholic world.
Pope Paul has enjoyed excellent relations with Protestants
and Jews and ironically has
been criticized by some Catholics for being too tolerant of
Italian communists.
Last month the head of the
Italian communist party, Lui
gi Longo, addressing the 12th
annual meeting of the party in
Bologna, defended the Pope
wholeheartedly on two important issues.
One was not surprising,
namely the Pope's war against
poverty. The other was the
Pope's opposition to birth control.
The latter has aroused the
opposition of many Catholics
around the world, It was ironic, therefore , that one of the
Pope's most vigorous defenders should have been the head
of the Italian communist par
The party is somewhat divided at the moment over
Czechoslovakia. The leadership has been just as vigorous
in criticizing tho Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia as

THE WIZARD OF ID

have most American newspapers. There is a militant student minority, h o w e v e r,
somewhat sihular to the minority student r e b e l s r *on
American campuses, which is
rebelling against orthodox
leadership of Italian communists;
If anyone had predicted
one month ago that President
Lyndon Johnson could travel
in the United States unnoticed, no newspaperman would
have believed it. However, the
ex-President managed to slip
into Boca Raton for a 10-day
vacation with his old . friend
Charlie Engelhard of New
Jersey without, anyone knowing he was there.
The Engelhards have four
homes: One in New Jersey,
their home base, one in Florida, one in Canada, and one
in South Africa where Engelhard makes his money. He is
the diamond king of South
Africa , and biggest producer
of aluminum In the world. Also he's been one of the most
generous, contributors to LBJ.
Only other guests of the
Engelhards at Boca Raton
were John and Nancy Pine,
neighbors from New Jersey.
Nancy confided -to friends
that she did some advance
reading so she'd know what to
talk to Lady Bird about.
LBJ is sensitive about flying on government planes,
even though President Nixon
told him, as he retired, that
he must not fly commercial.
Mrs. Johnson flew commercial
all over the United States
when she was first lady.
Passengers seldom bothered
her. Her secretary sat on the
aisle seat with two secret service men behind.
HARRY TRUMAN used to
fly commercial, and doubtless
LBJ will adjust himself to
commercial flights also. He
took the trip to Boca Raton
however , on the government
plane and didn't stir oft the
Engelhards' spacious groundsDiplomats were a bit flabbergasted during the White
House diplomatic reception
when they noted that President Nixon wore .pancake
makeup. Since then they've
been calling this the "cosmetic administration." . . . Jerry
Bruno, one of the eight former staff members of the late
Bobby Kennedy who got a
Ford Foundation grant to
travel abroad, served as an
advance man for JFK and
RFK. He was excellent with
baggage and motorcades but
not one prepared to moke a
penetrating survey of Europe.
Actually the $100,000 subsidy

given to former Kennedy staff
members was a" glorified vacation allowance and has
backfired against all foundations . . . When Willie Mae
Rogers of Good Housekeeping
was asked to tell the amount
of her salary, she replied:
"That would be like revealing a woman's age and
weight." . . . "There goes the
truth-in-packaging law," remarked UPI Correspondent
Merriman Smith . . . Chief
casualty .of the Willie Mae
Rogers resignation was not
merely consumer representation at the White House but
the prestige of the Good
Housekeeping seal of approval. Rep. Benjamin Rosenthal,
D-N.Y-, disclosed that a product had to be advertised in
Good Housekeeping to get the
seal. Consumers had thought
the seal had no strings attached . . . Looking back, Betty
Furness, consumers' champion under LBJ, did a terrific
job.
¦• / .
Voices Objection

MADRAS, India Vfi — A
letter-writer to a south Indian
newspaper noted with dismay
that the newly issued ten-rupee
notes have the signature of the
governor of the Reserve Bank
in Hindi, the language of north
India.
"I wonder if the appointment
of the governorship of the Reserve Bank will henceforth be
restricted to the Hindi-speaking people or to those who can
at least sign in Hindi ," he
wrote.
Anti - Hindi sentiment is
strong — sometimes violent —
in south India.
¦
Almost Permanent

KALISPELL, Mont, . in - A
"sleeper" asked the Kalispell
police recently for a place
to spend the night.
They obliged and put him up
in a cell.
In the morning, after a good
night's sleep, ho started to
leave — but the cell door was
locked.
Police efforts to open the
padlock failed. Finally, the
lock had to be cut off with a
torch.
¦
Ready For Recreation

BOULDER, Colo. Ml - When
Dwain Miller resigned as
Boulder's director of parks
and recreation, he was given
a fitting farewell gift by associates — an aluminum canoe. Miller Intends to get a
doctor's degree, then teach
park and recreation administration in a university.

anybody should want to be the mayor of New York and it is
feenerally- accepted in tie community of the sane that only
madmen aspire't6 the office. "That is what makes the candidacy
of Republican Senator John Marchi especially surprising becauae ; Senator Marcbi is one of the world's sweetest, most
reasonable men, :by ' everyone's reckoning one of the two or
three most conscientious public , servants in Albany. ' And
if New ' York was in-' 'crisis
Letters to The
four years ago, • now after
Editor
three years of Mr. Lindsay the
city has moved from crisis, to
Community Support Made
desolation. One supposes that
Project Successful
Senator Marchi, who has
served for a number of years To the Editor : '
as chairman of the City AfOn behalf of the Zeta Theta
fairs Commission of the Sen- Chapter of the Brothers of
ate, might very well want Apha Phi, Omega, I would
to render a little disinterest- like to take this opportunity
ed help to the largest city to thank the Winona business
> .'
in America.
community for its support of
As usual, things : become Mardi Gras '69, staged on
comphcated. There is in New Saint Mary's : campus last
York an amiable bachelor cf week: With the cooperation of
long experience with political the students and faculties of
maneuvering called Charles St. Mary's and Saint Teresa's,
McWhorter, a former head ef this annual event lias proved
the New York Young Repub- to be a most worthwhile enlicans. 'He ..is "-a longtime Nix- deavor. The proceeds of apon man, and in these parts proximately $1,100 will be diswhen McWhorter speaks, one tributed to the charitable misassumes that be is communi- sion organizations on both
cating the pleasure of the campuses,
President of the United
It is only through the conStates. Now Mr. McWhorter siderate solicitation permisis a longtime enthusiast for sion of the Winona Chamber
John Lindsay — they were of Commerce and the thoughtyoung Republicans, together
of the people
back when the destruction of ful generosity
New York City was only a of Winona that bur service
glint in Lindsay's eye, Mc- fraternity is able to sponsor
Whorter's obsession with such a successful event. Thus
Lindsay reached the point of we are confident of continued
urging him on Mr. Nixon as success in this endeavor in
vice presidential candidate future years. The rewards are
far-reaching — not only in the
in Miami.
increased spirit of' brotherWHEN THE news trickled hood displayed within the
out that Senator Marchi. was fraternity from such an undergoing to challenge Mayor taking; but also the" satisfacLindsay in a Republican pri- tion and Sense of brotherhood
mary, McWhorter , material- of all humanity realized by all
ized in order tov express pres- those contributing to the sucidential concern over the cess of Mardi Gras '69.
primary race. The headline
On behalf of future recipiin the New York Times was:
"Nixon Concerned by Pros- ents of these ifunds and the
pect/ Of G.O.P. Mayoral Brothers of Alpha Phi Omega,
Battle Here. "^The story went I thank everyone who assisted
oh to suugest that President in this rewarding project.
Bill Koplschke
Nixon frowned on Senator
Sigma Theta Chapter
Marcbi'g projected interferof Alpha Phi Omega
ence with Mayor Lindsay's
St. Mary's College
hold over the Republican
Party of New York.
That was an eyebrowWe Pay Honor
raising event, because other
To. Our Enemy
New Yorkers close to the To the Editor :
White House had ascertained
I could hardly believe my
that Nixon would stand aside eyes when I read where the
is
— after all, Mr, Nixon
man who planned, the .. Japahardly the man tp declare nese attack on !Fearl Harbor
against the institution of the was honored.: ¦
preferential primary.
I had mixed emotions — all
And there arises the problem of the Conservative. Par- those boys who .were/killed
ty of New York, which is not there, our boys;, my son w£s
to be confused with conserva not killed there, but because
five parties in other states, of it he was killed hi action
the latter , being almost uni- in the - ;Carribean Sea in the
versally kooky, the former Navy. ' "
Mrs;' Pearl Lien
being, in the world of Mr.
603 Olmstead " , St
Nixon himself last fall, "a
responsible political organization." During the fall, the almost certainly. FortunateConservatives were '. denied ly, the Conservative Party
the right to fist Mrj Nixon's has never gone in for #reat
name on their slate, an ' act registration drives — why
of disdain engineered by Nel- should i t — so that its supson Rockefeller and Jacob porters draw, heavily from
Javits, pursuant to their New . ; York's R e p u blican
position that a) the Conserva- community. If Marchi takes
tive Party doesn't exist; and the Republican iFarty away
b) it is Neanderthal.
from Lindsay, which , is; • posThe drama now comes from sible, Lindsay wifl rurt . anythe fact that > the Conserva- way,, one supposes — on the
tive Party intends to endorse Liberal Party ticket; and
the candidacy of Senator finally, intelligibility will reMarchi. John Lindsay, who turn to the party Tabels in
in 1965 accepted the endorse New York.
ment of the Liberal Party,
will find it hard to assert
Winona Daily News
the immorality of a fusion
ticket backed by conservative
MONDAY, MARCH 3, W f
New Yorkers, in the fight of
VOLUME 113/ NO. 84
his own solicitude for liberal
New Yorkers from whatever Publlihed dally exce pt Satu rday and Holidays by Republican and Herald Publishparty.
MEANWHILE G o v e rnor
Rockefeller, who is not privately fond of Mr. Lindsay,
has stoutheartedly come ' out
for his rcnomination and
election, even as Senator
Goldwater, in 1060, came out
for the re-eTection of Senator
Javits . So-that a President
who isn't supposed to interfere in primaries, has been
maneuvered Into the endorsement of a mayor whose
strikingly unsuccessful administration is best associated with the Liberal Party
whose political philosophy
has governed, in a ataba
whose governor's endorsement of the mayor J B known
by all insiders to be nothing
more than punctilio.
What will happen? Senator
Marchi is going to .glvfl the
mayor a very ' tough vme. He
will have the; endorsement of
tho majority of his felloty;Re- ,
publicans In the legislature,
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House of the Week

Brick Arches Dominate Stylizecl Ranch City Permits
Jump Over
S2 Million

By ANDY LANG
Although c o n temporary in
over-all styling, this three-bedroom ranch utilizes a popular
feature of Mediterranean design to give it the kind of individuality found only in custom
homes.
Its unusual brick facade is
composed of several curves and
arches. This theme of curved
brick (arches has been extended
by architect Samuel Paul to the
inside as well, thus providing
a continuity of design.
ONE OP its major virtues Is
that it can handle any type of
furnishings, even if one's tastes
run to modem, contemporary
or provincial.
The exterior combines a
sweeping, low silhouette hip
roof with brick veneer, large
front windows and vertical siding to provide a beckoning facade with what architects and
builders call "street appeal."
A brick arch serves as a distinctive entry to a covered
portico, which in turn leads to
main foyer. The foyer itself has
a glamour of its own,' with two
brick arches, one leading to the
living room, the other to the
kitchen and family room. A
built-in brick planter adds to
the character of the layout.
The foyer is a true center
hall, affording access to all
parts of the house, including
the dining room, which often
cannot be r e a c h e d except
through another room.

CURVED BRICKWORK, with archway to covered portico,
is a bit of Mediterranean exterior decor attractively inter-
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1969 Dollar Volume .. $2,527,651
Commercial ........ 378,299
Residential ...
141,950
Public (nontaxable ) ..
. 2 ,007,402
New houses
4
Volume same
date 1968 .... ...;.. .. $484,330

Design Z-82 is a ranch with
a living rom, dining room,
family room, kitchen, breakfast room, laundry - mud
room, three bedrooms, two
baths, a lavatory, a foyer
and two fireplaces, with a
total square footage of 2,047.
The overall dimensions,
which include a two-car
garage, are 65V6" by 48' 4".
The plans call for a full
basement for storage and
possible future recreational
or other nse.
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of vacated street.
Robert Woller «t ux to William A.
Sholes et ux—Lot 7, Block 20, O.P. el
St. Charles.
Myra B. Velr to Basil T. Thorson «t
ux—Part ef NEW of NE\i of Sec. 1105-7.
Ernest J. Blumentrltt to Irvln Blumentrltt-S. J acres of NWV< of SEVi
and SWVi of SEV« of Sec. 19; also E.
60 acres of W'/i of NEVi and W. 10 acres
of E'A of NE'/i and W. 45 acres ef
N'A of SE'/< of Sec. 30-103-5.
Florence Erickson fo Sharyl Senile—
W. 50 ft. ol all that part of N'A of
NW'A Of See. 28-107-7.
QUIT CLAIM DEED
Amy O. Hemmlno to Alma C Hem
mlng—Wly 70 ft. of Lots 8 and ?, anc
Wly 70 ft. of Lot 5, ex. N'ly 39 ft
of Lot S, all In Block A, Stone 's Add
ttf City of St. Charles.

FLOOR PLANS . . . Spacious foyer,
centrally located for good traffic circulation,
sets theme for sizable division of remainder
of space. The living room and the family

Report CitesUses
For Area Shale
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. - Red
or yellow brick buildings, structural concretes,- oil decolorizers,
and sturdy sewer pipe are
among the many possible uses
for a 450-mOlion-year-old shale
found in Southeastern Minnesota.
The many possibilities for the
Decorah shale'and an explanation of its chemical composition and geologic history are included in a just-published report
by the Minnesota Geological
Survey at the University of
Minnesota .
"In addition, the report points
out some of the causes for slope
failures in highway cuts and
some problems in founding
heavy structures in the Decorah shale," Professor Paul
K. Sims, director of the survey,
said today.

room are the same size, each 20 ft. long.
The kitchen-breakfast room combination is
17 ft. 6 in. in length.

More Detailed Plans
Full study plan information on this architect-designed
House of The Week is obtainable in a 50-cent baby blueprint
which you can order with this coupon.
Also we have available two helpful booklets at $1
each: "Your Home - How to Build, Buy or Sell It" and
"Ranch Homes," including 24 of the most popular homes
that have appeared in the feature.
The House of the Week
/
Winona Daily News
Winona, Minn., 55987
Enclosed is 50 cents each for -^- baby blueprints
.•••
of design No. Z-82
..-¦•
Enclosed is $1 for Ranch Homes booklet
Enclosed is $i for Your Home booklet
........ •• •-••
Name .......................••••••••••••••
••••

Street
State

City

<1""""

BRUCE McNALLY

By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures Writer
Size up your own do-it-yourselfer before you lose his services by nagging him.
Do-it-yourselfers fall into
many job classifications. First,
there is the cabinetry type. He
prefers to build a hutch or sawbuck table or kitchen stools,
work - benches and the like. This
avocation may keep him from
being completely frustrated in
his regular job in which he may
not feel the same dedication .
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Amateurs who dp such repairs
usually are driven to it in emergencies. When the roof leaks
over the bed or tho lamp cord
becomes frayed , nnd then
threatened by flood or fire, your
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Phone 3373

Your service center for building

350 W. 3rd St., Winona

rooms, drama rehearsal room,
instrument and choral rehear*
sal room, individual music
practice rooms and individual
speech practice rooms, music LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
for three 8-hour shifts making
library, offices for faculty
— Construction of a $50,000 govmembers, projector light and ernment office building in Lew- parts for IBM and other manufacturers.
sound booth, passenger elevaiston
in
1968
started
a
spurt
St Rose of Lima congregator and elevator stage lift.
Location of the building is 460 which is extending over into this tion built a new church last
year.
Washington St., and construc- year.
tion is expected to take 18 It houses the Agricultural WITH THE village-wide street,
months.
Stabilization and Conservation
Bruce McNally received a offices, Soil Conservation Ser- curb, gutter and sidewalk propermit for construction of five vice, Federal Crop Insurance ject started a few years ago
units of townhouse-type apart- office, and the Farm and Home completed, Lewiston is looking
forward to a new park and
ments at 1426 McNally Dr. Two Administration.
of the units will feature three Production Credit Association playground area in connection
with the municipal swimming
bedrooms and the other three
~
will contain two bedrooms. Four of Rochester purchased the pool. The Lions Club is underwill be of two-story construc- building formerly housing the taking the project , which will
tion and one of one-story. Heat- Winona Extension Service and include picnicking area and
ing plans for the complex have established a district office in additional parking space.
not been finalized. Cost is list- Lewiston. The Federal Land Mrs. Harold Cady began conBank also has offices in this verting a farm of 120 acres
ed at $60,000. '
Main Street building.
west of the village into a nineOTHER PERMITS drawn last
week include:
CAMERA ART Photographers, hole golf course, with driving
Turner's Market, 119 E. 3rd Inc., which completed doubling range and miniature course,
St., new store front, $1,200, its facilities last year, started part of which may be ready
Gudmundson Construction Co. still another addition in Decem- by mid-summer, weather peris the contractor.
ber to house part of the pres- mitting. It will be lighted for
P. Earl Schwab Construction ent business and expand the evening play.
Co., 74 Kansas St., interior re- new color art finishing depart- Work will start this month
modeling, $1,000.
on remodeling the barn on the,
ment.
place into a clubhouse, with
Winona Insurance Agency,
174 Center St., interior remodel- Siebenaler C o r poration has night club facilities upstairs and
ing for additional office space, built the first residence in a patio for barbecuing downstairs.
$2,000, Schwab is the contrac- housing development program . Mrs. Cady is offering limited
Lewiston Development Corp., charter memberships.
tor.
DOLLAR VALUATION for has surveys and tentative plans
permtsi drawn so far this year for a low-rent housing project If you enjoy cornflowers, plant
is $2,527,651, well ahead of the on which it hopes to make pro- a close relative, the sweet sul$484,330 f or the same period gress this year.
tans, which have fragrant f low *
in 1968.
Rush Products Inc., moved ers, larger than those of cornFour permits for new houses into a new building with ex- flowers.
have beon drawn this year panded facilities for its approxicompared to just one on this mately 125 employes. Further
same date one year ago.
expansion is being considered
BUILDUP BEGINS
¦'
EAU CLAIRE, Wfo.- ' W-" Uni1 / ' - DIAL
royal has begun construction
on a $4 million addition to its
tire building complex here. A
$1 million building will be completed in July and will house
$3 million in new equipment by
March of 1970.
TOP
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materials. Dressed lumber is
IVii
and
expensive, so if you decide to do
an extensive project—a closet
Vr \ \ INSTALLATION
or pantry—lumber costs must
be taken into consideration.
"VA\ WORK
But for smaller tasks that
may fall to the hired carpenter,
you may not need extensive
materials. He can come armed
with the weatherstripping or
whatever, providing you alert
him.
If he is going to do a job in
matching lumber, such as filling
an opening left by an old heatELECTRIC, INC
ing register, it is a good idea beELECTRIC
SERVICE
225 East Third St.
forehand to measure the width
of the flooring and to tell him g^,^ 1732 W. 5th
exactly what it is. If you are
matching white oak flooring and VVWVUVWWUWWVVVVWUVWWtAfWVVMWWVttVWVVVttV j
it is to be stained light , you will
need white oak, but if you are
painting the flooi . , you can use
the less expensive red oak just
If you can't afford lo do every- as well.
thing, list the important jobs. If
the tasks can be time-evaluated , Clay pots can add a novel
the hired man may suggest that touch to your barbecue. Use
he can do everything for about them as individual habachis. Set
so much.
them on matching clay saucers
A carpenter may accept pay- and build charcoal fires in them.
ment on a deferred plan, provid- Let your guests cook "to order,"
ing he can do the work when be hamhurgers or hotdogs on 4has a day off. That way, he can inch pots , a steak on 12 inches.
keep busy, even though he must
n
Grandmother used to say that
wait for his pay. If money is a
problem, level with the work- lima beans grew best when
planted edgewise with the eyes
man when you call.
You should tell tho carpenter downward. Believe her, wc have
or plumber what needs to be been advised.
done when you call Mm about
the job. Then , they can bring
proper tools and materials and
t
O 875 W. Howard
you will not be tlme-chargd for
j
|
|flj
trips to supply stores.
O
Phono
9275
|
\
j
The workman will quote so
much an hour or a day, fcutyou
must be prepared to pay for his

do-it-yourselfer looks for the
tool box.
Meanwhile, what do you do
when winter is busting out all
over the house? There are
drafts from doors that aren't
tight, water problems in the cellar, and so on.
The sensible way to get a lot
of small jobs done around the
house is to hire a carpenter,
plumber or whatever. If the
budget is limited, hire him for
the amount of time you can afford, a few hours, half or whole
day. If you can't afford it, begin
to save for the time when you
can avail yourself of professional services. Even if you must
scrimp, it will be worth the joy
In your heart when you hear the
steady click, click of the hammer.
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Lewiston Building
Pace Continuing

A Man Cani Do Every thing

TESTING, TESTING
Don't keep a flowering plant
JOB or CONTRACT WORK
anywhere in the house where
\
• Home Building
jW
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
you cannot see a distinct shadA
Am • Cabinet Work
ow from your hand. Put a folif
Our Services Also Include;
I • Remodeling
age plant in that area instead.
|
• Sheet, Platt and Structural
Garden News suggests a test if
Steel Work
you believe gas is damaging
For Complete Personalized
your plants. Buy a single fresh
• Boiler Repair Work
Building Service Contact
carnation from a florist . Put it
in a vase near your plants. Carnations generally will remain
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
open nearly a week. But if there
is even a tiny bit of gas, the
Phone
8-1059
PHONE 5965
bloom will curl up and "go to Tlie carpenter do-it-yourselfer
304 Lake Street
143-167 West Front Street
finds, his life's challenge is being
sleep" in fairly short order.
able to hang a door or window
or in laying floors.
Another do-it-yourselfer may
specialize in artistic decorative
effects. He may like to bleach,
stain paneling on th e wall or install tiles in intricate patterns
or build imaginative room dividers.
Do-it-yourselfers in these categories are usually not candidates for repairing plaster walls
or putting putty around windows, no matter how much
women may weep or gnash
V x ) l lfr \<\l &lh /f ib?J The Craftsman* panel with
their teeth.
^
Part-time house workers be7 if ^ U r ^y ^A/j rt tne 8°es-with-anythingcolor.
'J
Available at this reduced
\l
J[ I l l K.,/,n,„
come discoura ged unless their
i
Y
I
./ priceduringthlslimiteden«
work shows something for their
, >) y-~~y. ~~ t..L/L
/
I
efforts. How can you take pride
/ ' J[ >
If J p( ^/ Tl gagement only! Buy now...
in repairing a crack In the wall
fc L . ..JT ' ^ A \n t / S i mi f Install when convenient!
or in tho ceiling when it is covered with paint?

WINONA BOILER
& STEEL GO.

VARIOUS USES . . . These delicate designs are a few
of the many decorative patterns available in filigree bardboards. Used as wall accents, connecting doors, privacy
screens and room dividers, the panels add a visual highlight to any room. They come ready for painting, or pro'
finished in woodgrains or colors.

^MAMMA ^^^

Building in Winona

Z-82 Statistics

hearth, is informal and cheery,
with a complete wall of windows
looking out on the side of the
house. On one side of the family
room is a two-car garage; on
THIS MASS of interior lirick the other, a mud room with a
is actually the back of — and laundry area, lavatory, closet
the extension ' of — a double and inside basement entrance.
fireplacement a r r a n g e ment
which puts separate fireplaces THE BEDROOM wing at the
in both the living and family side of the house features three
bedrooms, two full baths and
rooms.
The living room is sunken , plenty of closet space. The hall
being two steps down from the bath is a large, divided room
foyer. These bricks steps are an with a double-basin Vanity. The
extension of the brick fireplace master bedroom includes a prihearth. The room also boasts a vate bath with a stall shower
9-foot ceiling. On the other side and two closets, one a walk-in.
of the foyer,, across from the For a family .that wants plenty
living room is the dining room, of living space — 2,047 square
which overlooks the rear gar- feet — within fairly |modest
over-all dimensions — 65 ft. 6 in.
den.
One end of the foyer leads to by 48 ft. 4 in. — this design fills
the kitchen and the family room. the bill of practicality. The fact
The kitchen, in an efficient U- that it also has a distinctive and
shape, has a built-in oven, dish- pleasant exterior is a welcome
washer, sit-down planning desk bonus.
and pantry closet. Adjoining is
a separate breakfast space with
sliding glass doors leading to a Property Transfers
rear patio.
In Winona County
WARRANTY DEED
TOGETHER, the kitchen and
Construction/ Inc., Io James
breakfast room are 17 ft. 6 in. G.Royce
Plenary et ux—Lot 20, Royce-Sather
long, making a delightfully spa- Subd. In City of Winona.
Alma C. Hemming to Robert F. Hemcious open area for enjoying the mtng
er «(—W. 30 it. ot Lot 4 and W.
first meal of the day.
30 fK of N. 39 ft. of Lot 5, Block 4,
The family room, with its own Stone's Add. to St. Charles, Lot 5, ex,
N. 39 ft. and a,I of Lots 8 and 9, Block
brick fireplace and raised A,
Stone's AbUto St. Charles, and WW
i

locked Into contemporary design, which features a sweeping
silhouette hip roof , large front windows and vertical siding.

Construction starts in Winona
took a $2 million jump last
week with the issuance of building permits for the musicspeech building on the Winona
State College campus and a
five-unit "townhouse" type
apartment complex on the
city's east side.
P. Earl Schwab, general contractor for the campus facility,
drew a permit for $1,986,609.
The plan calls for a 460-seat
auditorium-theater, a 200-seat
lecture and recital hall, class-

Bellevlew

Phone 8-3136

f i u A i o(Built
ni.
CALL 74«6

GEO. KARSTEN
General Contractor

• Kitchen CiblMtt
• formic* Topi
• Wardrobes
• V«ppon Appliances
• I'ort Fixtures • Desks • Vtnltlii

FREB ESTIMATES
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Most Bargainers Are Waiting
l^or Fir^t Major Settlement

By CHARLES HALLMAN
Associated Press Writer
"Our board is just waiting for
« break somewhere in the
state a trend showing where this
thing is going to go. No one
wants to stick his neck out."
A Rochester school board
member who declined to be
identified summed up the feelings of many school boards and
teacher negotiating committees
as bargaining continues over
teacher contracts for 1989-70.
One northern Minnesota school
board member said, "The
teachers are trying to make us
pay them more than 90 percent
of the people in town make a
year. I can't tell you one job
in our county that pays $7,100 a
year for a kid just out of school.
And that's for just nine months.
Everybody else works 12 months
their first year."
Teachers have countered that
they are sick of living at nearpoverty levels, especially when
they are, in many cases, the
most educated citizens in their
communities.
/ . '¦' ¦
' Under state law 179.51 there
cannot be a teachers' strike.
That law reads that "No person
holding a position., .in service of
public schools shall strike or
participate in a strike. "
However, mass resignations,
such as occurred at the Akeley
School District in Hubbard
County this past week , can be

BUT HE'S NOT

employed, and some teachers' "They must be kidding. 'I'd : ester spoke of a $27 increase to
associations are openly advo- work in a sacking plant before the current $480 property tax on
agreeing to lhat. I've got a wife a $20,000 home if teacher salary
cating this technique.
demands are met in full.
The Rochester school board and three children." '
member is joined by most other Other major items include stu- In Grand Rapids, both aides
bargainers in hoping for one dent discipline, length of student debated the merits of a request
major precedent-setting settle- school year, required summer for a 60-mimite preparation perment. A Twin City teacher- teaching sessions, number of iod each day for all elementary
negotiator, said recently, "No- days expected on duty, length of school teachers. The school
body wants to make the BIG school day, number of different board claims this would require
mistake of being the first to classes a teacher is expected to the hiring of more instructors.
settle. I figure that if the dis- teach and participation in teach- Alien E. Giibertson, spokesman for the teachers, said that
trict is big enough it may set ers' workshops.
a pattern, but the teachers in Teachers make a point of say- instruction is becoming more inthat district may end up the ing that it is expensive to live dividual and therefore requires
lowest paid in major areas of and work in Minnesota, more so more time.
than perhaps any other state in "Good lessons don't just hapthe state." '
pen," said Giibertson. "They
In many cases money is not the region. They point to statis- are
the product of individual
tics
which
show
Minnesota
has
the only factor keeping the two
sides apart. In Red Wing, policy- the sixth highest .state income teacher planning."
making is the most important taxes in the nation.
A western Minnesota teacher
secondary, consideration.
everything else
School boards coonterwith re- puts it, "Brush
The trouble we're
off
the^desk.
National
Education
Assocent
A school board member there,
reports that say that having "is with salaries. THAT
Dr. Jack Delahunty, touched off ciation
among all 1,172 school districts is the only thing that could keep
a local furor when he was quot- in the United State that have us out of classes come fall."
ed as saying after a session with over 6,000 students, the top 23 How far apart are the boards
teachers, "The teachers are hot in teachers' salaries include 11 and teacher-negotiators?
setting school policy presently from Minnesota.
A few examples:
and they're not going to. I'm Teachers generally are wor- WASECA—Board offer: $«,adamant on this."
ried about being able to afford 200 base to $10,760 for a masIn Austin a major factor is luxuries they have tended in the ters degree and 30 credits.
the amount of time teachers past to do without. School Teachers' association requests:
must put in on the job. The boards are fretting over where, $7,200 base to $13,000 top.
Austin School Board's original if high settlements are granted, MARSHALL-Board offer: $6,proposal called for six more they 'll get the money.
450-$ll,480. Teachers: $7,300weeks of work per year—to 45 In Rochester, teacher-negotia- $12 ,810.
weeks—plus 50 minutes per day tor Jay Van Oort talked of the MOORHEAD-Board: $6,000longer with NO increase in be^ city 's "tremendous ability to two per cent at the top. Teachginning salary over the 1968-69 pay'' increases in terms of tax ers: $7,700-48.5 per cent increase
at the top. .
school year.
base.
One Austin teacher replied, School board leaders in Roch- HIBBING-Board: $8,300-$U,214. Teachers: $6,900-$13,825.
WILLMAR—Board: $6,200$12,360. Teachers: $7,100-$14,SAD

Humphrey: Had No Plan
To Occupy this Chair

ST. PAUL.JAP)-Prof. Hubert
H. Humphrey sits in his brand
new office with its view of the
snowy Macalester College campus and sometimes ponders that
but for a half a million votes his
off ice would have a view of the
Washington Monument.
Now the office in Macalester's
Old Main is full of the later afternoon twilight. The shelves on
the wall are still empty, The
attractive woman who was
Humphrey's secretary a quarter
century ago is his secretary
again. A few slushy blocks away
Mrs. Humphrey is supervising
workmen refurbishing a house
for their campus home.
;
"I must My," Humphrey ac.
knowledges, "there are times
when I think about what we
should have done and could
have done in different states.
But I don't dwell on it too long
because it just ruins you. Really
it can make you terribly morose
and very upset."
Although there may be moments- of sadness over what
might have been, Humphrey appears neither morose nor upset,
Precisely at midnight New
Year's Eve, according to a pos«
sibly apocryphal report among
friends, Humphrey strode into
the bathroom and in heavy
handed symbolism flushed the
toilet. So much lor 1968.
He admits to students, however, that "My presence on this
campus was not something I
fashioned in my life as the ultimate . . . I had no plans to
occupy this chair ' (the Hubert
H. Humphrey chair in Political
Science and International Relations.) I had plans to occupy another chair, at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue."
The students , many of whom
were strong partisans of Sen.
Eugene McCarthy , enjoy the
irony and laugh with him.
Humphrey will spend three
days a week , twice a month,
teaching at Macalester and at

the University of Minnesota
when the spring quarter begins
March 24. His salary will be
$30,000. He also receives about
$20,000 retirement pay for his
years in the Senate. And as
chairman of the Board of-Consultants for the Encyclopedia
Britannica he receives a salary

Senate to Probe
Lower Voting
Age on Tuesday
ST. PAUL (Si — A state Sen.
ate committee gives its first
airing of bills to lower the voting age to 18 or 19 Tuesday after a House unit heard testimony
on it last week.
Sen. Howard Nelson, Lindstrom, who heads the elections
committee, said he wants to
give the matter an adequate
hearing, but nevertheless expects time for (both pros and
cons at Tuesday's session.
Whether that would be sufficient for the committee to make
a judgement on whether to recommend the bill or table it remains uncertain,
Tho House Elections snbcommlttee expects to have its recommendations ready within two
weeks for those who favor lowering the voting age from 21
argue that young people are
more knowledgeable at 18 and
19 now than formerly.
And a youth who is draft-bait
and sent off to the military at
18, should have the right to vote,
they contend.
Some opponents suggest that
youth should have more responsibility—i n effect, to "earn " the
right before they get the franchise.
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said to be "in the range" of
bis academic pay. He is also
chairman of the board of the
Woodrow Wilson Institute at
Princeton, a member of the
board of Brandeis University,
and, as titular head of the Democratic party, faces a heavy
calendar of speech-making.
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and Winona.
Iq LeSnenr, the school board
Youth aren'f at the same res- has
an unusual suggestion.
ponsibillty levels as those who
Faced
with $7,300 base requests
Say taxes and rent or buy their from teachers to a $14,276 top,
ernes, the argument goes. And the board is offering an increase
some say, too, that teen-agers based monthly on cost of living
aren't savvy enough and would rises over and above an averhave the opportunity, as 18-year- age of competitive salaries beold high school students, to In- ing paid by other school disfluence school board decisions. tricts in the area.
At the House hearing, Rep.
Generally, school district and
William Frenzel, Golden Valley, school boards are going to take
told committee members that advantage of a proviso of Minpolitical activism displayed by nesota law which calls for adyoung people in last year's elec- justment panels.
tions demonstrated they are Saturday was the deadline for
ready to take on the responslbil- submission of requests for such
ity.
panels. Among others, Roches"The thrust of all this youth- ter, Minneapolis, St. James,
ful activity is directed at 18," Moorhead. Faribault, and Now
he said in preparation for trying Prague will use them as set up
to duplicate his feat of two under state law 125.25.
Under that law, the bargain'
years ago.
Then, a bill similar to the one ing powers each contribute one
Frenzel is sponsoring this year, member to a three persons panwon a commanding yes vote in el. Then the two negotiators
thus selected agree on a third.
the House.
It was stalled, however, in the If such an agreement is not
forthcoming, the senior district
Senate.
The senators are expected to court judge in the county aphear substantial testimony from points the third.
young persons who are active The panel then is required to
in political organizations. They meet within eight days and all
jammed into tho House hearing forthcoming agreements ore to
room for a night session and are be concluded before April 1.
sure to be up bright and early Such arbitration Is, however ,
for Tuesday's 8 a.m. meeting. not binding.
"What I'm worried about,"
said a Bemidji school board
member "is fullfilling these
etato law requirements. We're
supposed to mail out contracts
by March 30. If this thing isn 't
settled, how can we?"
Other cities and towns are
confronted with another law on
probationary teacher — usually
first year instructor—performance.
That law requires that all
Administrators at four hospi- such teachers bo informed ln
tals paid fivo 0! the 48 persons writing prior to April 1 If they
treated for Injuries wore In seri- are not going to be rehired in
1960-70.
ous condition.
"What happens If we rehire a
Rick lynch of Memphis. kid and then find out, after tho
Tenn., director of professional settlement, that we can't afford
racing for the American Hot to pay him?" asked a Waaeca
Rod Association, who estimated school hoard member.
the speed of tho crash car at Tho Owatonna board chairwithin 20 miles on hour of its man, Charles OswaTk, perhaps
rated maximum of 200, aald tha put current negotiations best.
Yellow River track Is not sanc- "We're this for apart," Oa>
tioned by either of the two ma- walk said In spreading bis arms
jor drag-racing groups , tho wide to indicate the dlfforences.
American and the National Hot "Now if you think we're going
Itod Associations,
to add it together and divide by
The accident "further empha- two nnd that represents negotisizes that operations outside the ations , I think that's not going
framework of organized racing to toko place."
aro dangerous nnd should bo Both sides appear to feel the
stopped,1 ' said Jim Kaser , di- some way. What's going to
rector of professional competi- ciiufio either side to brenk down
tion for the Sports Car Club of and begin serious deliberations
Is anyone 's guess.
America.

11 S pectators Killed When
Drag Racer Loses Control

COVINGTON , Ga. (AP) Spokesmen for major car-racing
organfeatlona and Gov. tester
Maddox called for stricter safety precautions after an accident
at a Covington track killed 11
spectators and injured nt Joust
46.
Tho accident Sunday nt the
Yellow River Drag Strip oc
curred when a fiberglass Comoro weighing less than 1,000
pounds and traveling around 180
miles on hour wont out of control about 250 yards from the
finish, lino. Tho rocor crashed
into an embankment , went over
a wire fenco and mowed down
the crowd lining tho track,
Thcro was no guard mil.
"People were thrown up In
the air." said Alice Blnck of Atlnnta. ''Somo of them fell hack
onto their cars. When wo tried

to get out of the area, we saw
bodies lying between the cars."
"One man got caught up undor tho racer," sold Jimmy Edwards, tt, of Atlanta. "It must
have dragged him at least 100
feet."
Sidney Castleberry Jr., 25, of
Kenncsaw , said "people were
terror-stricken. They were
screaming and yelling. "
Several witnesses said the
track announcer had warned
spectators to move back from
tho track at tho start of iho
two-car quarter mile race. No
orifi moved — the race went on,
Tim drlvor of tho wrecked
oar, Huston Plait, 35, of Atlanta ,
walked away uninjured, Ho wan
Inter treated for ehock at a hos.
piial and put to bod at homo,
sold his wife , who added that ho
was unoblo to speak to anyone
about tho accident.

562.
NEW PRAGUE—Board: $6,100-511,172.¦ Teachers: $7,300,
$15,575.
BRAINERD—Board: $6,000$9,600. Teachers: $7,30O-$ll,80D.
OWATONNA-Board : $6,400$11,3110. Teachers: $7,300-$15,000.
MANKATO-Board:
$6,200$12,192. Teachers: $7,500^15,614.
ROCHESTER-Board: $6,350$12,150. Teachers: $7,400-$14,600.
FARIBAULT-Board: $6,300$11,800. Teachers: $7,100-$16,'
585.
ST. JAMES-Board: $6,100$10,650. Teachers: $6,900-$12,820.
In other cases only the bottom
of base salary is being negoti.
ated. In Minneapolis, teachers
are asking $7,500 while they
have been offered $6,865—an increase over the present $6,700.
In Worthington, the base being offered is $6,200 compared
with the $7,900 teachers are asking. The two sides are a thousand dollars apart at New Ulm

Israel Labor
Party Wants
Mrs. Meir

WELCOMED . . . With outstretched
arms Pat Nixon welcomes her Presidenthusband on his return Sunday night from his

trip to Europe. The President landed at Andrews Air Force Base near Washington. (AP
Photofax)

SECOND BY A NOSE . . . Vice President Spiro Agnew wears a bandage as he
and President Nixon move through crowd at
Andrews Air Force Base Sunday night. It

was ' Nixon's return from Europe and Agnew
was helping review the honor guard when
the vice president slipped on some ice and
cut his nose. (AP Photofax )

Expect Primary
For Laird Seat
To Be Light'

WAUSAU, Wis. m — Voters
in the sprawling 15-county 7th
Congressional District will cut
to two Tuesday the field of seven candidates who seek the
House of Representatives seat
left open when Melvin R. Laird
became U.S. Secretary of Defense.
Despite the fact that four Republicans and three Democrats
have been campaigning, officials fear the vote for the March
primary will be light. There is
little or nothing else on the ballot in many communities.
The Republican and Democratic winners will meet in the
April 1 spring election.
REPUBLICAN LAIRD held
the seat for 17 years and apEeared to have a lifetime job if
e preferred. And the man he
succeeded also was a Republican — the late Reid F. Murray.
The GOP, however, doesn't
have the big central and north
Wisconsin region sewed up.
Gov. Warren P- Knowles never carried the district in three
successful GOP races,
Considered front-runners on
the Republican side r{ tho ticket are State Sen. Walter J.
Chilsen, 45, of Wausau, and
Hyde H, Murray, 38, of Ogdenburg.
Murray, who spent U years
on the staff of the House Agriculture Committee, is tho son
of the lato congressman.
Carl Dretzkc, 51, Manowa ,
and Atlee A. Dodge, 37, Neopit,
complete the GOP ballot.
Assemblyman David Obey, 30,
of Wausau, is believed to be the
leader among the Democrats.
His opponents are Robert L.
Hack , 33, of Moslnee, a social
worker, and Will Sandstrom.M,
Wausau, a biochemist.
Some observers sea a possible reflection on the administration of President Nixon in
how the Republican candidates
faro.
Laird, when ho joined Nixon's
Cabinet,-> reportedly told the
President ho feared his district
could bo won by a Democrat,
Ho supposedly cited this as a
reason why he should remain
In Congress.
DRETZKE IS n former Wanpacn County Republican chairman and an Inventor and developer of farm equipment.
Dodgo is a Menominoo Indian
and former member of tho Menominee County Board. Ho enco
worked on tho Washington staff
of Hop. Henry S. Reuss, DWis.
Sondstrom *enyi ho believes

Law Officer Course

there should be at least one
Democrat in CongressMayor John Kannenberg of
Wausau said he sent telegrams
to other mayors in the district
challenging them to a "get out
the vote" contest. He said he
would buy a dinner in Wausau
for any mayor whose city 's voting percentage beats his.
In an election of this type,
said Kannenberg, a voter turnout of less than 30 percent Is
a possibility.

ARCADIA, "Wis. (Special) —
A 13-week law enforcement
training program will be offered to officers of the BuffaloTrempealeau county area beginning Wednesday at Arcadia.
Classes will meet from 1 to 4
p.m. Instructors will be staff
members from various federal,
state and local law enforcement
agencies and educational institutions. The program has been
developed by the Western Wisconsin Technical Institute, La
Crosse, center for Area Vocational, Technical and Adult Education District No. 2 through
the cooperation of key law enforcement administrative personnel from the counties and
Mark A. Smlck, law enforcement coordinator at WWTI.
¦
In 1928, 203 tornadoes were reported in the U.S.

JERUSALEM (A — Leaden
of the Mapal faction of Israel'!
Labor party nominated Mm.
Golda Meir on Sunday night to
be prime minister until the fall
election.
A spokesman said there was
one abstention — believed to bt
Defense Minister Moshe Day*
an — when Cabinet minister!
from the Labor party met to
choose a candidate. The party
meets next Sunday to elect a
successor to Levi Eshkol, who
died last Wednesday.
DAVAN'S RAFI f a c t i o n ,
which accounts for 22 percent
of the Labor party, has said it
will not support Mrs. Meir..
Mrs. Meir, the 70-year-old
former foreign minister, has
said she is not anxious to accept because of her health, and
it was not immediately known
whether she would.
A party spokesman said tha
ministers, who were called together by acting Premier Yigal
Allon, Dayan's chief rival,
would appeal to her to accept
the nomination. '
Mrs. Meir and others in control of the party have long beea
opposed to Dayan , who has a
wide popular following but little political power base. She is
known to favor Allon but to
feel that he could not build a
sufficient following among Israel's many political factions.
Allon and Dayan probably
will face each other in the fall
election.
In Syria, the funeral for Col.
Abdel Kraim Jundi, the secret
police chief who renortedly
committed suicide Saturday
night, showed that the nation's
political turmoil has not been
resolved.
JUNDI HAD been a chief al.
ly of President Nouredin Atassi and Maj. Gen. Salah Jadid,
who was reputed to be the
strongman of the Baath Socialist party. Atassi and Jadid
were reported ousted in a coup
last week led by Lt. Gen. Hafes
Assad, but both attended Jundi's funeral riding in the presidential car.
Government informants later
reported Assad and Jadid had
reached a truce and decided to
hold a general conference of the
Baath party in 10 days to resolve the conflict. They said Assad felt sufficiently strong to allow this concession.
CAUCUS AT PRESTON
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) —
Town of Preston will have two
new officers after the April 1
election. At the caucus Saturday
Gary Everson was nominated as
supervisor to succeed the late
Basil Arneson, .iid Ralph Kindschy was nominated assessor
succeeding Hcnsel Johnson,
who didn't choose to run. Nominated for re-election without opposition were Arnold Quarne,
chairman; Ralph Schansberg,
supervisor ; John Anderson,
clerk, and Lawrence Mattison,
treasurer.
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• a 30% efficiency gain with no tractor
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Blair Women
To Hear Lent,
Easter Program
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — A
program telling the story ol
Lent and Easter will be presented by Mrs. William Weiss
of Eau Claire to the women
of Zion Lutheran Church Tuesday at 2 p.m.
She will sing Negro spirituals
and gospel songs, accompanying herself on the autoharp, and
show slides of such famous
paintings as "Christ on the
Cross" by Rubens, "Christ in
Gethseraane". by Hofmann and
"The Burial of Christ" By Ciseri .
A member of St. John's Lutheran Church, she sings in the
Eau Claire Woman's Club chorus and is a counselor for the
high school federated music
club. At Sacred Heart Hospital
she does volunteer work in the
music therapy program, and
belongs to the Singing Hearts
chorus which gives programs
at hospitals nnd nursing homes
in the Eau Claire area. As a
graduate of Milwaukee Downer
TO NOTE 50 "YEARS . .. Mr. and Mrs. Peter Woyczik,
College and also a student at - Arcadia, Wis., will celebrate their golden wedding anniNorthwestern University, she
also gives programs as an in- versary Sunday with a 11:15 high Mass at St. Boniface's
Catholic Church, Waumandee, Wis. They were married
dividual at nursing homes.
The public is invited, with a March 4, 1919, in Waumandee. Hosts and hostesses for the
special invitation to senior open house from 12 to 4 p.m. at St. Boniface School Hall
will be the couple's children; Sister Marie Woyczik, OSF
citizens.
Cross Plains, Wis.; Mrs Vincent (Phyllis) Gliibka, SunnyCalif.; Lloyd Woyczik, Arcadia; Mrs. Richard (Elaine)
vale,
Miss Simonson Is
Brown, San Jose, Calif.; Mrs. Gerald (Romona) Schwertel,
Taylor DAR Winner Arcadia; Mrs. Herman (Jane) Sura; Fountain City, and
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) - Mrs. Dale (Mary Ann) Servais ahd John B. Woyczik, Arcadia.
Mass Karen Simonson, daughter No invitations are being sent.
of Mr. and Mrs. Harley Simonson, is the recipient of the DAR
award at the Taylor High
&¦*%
Yff.
School.
?;{
wi
The winner has been active ln
band, pep band, chorus, FHA,
library club, newspaper staff,
forensics and annual staff. She
was vice president of her class
as a freshman; "B" team
cheerleader as a sophomore;
"A'» team cheerleader as a junior and senior; Badger Girl k ''2
^J
Stater; received a citation
" \
¦^ft"
¦'hywvj rt^j^ww^ A"* yv >^"*#^J>?<%Fyp* ^ V'i ^T^^S^^^^
for second highw
<
¥m^Pf ¥^^^^'^'^mMS^M^^M
e s t magazine
a a 1es man
1A Winona Dally News
MONDAY, MARCH 3, 1969
¦
in her junior
.' ¦ ¦." Winona, Minnesota
' : : ¦ .¦ ' ¦
'
year a i d in
her senior year
was team captain for magazine sales.
She is active
at Taylor LuKaren
theran Church,
where she is a member of the Church Women United in chell, president, will lead the
Bible class; hi-league, presi- Winona will sponsor the annual service. Philip Shaw, son of
dent; Hi-league choir; Debra World Day of Prayer service Rev. and Mrs. W. W. ShaW, 55
circle; vacation Bible school at St. Paul's Episcopal Church W. Broadway, will talk and
teacher and was a leadership guildhall Friday at 1:30 p.m. show slides of his work in Tantraining delegate from her Mrs. H. R. Kalbrener, chair- zania as a teacher for the
church.
man, and Mrs. Sherman Mit- Peace Corps for two years. He
is now chairman of the Big
Brother movement In the Wi¦
•
.
' ' ;¦:
.- . ;• : ,J _;v
nona area.
_ . .;. ;
A tea will follow the program. A babysitter will be provided. All women of all
churches are invited to attend.
The World Day of Prayer will
be observed this year in 139
countries. Theme is "Growing
Together
in Christ." Initiated
¦
¦
in 1887 by American women,
the day is now the concern of
an International Day of Prayer
IUULlUUUUUUUUUlJlj Committee, with the staff of
j J L i U UU UUUUUUuJj iJL
1lrmwm *mrw *rmwmnm9*rz*—C.
***a n i n n
— . n i i—w—ssw1
Church Women United carrying
out its instructions.
The theme, scripture readings and prayers were proposed by women from Sierra
Leone, Ghana, Nigeria, South
W^aam ^m ^^ma ^mammm
7mEa *m *a^~a *^—mmm> *maa—~a *~mmmmi *mmmma»mam *am *ai i ¦i ¦
n iJ
Africa, Congo, Zambia and
Kenya. Setting the mood for
this year's observance will be
the spiritual, "Kum Ba Yah."
It is expected that more womGET A NEW SLANT! GET
en than ever before will attend
the services this year. Roman
Catholic women are joining
Protestant and O r t h o d o x
churchwomen at the services
for the first time. In the United
States, Canada and Scotland,
facilities such as hospitals ,
homes for the elderly and department stores are being used
to bring the services to those
who cannot attend church.

Enthusiastic Audience
l
Hears Piano Recitacapable
com-

Winonan Exhibits
Works at Wabasha

NELSON LADIES AID

NELSON, Wis. (Special) —
Grace Lutheran Ladies Aid will
WABASHA, Minn. — Herbert meet Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
Hultgren, Winona artist and church basement. Members are
teacher, is' exhibiting paintings to bring mite boxes to the meetin the Wabasha Public Library ing as well as kitchen towels
through March.
which will be mailed to the
Hultgren is a graduate of Wi- DMLC, New Ulm, Minn. Mrs.
nona State College with a mas- Alfred Grotjahn will be hostess.

MRS. JAMES K. CARLSON strated a highly
An enthusiastic audience al- bination of technique and in'
most completely filled the audi- terpretation.
Bela Bartok's Suite Op. 14
torium at the College of St. was a magnificent, intense
Teresa Sunday afternoon to musical experience for audi- ter's degree from the Univerhear a recital by pianist Ireri ence and performer aEke.
Miss Marik studied under Bar- sity of Minnesota. His work
Marik.
Miss Marik, a professor of tok in her native Hungary, and has been exhibited widely
music at Sweet Briar College, played this exciting and diffi- throughout the Midwest and has
Sweet Briar, Va., showed cult music with admirable won several awards. His painting, "Northshore Cascade,"
strong technique and sensitive skill.
musicianship in an excellent Five numbers by Chopin end- which was included in the 1968
selection of numbers, begin- ed the recital; the Ballade in Northwestern Bell Telephone
ning with Mozart's Rondo in D G minor, three Etudes, and the calendar art competition, was
major. The Sonata in F sharp Scherzo in C sharp minor. De- one of 12 chosen from over 1,400
major., Op. 78, No. 24, by spite some understandable entries and will he included In
Beethoven, followed. More gen- memory lapses, Miss Marik the display at the Wabasha Liial and lyrical than many of displayed subtle and sensitive brary.
his works, this shorter sonata feeling for this incomparable The Winona artist currently
was played with style and music.
is exhibiting his paintings at the
"My favorite Bartok piece" Rapid City, S.D., Civic Art Centaste by Miss Marik.
Three preludes by Claude is the way Miss Mank de- ter, the Downstairs Gallery in
Debussy were presented next, scribed her encore, "Evening Duluth, and the Sheraton Mo"La terrasse des audiences du in the Country," a charming tor Inn at Bloomington. The
clair de lune,'' "Ondine," and expression, of this composer's public is invited to view this
"Ce qu'a vu le vent d'Ouest." original style.
during regular library
The first one was a highlight The College of Saint Teresa exhibit
hours,
Monday,
7-9; Tuesday
bringis
to
be
commended
for
of the afternoon, giving the
performer a wide range of ing to the students and towns- and Saturday, 2-5, and Wednestechnical assignments. Its people of Winona this poised day, Friday — 2-5, 7-9.
sad-sweet mood, leading to a and : artistic musician.
dramatic climax, was most LENTEN TEA SET
ST. MATTHEW'S LADIES AID
effectively played.
Liszt's Les Jeus d'eaux a la St. Martin's Ladies Aid will The Hikers Club of St. MatLilla d'Este expressed a more sponsor a Lenten tea at 2 p.m. thew's Church will host the
restrained eloquence than Wednesday in the church so- meeting of the Ladies Aid at
many of his virtuoso numbers cial rooms. A Lenten program 2:30 p.m. Thursday in t h e
church social rooms.
and again Miss Marik demon- is planned.

NURSES CLUB
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
Freiheit will be
— Miss Donna
¦ speaker
Tuesday at
guest
the
party
the Nurses Club dinner
at 6:30 p.m. at the Embassy
Room. Miss Freiheit will show
slides on preparation for mission
work in Brazil. St. Mary's Combo will provide musical entertainment.

FREE DINNER FOR 2

At The OAKS or GOLDEN FROG
A4
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If You Run Out of FUEL OIL While On Our

KEEP-FILL SERVICE

DOERER S
PHONE 2314

OPEN TONIGHT AND EVERY MON. 9;00 AM. TO 9:00 P.M.
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St. Paul's Ep iscopal
Women Set Prayer Day
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. Lovely Crepeset
Save On
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Nylon Slips & Half Slips
"'" now, and
¦
'f! under-coat
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^
^
^
H
r
?JPerfect
collared.
. ^
and feels like
M
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Nylon tricot that Ic^s
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I into

silk: static-free and cool. 32 to 42
short, average lengths.
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THIS WEEK ONLY Reg. 3.99 3
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GREAT SIX
FASTBACK
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MINI COATS (y S( |D
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Mondovi Older
Adults Honor 9

MONDOVI, Wis. (Special) Among
55 attending the weekly
. WHY CHECK THE
meeting of the Senior Citizens
M,
WEATHER REPORT? ^^^M
Club Tuesday at the American
\
clubrooms, nine were
YOU'RE READY ' BBHf j ^^W^Bl Legion
seated at tho February birth^^^B^Mi
'
'
FDR ANYTHING
day table.
A ^ ^W ^ ^ ^
^ ^
^
A birthday
cake^
wask
furnished
by Elaine Synstad and Joyce
Stamm, daughter and granddaughter of one of those honored, Gail Hardy. Ice cream was
donated by Lakeside Dairy.
Eight tables of games were
played.
A movie will be shown at the
March 18 meeting. Several have
shown Interest in playing shufflcboard and plans are being
made to provide It.
All residents interested in the
activities of this group may attend.
EQUITABLE RESERVE
Equitable Reserve Association, Assembly 241, will meet
Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. nt tho
*
Glenn Whetstone home, Minne\ '» ^
OTHER
sota City.
ALL WEATHER
*
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GETTING UP
NIGHTS SKIT

Jj

USE OUR YOUTH CHARGE PLAN
.
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Common Kidney or Bladder Irritations make many men and women
feel tense and nervous from frequent,
burning or ltclilne urination night
and <l«y. Secondarily , you may lose
sleep and have JTeanaclie, Backache
nnct feci , older, tired, depressed. In
¦ucii coses, CYSTKX usually brings
relaxing comfort by curbing Irritating germ* ln acid urine and quickly
•asInK paln.Ge t CVSTEX at drujgliU.

^IJliK ^^ I
^
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¦
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Ge Sewing Savings Now
*
I
¦ It's so easy to fashion dressy Spring;
ra
P
^ a"d wedding styles with rich,
!

GE Sfeam and Dry Iron
Now Has 15 Steam Vents
Sale-priced, value-packed as never
before: fully automatic, contoured
handle, extra high cord lift. Has 30
sq. in. sole plate, yet weighs only 3
lbs. Regular 12.99 value,
THIS WEEK ONLY
844

8
THIS WEEK ONIYI Fiberglas® ^
| Rich-Textured Draperies
Wash, drip dor in minutes, yet look
J
3
50 elegant! Sun, fi re and mildewproof
I
too! White, champagne, gold, avocado.
pr
%
48x84 ^599 va |ue# .. . . . . $6 .
| igex 84", 13.99 value
$12 pr.
i
144x84", 21.99 value... .$18 pr.

I
1
5
J ; THIS WEEK ONLY Reg. 1.79 | yd. 1
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FABRIC
UPHOISTERY
wide—by
tho
1
54"
|
yard wovons and screen prints.
I
\
PRINTS 1.19 yd.
WOVENS 2,19 yd. 1
J

THIS WEEK ONLY. Save On
Cannon Towel Ensembles
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72 S
:
screen
prints, 2
sheared to T
ve i
vety
smoothnessone side, looped on other.
1.00 value King Slzo Bath
75<*
6W value Face Size
50f*
35^ value Waih Cloth
25*
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Corduroy-look, nylon-cotton blend:*****edges, latex backs. See these .
J Set, 27" round, 6.99 val...
Bath
^ .$6
%
,
Contour,
4.99
21
x
24"
val:...
$4
|
27 x 45" Oblong, 7.99 val.;. ..$ 7
|
36 X 60" Oblong, 12.99 Val.. . $11
N

ny,on acetate ,ace bonded
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Gallery-worthy, widely acclaimed reproductions,
and seato addin landscapes
to any
J
scapes
dimension
rooml
J|
Wit h wood frames, some gold-tone
g
embossed, others beveled. Come take
| your pick of these reg. 8.97 values!
¦
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¦B"/ Now & Save! Charge HI \
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Wabasha Man
Heads County
Red Cross Drive

Wabasha Library NASON ON EDUCATION
Hosts Art Show
WABASHA, Mnn. - T h e
Wabasha Public library will
sponsor an art show for National Library Month.
It will be for area high school
students. Registrations are due
March 20. Registration blanks
may be obtained from the Wabasha High School art instructor
or from the library. Entries
should be made March 29 from
2 p.m. Exhibitors may pick up
their work April 26 from 2 to '5
p.m.
Cash and merit awards will
be presented. Judging will be
March , 29 from 2:30 to 4 p.m.
by Mrs. Alyce Oleson, RochesJer artist, who will close her
judging with comments. The exhibits will be on display during
regular , • library hours from
March 31 to April 25, which .in-,
elude Monday from 7 to, 9
p.mi, Tuesday and Saturday
from 2 to 5 y.m., and -Wednesday and Friday, 2 to 5 and
7 to 9 p.ni. •
On entry-day, students will
meet: at the , American-Jbegion
annex during the judging for ail
impromptu; hosted by Wabasha
Senior Scouts. Instructors will
meet during the judging at the
home of Mrs. Francis Greenheck for coffee.
Each student may enter one
original painting in oil, acrylic
or mixed media properly framed, wired and ready for hanging. Paintings not meeting requirements won't be acceptable.

New Horm of
ResearchTold

Winona Dally News 4 *
¦
Winona, Minnesota
*
MONDAY, MARCH 3, 1969

Family Carnival
Planned at YM

Towns Get Road,
Bridge Allotments

WABASHA, Minn. — David
Meyer, Wabasha County clerk
of court, will be chairman of
the Red Cross fund drive in Wa- A family carnival will be
Norton, $1,839.89; PleasBy LESLIE J. NASON, Ed.D. ture will provide facilities, not basha County. The goal is $5,248. sponsored by the "YMCA' s Winona County Engineer My- two heavy-duty snow plows, 209.98:
ant
Hill,
rotary
$1,709.15; Richmond,
Satwith
world
service
committee,.
end
loader
front
one
contriburon Waldow Saturday announc¦ ¦ was
University of So. Calif. ; only for research and diagno- Last year $4,897
¦ - ¦ ¦¦ ¦' ¦ .
Rollingstone, $1,392.21;
plows
and
$664.86;
p.m.
at
one-way
nine
urday
from
6:30
8:45
plow,
training
.
ted.
.
sis, but for professional
ed the recommended allotments one sand truck.
Saratoga] $1,825.83; St, Charles,
Today's children live in a of teachers and the education Drives will be conducted ev- the Winona YMCA.
road
and
county
from
the
Utica. $2,507.02; Warr
$1,316.07;
a
majority
While
open
to
all,
complex world.
of the retard- erywhere except in Lake City
and rehabilitation
WALDOW said he realized ren, $1,701.16; Whitewater, $1,¦ ¦¦ •¦
20
townships
bridge
funds
for
of
the
games
will
be
directed
which
give
Plainview,
and
Home, school, the community, ed. - . unable at 241.16; Wilson, $773.45; Winona,
towards grade school and jun- at the annual meeting of the the county bad been
radio, television and newspa- A grant from the Carnegie through' united funds.
times to give the townships the $139.43, and Wiscoy, $314.05.
More
ior
nigh
age
children.
pers all compete for pupil's at- Corporation made possible the Charles McDonald, chairman, than 20 booths will be featured Winona County Township Offi- service they desired , j and he
tention and, consequently, have development of urban related discussed the flood problem at and carnival-type foods will cers Association. urged them to consider renting
an effect on their development. teaching material and books for a recent meeting in Lake City. be sold. Proceeds will go to The meeting was held at the or contracting for equipment in
Research ' in child develop- use with children. It also has Area Red Cross representatives support YMCA work in 39 na- Oaks with about 125 township the future.
officers attending. Ed Yaro- Waldow told the group that
ment and the learning proc- provided for the training' of said housing, food and storage tions.
Township, he had recommended to the
esses has too often been re- teachers in the use of the ma- space for furniture would be Co-chairmen are: Leon Nes^ limek, Rollingstone
provided from natural disaster bitt and Jack Cornwall , booths, and Raymond Schell, Mount County Board that a- commerstricted to the investigation of terial; ¦
Vernon, were re-elected direcone thing at a time. This ap- Tabs is another example of di- funds for anyone in need.
and Fred Olson, food. They are tors for three-year terms. L. J. cial weed spraying firm be
proach to research has produc- agnosis and prescription. The The bloodmobile will be in members of the Y's Men's Club, McMartin, Hillsdale, was the hired to spray county right of TREMPEALEAU, Wis. (Speed thousands of bits of informa- books, through their pictures the county next month — Plain- the adult service arm of the third director whose term had way. He said the commercial cial) — Town of Caledonia will
equip- have/ a new assessor after the
tion presented, as reports.
and the ideas expressed, will view April 1; Wabasha, April 2, YMCA. Other club members expired and be refused, renomi- firms have the proper
faster
and April 1 election, and there's a
ment
and
can
do
a
Mazeppa
and
the
3rd,
Each report has tended to be be appropriate to the lives of Lake City,
will assist as will members of nation. Harvey Rislow, Lewiscoun- contest in the two supervisor
the 'two youth service clubs — ton, was elected to replace more expert job than can
a diagnosis without a prescrip- young children. They will differ the 4th,
ty maintenance crews. He said positions and for clerkthe VTP's and
tho Junior Lead- McMartin.
tion. .Medical' doctors , must not according to the homes and en¦
¦
this would require less mowing Herman Eichmah, incumbent
ers.. . . ' . '. . only diagnose but prescribe. , So vironments in which, the chilof weeds at a savings of up assessor, isn't running for tha
GERALD
SIMON,
Ltwlston
According
to
Gerald
Frosch
,
should the educators.
dren live.
office again. Lawrence Wagner
chairman of the world service association president, presided to $12,500.
la
THE^TREND
educational THEY WILL deal with things
committee, the carnival is a re- over the all day meeting which In announcing his recom- and Allison Pickering were
research is toward complete and episodes with which ' the
sumption of a program that has included a noon luncheon and mended allotments for town- nominated at the caucus.
diagnosis',staking into account children have first-hand knowlbeen conducted on past occa- entertainment by "The Drift- ship roads and bridges, Waldow Robert Hovell and Ray Emngt only "the child's! abilities edge and experience.
sions. "With the restricted chords," a. Winona barbershop reminded association members mons, incumbent supervisors,
and efficiencies but also his to- A similar development is well MADISON, Wis. — Assembly- schedule that the grade school harmony group. In the morn- that townships have authority are opposed by Glenn Schuman.
tal " environment/ in and out under way at the Southwestern man John Radcliffe (D-Strum ) boys, especially, have been on ing, the group heard short talks to raise money for needed proj- The two candidates receiving
by bonding the highest number of votes
of school. In addition; research-, Cooperative Laboratory, Albu- has introduced a bill in the As- this winter, we felt it would be by state senators Lew Larson, ects and repairs rates
to pay will be elected.
and
raising
mill
'
and
Roger
LaufenburgMabeF,
prohibit
moa treat for the boys to hold a
ers are attempting to prescribe querque, N.M. In this research, sembly that would
Arthur Schaller, incumbent
off the bonds.
er,
Lewiston,
and
state
repreadequate
without
world
service
carnival
again
vehicles
tor
procedures which will put the the description and analysis of
clerk,
is opposed by John Macsentatives
Frank
Theis,
Winooperating
from
systems
this
year,
" said Frosch.
findings into practice.
THE TOTAL amount of rec- Donald.
the cultural background and the exhaust
na;
Charles
Miller,
Wabasha,
The Winona "Y" raises funds
„The hew Center on Mental life of Navajo Indian children on Wisconsin highways.
allotments was $25,- Nominated without opposition
and Lloyd Duxbury, Caledonia. ommended
and
was based one-half were Leonard Bender, chair615.86
Retardation on the University were thoroughly studied bef ore Radcliffe's bill would also pro- for its world service contriWaldow, featured speaker at
of Wisconsin's Madison campus the materials and procedures hibit motor vehicles that pro- bution through a variety of pro- Git; meeting, told the group on the adjusted mill rate and man, and Mrs. Gerald Mcwill attack the education of the for early childhood training duce a noise level exceeding the gramsthat the county has spent $50,- one-haE on the total township Donah, treasurer
standard set by the Society, of 'Two other events are: The 000 on snow removal and sandlevy for the year for road and
retarded child from all angles were prescribed.
SCOUTING AT ETTRICK
and hopefully prescribe for the Not only are prescriptions in Automotive Engineers from us- high s ch o o 1 "Basketbrawl" ing during the period Dec. 1, bridge purposes.
cities March 15 and "Dad V Lad 1968 - Jan.
The township "slices," as ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) 1989;
education and training of these detail developed, but they are ing Wisconsin highways,
15,
Guild Meeting
children who make up approx- tried out thoroughly. The pro- and streets. He said, "Every-day Night" March 19. Last year
He pointed out that the coun- recommended by Waldow, were The Ettrick Lions club has votnoise and air pollution are be- $800 was raised.
ed to sponsor the Ettrick Exty
has been taking care of 384 as follows :
imately
3
percent
of
the
popucedures for carrying them out coming more of a threat to our
Set at £yota
lation.
are passed along as part of a health and the problem is seri- An average of one of every miles of county roads in addi- Dresbach, $192.82 ; Elba, $1 ,- plorer and Boy Scouts with
tion to 290 of the 445 miles of 149.08; Fremont, $2,416.92 ; Richard Teska as Scoutmaster.
EYOTA, Minn. (Special)- - With allocations from t h e complete package.
have grown because of seven workers in the nation is town roads in the county with Hart,
ous.
They
$755.50; Hillsdale, $828.19; Money was voted to the GateHostesses at the meeting Thurs- state, the U.S. Public Health Education is gaining accept- the increased miles of highway either
self-employed or engaged county equipment which in- Homer, $1,657.90; Mt. Vernon, way Area Council toward the
day at 2 p.m. of the Women's Service and other grants total- ance as a profession through de- and the. increased number of in a famil
y enterprise.
cludes seven motor patrols, $975.19; New Hartford, $2,- purchase of tents.
Guild of St. Paul's will be the ing $7 million, an 8-story struc- velopments such as these.
automobiles, semi-trailers and ?& '<, *"
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Mmes. Donald Hansen, Melvin
motorcycles."
Hanenberger, Ervin Reinecke
"It
seems
highly
unHe said,
and Arthur Bierbaum. Mrs. York on Committee
fair for ray family farmers to
Earl Bierbaum will show slides To Examine Unrest
to be arrested for a faulty loud
of Southeast Asia.
muffler when at the, very moBibs were made for St. Luke's MADISON, Wis. ¦- State Asment the ^officer is issuing a
Geriatric Hospital, Faribault, semblyman Stanley York (Rticket, he can hardly make himat the February meeting, when
self heard because of the noise
Falls) has been appointed
River
the topic was "We Are Called
; Lt. (j.g.) Robert M. Luethi, and blare of a passing semi with
to
serve
on
a
special
legislative
to Local Ecumenism." Mrs. Alson of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin W. twin muffler stacks or the roar
fred Bierbaum was added to the committee to investigate the re-h
Luethi,
Waumandee, Wis., will of a motorcycle/'
¦
(>
altar committee, and the spirit- cent student disruptions at the
. . ¦
ual life committee was appoint- University of Wisconsin Madison speak at Immanuel United
ed to work with other churches
Methodist Church Tuesday at Eau Claire Manager
'
on the World Day of Prayer, campus./
7:45 p.m. concerning his tour To Discuss Careers
Mrs. Harold Ihrke led the 39 The lawmaker, representing of duty in Vietnam.
present in devotions. Hostesses Buff alp, Pierjce and Pepin counAt Sr. Mary's College
were Mmes. Harold and Clar- ties, will study the campus un- A fellowship, hour will follow
SERRANO
ence Bierbaum and Rose Feb! rest with fellow assemblymen in the church parlor with mem- Walter Kane, city manager at
hafer.
bers of the Women's Society of Eau Claire, Wis., will outline
and .four state senators.
Creation of the committee was Christian Service in charge of and advise on educational proNATURE TALK SET
authorized last week and t has arrangements. The public is in- grams and career opportunities
Hubert Bambenekjvill present until June 15 to complete its
in urban affairs at St. Mary 's
¦ '. . . .-. :L ' .:'
a nature talk and exhibit beav- study and report its findings to vited. . .. . .
College Thursday.
Lt. Luethi is a graduate of Ar- His schedule includes a talk
er and local turtles at the meet- the Legislature.
cadia High School, attended St. on local government careers at
ing of the Winona Flower and
Cloud . State College and grad- 11 a.m; in Room 307. St. Mary's
Garden €Iub at 7:30 ;-pjn. Thursuated from Winona State Col- Hall, and individual counseling
day at Lake Park Lodge.
lege with a bachelor of arts de* sessions in the afternoon.
DURAND HAS PRAYER DAY
gree in business administration. A 1968 survey of all U.S. cities
DURAND, Wis. (Special ) In 1966 he enlisted in the Navy over 25,000 population conducted
World Day of Prayer will be
at . Minneapolis. He received a by the International City Manaobserved here at 2 p.m. Friday
year of basic training at Perisa- ger's Association indicated nearat Faith Lutheran Church. In
cola , Fla,, served as security ly 2,500 job openings for profesTAYLOR, Wis. ^Special) —
charge of arrangements are:
officer at San Francisco for a sional and managerial personWilliam
Berg
has
retired
after
Mrs. Bert Hagness, Faith Luthyear
and then volunteered for nel in slightly more than 300
eran Church; Mrs. Leslie Thom- 20 years as a maintenance- overseas duty.
cities. Survey results also indithe
Town
of
Springman
foras, United Methodist; Mrs. DenHe served with the Naval cated that the majority of cities
'
field.
nis Dahl, Arkansaw Methodist;
activity in Saigon, re- reporting had about 10 per cent
"Willie" began doing road Support
Mrs. Russell Walters, Pilgrim
pair 1 department staff, from of their budgeted positions for
work
while
he
lived
on
a
farm
Congregational, and Mrs. James in Fly Creek north of Blair. February 1968 to February managerial and professional
McRbberts, Eau Galle Metho- He was employed Ijy the Trem- 1969. Seven months were spent personnel unfilled at the end of
dist Church.
pealeau County highway depart- in the city of Saigon during the 1967.
ment for eight years prior tp 19fl8 Tet and May offenses.
DAKOTA LADIES AID
DAKOTA, Minn. (Special) -r- moving to Tayfor and working The remaining five " months Body of Missing
The ladies aid of St. John's Lu- for the Town of Springfield. He were spent at NHA Be, a small
base southeast of Saigon, on Baraboo Man Found
thcran Church, Nodine , will used to grade the roads with a the
Saigori river. His primary
of horses at first .
meet Thursday at 2 p.m. in- the team
Willie
has
entertained
groups
duty
was to coordinate the efBARABOO ,, Wis. W) - The
x
Hostesses
room,
church social
bjs violin and occasional- forts of repair facilities that body ol a Baraboo man missing
with
will be the Mmes. Leslie Bate- ly joins Pat!s Polka Pals band.
supported in excess of 700
man, Otto Dobrunz and Mar- His son, 'Giles, is a member. small combat and support since Feb. 11 was recovered
Sunday from the Baraboo Rivgaret Wohlert.
Willie and' his wife, Edith, craft. He also had numerous col- er.
•
make their home in Taylor. lateral duties which required
He was identified as Rodney
GIRLS CHOIR TO SING
WABASHA, Minn. - A choir Their son, Wesley, lives with him to travel extensively in the Herfort, about 50. Cause of
them. The Bergs have four oth- four tactical zones of South death was not determined, but
of junior and senior high school er
children; Giles and Mrs. Vietnam.
officials said there was no sign ,
girls from the United Church MerBn
(Dolores) Joten, Tay- After a 10 day furlough he will of foul play.
of Christ, Faith Lutheran and lor; Mrs. Clayton (Virginia)
The river had.been searched
G r a c e Memorial Episcopal Hanson, Granton, and Wayne , report to the Great Lakes Navafter two youths reported seeal base.
Church will sing at -the, World Janesville.
Lt. Luethi is a member of ing a man floating in the river
Day of Prayer service at 2 p.m.
Replacing him will be Vernon
Methodist Feb. 11, Searchers called to
Friday at Grace Church. Mrs. Berg, Taylor, formerly of the Salem U n i t e d
the scene by the report had
Church,
Waumandee.
I. J. Burkhardt will direct the Blair area .
been unable to find a body.
¦
choir on Friday and at a practice session, after school Wed- GALE TOWN CAUCUS
nesday. Readers in the service GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special ) Stoltman Appointed
will be Mrs. William Fischer, — All incumbent officers in the Thomas Stoltman , speech diMrs. Paul Lee and Mrs. Ray C. Town of Gale were nominated rector at Winona Senior High
Young. A cofeee hour will fol- without opposition for the elec- School, has been appointed to
tion April 1. Thoy were Lee Saclow the service.
ia, chairman; Wilbur Stuhr, tho board of governors of the
Airborne geologists, using an East Side supervisor; Clarence Speech Association of Minnesolnfra-rcd scanner as an aerial Lebakkcn West Side supervisor ; ta. Membership in the organi
divining rod over the coast of Mrs, Bernard Wood, Frcnch- zation includes speech instructHawaii, have charted under- ville, treasurer; William Thom- ors in secondary schools and
ground streams of rainwater, as. Frenchville , clerk, and Arn- colleges throughout Minnesota ^
As a member of the board of
old Smjkriid, asscsspr.
flowing toward the sea.. ,
governors Stoltman will also
serve in a liaison capacity lo CRAWFORD MK^M^^
NOW AVAILABLE
fM
• \ *
\
the membershipjn Southeastern
Minnesota.
¦
mThe first step in ridding your- i
•
J.
y
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The isle of Nauru has.one of self of problem hair is a visit to
IN ALL VARIETIES fa
SERRANO
the highest, living standards in the best stylist you con afford — |
|
the Pacific .: Per capita income to discuss your specific problems,
exceeds that of Australia, which to analyze your hair's condition
lias administered the island as a and texture to decide on a cut f:
.
I
U-N. trust territory since World and stylo that is . right (or you.
Few hairdressers today expect
War II.
you to visit JX salon for each
of
shampoo;
most are happy (o adarray
'
|
|
|
|
I
FOR PROFESSIONAL RESULTS vise you on
how to keep your
^ !!)£££ i^usual
if
style between salon sessions. DeprilTABISSELL ELECTRIC pending
on the style, length, nnd
HCN hlJG SHAMPOOER character of your hnlr, your now
do will need reshaping or trim•! I
from England and India
ming In two to six weeks. Ask
your stylist how often you'll need
1
PER DAY liia
professional care; follow his
With Purchase of Blnell Ruf $lwapot advice.
We're happy If you're happy
B SSE
with tho new halwkylo we've created for you. Let us at CAROU¦RENUSAVEm
SEL BEAUTY SALON, 105 East
¦ninisni cuiirV
3rd, 0-4516 help you with oil your
WESTGATE SHOPPINO CENTER
j
hair problems. Tinting Special- |
ists . . , Creative Styling . . , I
Store Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.—Sat. 9 n.m. to 5:30 p.m.
j
Reasonable Prices . . . Beauty |
Sunday 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.
I
|
Accessories
for
sole.
,
Altura, Minn.
J

Contests Develop
In Trempealeau
Town Election

Radcliffe Bill
Asks Improved
Exhaust System
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Vietnam Report
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Immanuel Church
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' In that game, with Winona trailing 44-40 j
St. John's can ' only be conjectured , but the
By. BOB JUNGHANS
j
haven't
been
beaten
Johnnies
there
in
10
starts
with
six minutes to play, the Warriors had four Vf
Daily News SjHiiis Writer .
Jf
this season and have lost only twice in three
straight shots at the bucket while the defense f
years at CoIlegevHle. If they can extend their
1
"It won't be any 53"to 60 when we get them
was forcing St. John's to turn over the balL J
winning streak one more game they will earn
None of them went in, however, and what was |
If up there)"
a berth in the NAIA national 32-team tournaThat was the general reaction and often
probably the last golden chance slipped past |
§.
¦
.1
i heard comment Saturday night at Winona State" ment March 10-15 in Kansas City, Mo.
Winona.
^
Should Winona State pull an upset, a third
St.V John's meanwhile, was getting off only
|
i College's Memorial Half among St. John's Unigame will be necessary, and it will be played
36 shots but 21 of them went in for 63 percent, f
i versity fans. The obvious ' indication was that
§ the Johnnies wouldn't settle |for the methodical
at Memorial Hall Wednesday at 7:30 p.m .
The bulk of the shooting came from the back- f
The outcome tonight will again hinge on
court pair of Bernabei and freshman Tom Grud- I
m game which has been Winona State's trademark
how well the Winona State defense can hold
nowskl, both of whom bit seven of. nine attempts 1
if all season.
St. John's in check and, at the same time, how
from the floor .'
Whether St. John's will be able to turn loose
. J
1
§ its running game tonight in the 7:30 p.m. second
well the Warriors shoot.
Despite the fine shooting, St. John's coach 8
Shooting, or rather the lack of h\ was parti- ; Jim Smith said after the game, "Our guards
1 game of the NAIA District 13 playoff is yet to be
cularly evident for Winona Saturday night. The
were only average tonight. Maybe even below. 1
i seen, but Winona State Coach Rob Ekker has
?
Warriors hit only 22 of 59 shots from the floor
•
average."
i his doubts.
f
for 37 percent. In the second half Winona man"They can't run if they don't have the
Warrior coach Ron Ekker, however, was f
i
Johnnie
guards
aged only 11 of 35 for 31 percent.
banking on the, fact that the
|
§ ball," snorted Ekker foUowing Saturday night's
Gene Schultz, the Warriors' 1usually coni 53-50 St. John's victory in the opener of the
would not shoot that well two games in a row. f
sistent outside threat, hit only four ;.6f 15 shots
"We defensed theft- big men well and I think |
P best of three series. "I think they tried to run
while facing the tough defense of St, John's Paul
we. can do it again," he said. "We'll wait and j
4 "tonight , but they didn't have a great deal of
§ success."
Bernabei . Don Besonen, whb hit nine first half
see how well their guards shoot the
¦' second time' 1
¦-.around." " ./ - :,
'
- . ;. . I
points, was 0-6 from the field in the second half.
Just how much the home court means to
i
.
/ .' .— '
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Twins Ink 3;
Still 12 to Go

' WHOOPEE! . . . Golfer Tom Shaw of
Golf, HI., does a victory jig with his putter
after a birdie four on the eighth hole of
the final round of the Doral Open in Miami,

Fla., Sunday. Shaw got six birdies on the
first eight holes to whr the $30,000 first
prize. (AP Photofax) '

Prestonr Rushford
ROCHESTER, Minn. Can Preston regain the District One title it owned for
two years (1965-66) or can
Rushford, after two straight
years of being second best,
come out on top?
At least one of those questions will be answered tonight in semifinal play in
the District One basketball
tournament at Mayo Civic
Auditorium.
The 'Jays and Trojans
meet in the 9 p.m. second
game after Spring Valley
and Grand Meadow square
off at 7:15 p.m. Tonight's
winners play at 9 p.m.
Thursday after a 7:15 p.m.
consolation game.
Both Preston ' and Bushford reached the semifinals
last year and the Trojans

won 67-57. As a matter of
fact , Preston hasn't beaten
Rushford on the hardcourt
since 1966. The Trojans have
won three straight since
then including a 69-67 triumph in the first game of
the season . this year.
RUshford waltzed past Wykoff and Lanesboro in its
first two tournament tests
and carries a 17-3 record into, tonight's game. Senior
forward Mike Miller is the
team's leading scorer with
nearly a* 20-point average,
but all the other starters
also averaged in double figures for the season from
6-3 center Jack O'DonnelTs
15-point average to guard
Mark Peterson's 11- point
mark. Guard Ken Benson
(12) and forward Jerry

Bunke (11.5) round out the
; starting five. Miller has averaged 22.5 in the tournament so far and O'Donnell
an even 20.
The Trojans will have a
slight h e i g h t advantage
since all their starters are
over 6-0. Preston will start
6-4 Jeff Knies at center, 6-2
Gary Hellickson and- 6-0
Craig Thauwald at forwards
with 5-11 Denny Rindels and •
5-8 Dennis Thacher atguards.
Hellickson is the team's
leading scorer with nearly
a 16-point average while
Thauwald and Rindels are
both averaging over 13 a
game.
Preston, 13-7, defeated La
Crescent a n d defending
champion Chatfield in its

ORLANDO, Fla. (AP ) - The
number of Minnesota Twins
baseball holdouts dwindled to 12
today as three more players
signed, contracts for the 1969
season and reported for duty,
Outfielder Bob Allison, first
baseman Rich Reese and catcher Bruce Look came to terms
Sunday with' Twins President

Calvin Griffith.
Still among the major holdouts
are pitchers Dave Boswell,
Dean Chance, Jim Kaat , Ron
Perranoski and Jim Perry;
catcher John Roseboro; infielders Cesare Tovar and Frank
Guilici, and outfielder Ted UhlaenderInfielder Rod Carew was ex-

first tournament games.
If records mean anything,
Spring Valley should be the
nearly unanimous choice to
win the first game. The Maple Leaf champions dumped
Grand Meadow twice during
the year by scores of 81-63
and 63-52 and carry a 17-3
record into the game compared to the Larks' mediocre 10-10 mark.
However, since losing to
Spring Valley 63-52 in January, Grand Meadow has won
eight of nine games including upsets of Preston and
Spring Grove.
The small, quick Larks
are competing in their first
District One tournament,
since moving over from Di>
trict Two last fall. Tallest
starter is 6-1 junior guard

Bruce Peterson. The other
guard is 6-0 Dennis Benson
while Rol Lange, Tim Baudbin and Bill Quandt, all 6-0,
man the front line. Benson
leads the team 'in scoring
with a 13-point average.
Spring Valley will have
a decided height advantage
with 6-2 Ted Turbenson and
6-4 Steve Fitch in the lineup. Other starters are Mark
Reps, Terry Tobin and either Ron Sauer or Dave Ernster.
Turbenson is the team
scoring leader with an 18point average. Spring Valley defeated Mabel-Canton
and Caledonia- in its first
two games. The Wolves' last
District One title was in
1964.
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This Week's
Basketball
TONIGHT
DISTRICT ONE
Af ROCHESTER—
Semifinals:
Spring Valuy vs. Grand Meadow, 7:15
P.m.
Rushford vi. Preston, ? p.m.
DISTRICT TWO
At ALBERT LEAAusrin vs. Blooming Pralrlc, I p.m.
At AUSTINGlcnvllle vs. Lyle, ip.tn.
DISTRICT FOUR
At ST. OLAF (Northfleld)—
Semlnlfal:
Waseca vs. Kenyon, I p.m.

Gophers End
Cage Season
This Week

TUESDAY

DISTRICT TWO
Af ALBERT LEA-r
Hayliold vs . Aldtn, 8 p.m.
At AUSTIN—
Albert Lea vs. Elkton, I p.m.
DISTRICT FOUR
At ST. OLAF (Northlleld)—
Semifinal:
Owatonna vs. Medford, f p.m.

WEDNESDAY

DISTRICT THREE
At ROCHESTERScmlflnals:
Winona vj. Dodge Center, 7:30 p.m.
Rochester JM vs. Watmiha, » p.m.
M

a

Kosidowski's 578
Top Weekeind Pin
Activity in City

pected in camp today, four days
before the Twins open their exhibition schedule against the
Baltimore Orioles Friday night
in Miami. The Twins return to
Tinker Field to meet the World
Champion Detroit Tigers Saturday and Sunday.
The Twins also announced
Sunday that catcher Jerry Zimmerman has been sold to the
San Diego Padres of the National League. If Zimmerman
signs, the Padres are .expected
to- pay the Twins the $25,000,
waiver price;
Look , first was reported to
have left Orlando Saturday for
his Lansing, Mich., home after
failing to reach agreement with
Griffith.
He remained in Orlando, however, and came to terms in time
to participate in: Sunday's long
workout. Look's contract is conditional. He gets one figure if he
makes the team and a lesser
one if he is shipped to one of
the Twins' eight farm clubs.
The 34-year-old Allison took a
slight cut and signed for an estimated $35,000. Last season he
hit .247 with 22" homers and 52
runs batted in.
Reese, 26, receiyed a small increase and signed for an estimated $15,000.
There are now 29 players in
the fold and 12 holdouts. Griffith
said, "Three are as good as
signed;" but mentioned no
names.
.. .<
~ Manager 73UIy Martin had .his
longest workout of the spring
session *Sunday — 4 hours,
15 minutes. And Tony Oliva in
only his second workout was the
hero of the day with a threerun pinch homer. Rookie catcher George -Mitterwald was the
day's only casualty, having been
hit above the left elbow with a
pitch.
Pitching coach Early YVynn
returned to camp after being
out three days with the flu . But
Manager Martin's mother-inlaw, Mrs. Mary Winkler of Alliance, Neb-, suffered a stroke
and is in critical condition in an
Orlando hospital.

MACHINE GAGS MAN . . . Here is New York Mets
The weekend's top individual
bowling came out of the Guys pitcher Tom Seaver's response when questioned regarding
and Dolls League at Westgate speed of new pitching machine at tho Mets camp. Seaver
where Jon Kosidowski smashed mouthed tho ball , illustrating where the machine's speed and
222—570 errorless to lead Kosidowski - Evans to 2,246. Ursula Hogenson had 196 nnd
Mary Douglas 508. FrederickHuff had an 806 game.
HAL-ROD _ Ruth McMnnus
tagged 157—419 while Frank
Schraff socked 200 and Don
Clerzan 518 while Grote and
Carlson and Nienow and Immerfall shared team honors in
the Lncenter League with 750 By THE ASSOCIATE) PRESS who each want n healthy raise.
What kind of Card game is H o w e v e r , Manager Red
and 2,170, respectively.
Schoendicnst shrugged off his
Don Cicrzan 's 55G and Ruth this with no aces?
McMnnus ' 431 sparked Jet Set That's the question the St. Card problems, saying "I piny
to 792-2,280 in the Bonnie and Louis Cardinals might well be tho hand I'm dealt. I've lived
Clyde League. Ed Drwall had asking themselves because if too long to let worry get to mo.'1
236 for Deuces Wild and Judy some of tiiose aces don 't show Tlie eight, of course, are hig
Fitzgerald lfifi for tho Mobsters. up by opening day, the Cards aces counted on to help win a
WESTGATE _ Kathy Row- could be playing a losing hand. t h i r d consecutive Notional
an's 191-499 led the Wild Ones Eight aces still are missing League pennant for tho Cardito 797-2,353 In the Kings and from the Cardinals spring train- nals, who did manage to sign
Queens League. Danny Hunger- ing deck, demanding a sweeter pitcher Stove Carlton Sunday,
holt had 200 for tho same team pot—a $500,000-plus pot.
the day nfter the March 1 deadand Nord Overland ripped 552 The missing include Bob Gib- line that makes all unsigned
son, who is trying to trump the players pfficin! holdouts.
for Tho Double O's.
In tho Jacks and Jills League , Cardinals for $125,000; Lou Other clubs also aro having
Floyd Rowland smacked 203 to Brock nnd Curt Flood , who want trouble ' coming up with aces,
help Rowland - Marsolek to 815. $100,000 each; Miko Shannon , but none so ncuto ns tho CardiJan Wieczorek slammed 213— $70,000 ; Dal Mnxvill , $55,000; nals, unless it's Minnesota. Tho
491, Ken Johnson 554 and Kcss- Julian Javier, $45,000, and Nel- Twins slill aro missing 32 playler-Stachowitz 2,144.
son Brilcs nnd Ray Washburn , ers, including such starters ns

accuracy will place it if the batter is not alert. Tho claim
is the machine can throw the ball as fast as 120 miles per
hour. (AP Photofax )

HOLDOUTS BECOMING A PROBLEM

8 Aces Missin g From Cards
Dean Chance , Jim Kaat , Ted
Uhlaendcr and John Roscboro,
Sonny Siebert is holding out
witli Cleveland , Joe Torro with
Atlanta , BOOR Powell with Baltimore and Rick Monday and
Reggie Jackson with Oakland
among the other well-known absentees.
Tlie biggest signer of tho day
was Al Kalinc , Detroit's 10-ycnr
standout who ended a one-day
holdout by signing for ' an estimated $115,000, tlie highest contract in Tiger iiistory. Knlino received about $75,00J),lnHt senson.
Norm Cnsli also signed with
the Tigers, Others who filled in
pacts were Larry Dierkcr of
Houston , Gary Bell of Seattle
nnd Vic Davnlillo of California.

Davalillo , reported missing for
about 10 days from his Venezuela hpme , showed up in camp
Sunday
Juan Marichal and Willie
McCovey still are unsigned at
San Francisco, but Marichal
soys he will »how up in camp
Wednesday nnd McCovey was
expected to arrive today. Marichal was asking n raise from
tho $100,000 ho got last ypar and
tho Giants say ho will get it—if
it is not too much.
Los Angeles still was missing
seven players , -including Don
Drysdalo , but all were working
out with tho club. Tho Dodgers
also fined rooklo pitcher John
DufHo $100 for breaking curfew
on his second day in camp.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The
Minnesota basketball Gophers
close out their first season under Coach Bill Fitch this week
with home games against Iowa
and Michigan State.
To hand Fitch a .500 season,
tho Gophers will have to win
both contests. Iowa moves into
Williams Arena Tuesday night.
Michigan State plays in Minneapolis Saturday night.
The Gophers are 10-12 for the
season
and 4-8 in Big Ten play.
1
Northwestern handed tho Gophers a 74-70 setback Saturday
at Evanston , III., shooting 53
per cent from the field although
Minnesota outrebounded the
Wildcats 39-34 and committed a
seasonal low of eight turnovers.
"We didn 't fold in a crucial
circumstance ," Fitch said . "Wo
stayed right in tho game. But
wo see mto work harder than
tho devil to score a basket and
then they would come down and
hit a shot from somewhere on
the floor where I'd have trouble
seeing the basket. "
Tho Gophers led for the last
time at 28-27 ond the closest
they camo in the second half
was 6(1-60 before Nor lhwcstern
edged to its victory. Larry Mlknn led Minnesota scoring with
2 points.
In another development , Fitch
refused to confirm a report ho
was offered n job as athletic
director and basketball conch
at Crelghton.
"My coaching future is at
Minnesota nnd this is where I'm
going to complete my coaching
career," Fitch said.

OPEN NET . . . New York Rangers' goalie Ed Giacomin dives to the ice in the first period of the RangersSt. Louis Blues game in New York Sunday night in an
attempt to block a shot by the Blues' Frank St. Marseille
(right). St Marseille passed the puck to Tim Ecclestone,
however, whose shot missed the net. New York won 2-1.
(AP Photofax)

SMITH FIFTH IN MINNESOTA

Schrnidtknecht
Forced 16
Forfeit' "- Flrmk -

Luck was not in CochraneFountain City High Schoof wrestler Tony Schmidtknecht's corner Saturday at the Wisconsin
High School wrestling tournament at Madison.
The Pirates' 200-pound heavyweight, who went into the tournament with^a 24-2 record, won
his first three matches, but was
then forced to forfeit in the
championship to Mike Barlass
of Milton-Union.
"TONY RECEIVED an ankle
injury in an earlier match and
the d o ct o r s
just wouldn't
let him wrestle
with it . It's
really a shame
when you go
all the way to
the finals and
then .have to
withdraw with- ;
out even going
out on the mat,
but there was
n o t h i n g we Schrnidtknecht
could do about it," said C-FC
coach Mike Hamilton.
Schrnidtknecht had decisioned Curt Peil of Menomonie 7-6
in his first match and Jeffrey
May of Milwaukee North by a
3-2 score in his second match.
In the semifinals Schrnidtknecht won by default over
Wayno Fitzel of Stanley-Boyd.
The only Cochrane - Fountain
City wrestler in the tournament, Schrnidtknecht amassed
13 points for his team as the
Pirates finished in 15th place
behind champion Racine Park.
DURAND, THE only other
area team represented in the
meet, didn't register a single
point as both 120-pound Dave
Simpson »nd 175-pound Neil
McNnughton lost in the first
round.
ln tho Minnesota High School
tournament r nt Minneapolis ,
Wlnonn High's Jim Smith finished fifth at 165 by doclsloning
Dave Krueger of Stillwater 2-0.
Smith had reached semifinals
Friday before losing to Dave
Amborn of Morris 7-0. Ho then
lost to Dan Root of Grand RnSids 2-1 in his first wrestleack match .
Tho area 's best finish was
tho fourth place garnered by
Spr ing Valley 's Tom Hughes ln
tho 112-pound class. After los«
ing In the quarterfinal^, Hughes
won two consolation division
matches before being dcclsioned H-2 in tho consolation finals .

bowed out by the quarterfinal
round.
La Crescent's 133-pound Jeff
Olson, a loser in the quarterfinals, lost his only consolation
match 7-0.
Spring Valley finished with
seven points, Winona five, Caledonia two and La Crescent one
in the team standings.
Robbinsdale Cooper won the
team title with 53 points.

Three Panthers
On MB All-Loop

ELLSWORTH, Wis. — Durand's terrible trio of Ken Harmon, Tom Bauer and Mike Krisik who have terrorized the
Middle Border Conference in
practically all sports over the
past two years were all named
to the first all-conference team
as released by league coaches
recently.
Harmon averaged 20 pointsper-game, Krisik 18 and Bauer
16 In leading the Panthers to an
undefeated conference season
and tho school's first MB title.
Joining the three on tho first
team were a pair of cagers
from runnerup River Falls,
Bruce Wisse and John Page.
Wisse was the conference's
leading scorer. Page is the only
junior e« the team,
Miko Silberhorn , Jeff Lunderville nnd John Langlois of Durand were all named honorable
mention. The naming of Langlois indicates by how much
Durand dominated tho conference. He is the Panthers' sixth
man.

Racine Cops Title
In Overtime

MILWAUKEE W - Racine
St. Catherine grabbed iho Wisconsin Independent School Athletic Association 's state basketball championshi p ns expected
Sunday in an overtime battlo
over Milwaukee Don Bosco,
59-51.
Jim Choncs, tho 6-foot-lOVj
center for tho St. Catherine Angels, led the way whh 25 points
nnd 14 rebounds , tying tho tournament scoring record and
breaking the rebounding mark,
In other games Sunday , Milwnukee Messmcr downed Manitowoc Roncalli , ftt-63 , for third
CALEDONIA bad no winners place nnd Beloit Catholic clipin Saturday 's consolation round ped Eau Clnlro Regis , 67-62,
after nil four Warrior wrestlers for the consolation crown.

Purdue Gets ShawWins
F irst fi/g /p Doral Open
With 12 Under
TitleSince'40
Winona Daily News 4*1
Winona,, MlhmuotA ¦U
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Winona State
Second in
MIC Swim

BEMIDJI, Minn. — Winona
State , had to settle for second
place in the Northern Intercollegiate Conference swimming
meet which wound up Saturday,
but Warrior coach John Martin
was pleased.
"I- felt we. swam just as' well
as we possibly could have," he
said.- "We came up from fourth
to second this year and nearly
doubled last year's point total.
I'd just have to say I'm satis¦
,• - . •.
fied."
The Warriors went into Saturday's filial round only five
points behind defending champion Bemidji, but Bemidji
strength in the three-meter diving, ^breaststroke and 100-yard
freestyle, along with the failure
of Larry Calvert to compete in
the-.; > '2tf0*yard ; backstroke^ eriabled! the Beavers to widen the
gap.:
Bemidji finished with ' 504
points* Winona had ' .447, St.
Cloud 529, ; Mankato 317 and
Michigan: Tech 116.
. Winona" State did come up
with , the surprise of the threeday ' meet, when . " Bob Ball
Won the 100-yard butterfly. . Ball had been sixth in the
preliminaries but cruised unnoticed up an outside to a 58.4
clocking, on a one-yard victory
oyer ^ his- surprised opponents.
Pete Kopercinski and Jim Dubsky were ninth and tenth , respectively, in the . event.
The only other Winona first
came in the 1,650-yard'' freestyle where George ;Kazika
swept his third event and . set
his second record of the meet,
Kazika chopped 20 seconds off
the 'old mark with a time of
18:32. Ron Calvert was fourth ,
Brian Rudel fifth and Jim Dubsky ninth.
Other Winona place-winners
on: the final day were Bill
Braun and Pete Clar , fifth and
10th in the 100-yard freestyle;
Jon Schoonmaker and Rick
Krueger, fifth and seventh in
the 200-yard backstroke; Stan
Hammer and Gary Gross,
eighth and ninth in the 200
breaststroke, and Paul Hilke
and Don Laeon , seventh and
eighth in diving.
Winona also finished third in
the 400-yard freestyle relay.

Prep Tourneys
Enter District
Slate Tonight

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Minnesota's high school basketball playdowns enter the district tournament level tonight,
culminating by Saturday night
with 32 district champions.
These champions will get together in eight agional tournaments next week. The eight regional titlists become the select
group of more than 480 Minnesota high schools to qualify for
the state tournament March 2022 at Williams Arena in Minneapolis.
There are 201teams still elligible after last week's sub-district
games. Of this group, 38 will be
eliminated in tonight's games.
Two of the state's three undefeated teams , Franklin and
Waseca, are in ction tonight as
well as three 1968 tournament
tenms —defending champion
Edina , Granite Falls and East
Grand Forks.
Edina
plays Robbinsdale
Cooper in Dist. 18 at Williams
Arena at the University of Minnesota.
East Grand Forks is moving
into North Dakota for its Dist. 31
match at the University of
North Dakota against Oslo.
Granite Falls battles Appleton
ot Dawson.
Waseca , winners of 19 straight
games, plays Kenyon in Dist. 4
f it St. Olaf College in Northfield.
Franklin , 18-0, is at Sleepy ye
against Winthrop in Dist. 10.

MIAMI (AP ) - The Doral
Open was just another tournaCHICAGO (AP ) - The Pur- 1 is for their AU-American, Rick ment but it produced golf's newest personality boy-"-26-year-old
due Boilermakers have wrapped Mount , to set a conference scorTom Shaw.
ing
record.
lip their first Big Ten basketball
The exuberant sun-bleached
title since 1940 and about the Purdie, winning a trip to the blond from Golf , 111, chalked up
tournament
wars
for
the
NCAA
inleft
this final week
only thing
first time, closes its regular his first tour victdry Sunday
seasonw ith home games Tues- through a combination of gameday and Saturday against Mich- ness and superb play that eluded Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Paligan and Indiana.
Mount needs to score 67 points mer and the other big names
in the two games to top the lured by the $30,000 first prize
Big Ten season record average on the first stop' on
¦ "the rich
of 33.9 by Ohio State's Gary Florida circuit. . . ' .
.Bradds in 1964. The junior Shaw's talent showed tin the
TONIGHT
sharpshooter from Lebanon, front nine of the par 72 -Doral
BASKETBALLCountry. Club course when he
NAIA Playolh Winona Stats al St. Ind., tunneled 43 points as Pufi
¦
John's, 7:J0 - p.m. ;. - ' .
due nailed down the title with fired six birdies for a six-under
a 97-85 victory at Iowa . Satur- . par 30. He showed his cool when
WEDNESDAY
day; He now has a 34.0 average. he failed tp let a triple bogey on
BASKETBAULPurdue's Iowa conquest pro- the 10th hole rattle him out of
Dlstrict 3: Winona High vs. Dodgs
vided an 11-1 conference mark the lead:
Ctnter at Rochester , 7:30 p.m.
NAIA Playofl: St. John's at Winona and 18-4 over all. Even if the
''I don't believe it , but I love
State, 7iJ0 p.m.
j Boilermakers had lost, they it ," Shaw quipped after finishTHURSDAY
I would have taken the crown ing with a 70 despite a 40 on the
j since Ohio State absorbed an back nine for a 72-hole total of
WRESTLINGWinona Stata in NAIA tournament, ! 85-72 beating at Michiyan State.
Omaha, Neb.
I In other Big Ten basketball 276, 12 strokes under par over
the 7,028-yard, sun-washed;laySaturday,
Michigan out.
FRIDAY
j action
i
wheeled
over
Wisconsin
84-79,
^
WRESTLING^
Shaw shared the lead all the
; Winona Stall In NAIA tournamtnt, ' Illinois trampled Indiana 77-64,
way. Dan Sikes, a leader after
Omaha, Neb.
and
Northwestern
downed
Mini-.
SWIMMINGthe first 36 holes, slipped to a
Wlnona High in Stale moot , Univer- ' nesota 74-70.
sity 01 Minnesota.
j Other Big Ten winter sports 278 for the $10,650 third prize.
Nicklaus ,
Shaw's playing
j champ ionships were well dis- partner wound up in a tie for
SATURDAY
,
tributed over the weekend—WisWRESTLINGin track , Indiana in fourth at 279 after charging into ',
Wlnona Stale In NAIA tournament, consin
Omaha, Neb,
; swjmming, Michigan State in second place at the end of 54
SWtMMINGholes , and Palmer finishedHn a
Winona High in State mccl, Uni- wrestling, Ohio State in fencing
versity, of Minnesota.
! and Michigan in hockey.
tie for 10th.
.
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.
.
.
.
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City Sports
Calendar

CHORUS LINE? . .; Players of Northwestern and Minnesota, form a neat if unintentional line as they watch Terry
Gamber . (21) of Northwestern grab a rebound following a
shot by Al Nuness (23) of Minnesota. The lineup includes

Larry Mikan (31) , Eric Hill (12) and Larry Overskei (52) of
Minnesota, and Dan Davis (24 ) , Don Adams (10) and Sterling
Burke (23) of Northwestern. Northwestern won 74-70. (AP
Photofax). ¦-

St. Cloud Is State
Catholic Cage King

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - St.
Cloud Cathedral's glove-tight defenses broke Benilde's spirit and
poise, paving the Crusaders'
way to the 1969 Minnesota
Catholic Basketball championshipThe Crusaders, with fullcourt
pressing and zones in their
backcourt, crushed Benilde, of
suburban St- Louis Park, 64-47
Sunday and finished this season
with a brilliant 24-1 record before a crowd of about 3,800 at

the Minneapolis Auditorium.
". . . Once we got up by 10
or 12 in that third period," said
Cathedral Coach Jerry Vos, "I
felt our defense would be able
N
to hold it."
Defense was a season-long
trademark - of the Crusaders ,
who held 10 teams to less than
40 points. And Benilde, 18-4,
came the closest of any opponent to score 50 points. But
Cathedral's defense spoiled that.
Stu Reif , named the tourna-

Pipers Lose to
ABA Leaders in
Extra Session

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Miami stole at place in the sun
in the American Basketball Association's Eastern Division
race while Western runner-up
Denver rocketed to a point
record.
The Floridians convertedotwo
steals into key baskets in overtime Sunday and edged Minnesota 136-132, opening up a patch
of daylight in the Eastern
stretch race. Miami leads the
second place Pipers by V/z
games.
Denver, which trails pace-setting Oakland by 12M:games in
the West, set a club scoring
mark in walloping New Orleans
147-120. Larry Jones led the
Rockets' barrage with 37 points ,
25 of them in the first half . '
Mel Daniels' 39 points triggered Indiana to a 133-128 victory over Houston ; Gene Moore
popped in 14 fourth-quarter
points as Kentucky downed the
skidding New York Nets 106-94
and Dallas beat Los Angeles

112-95 in other ABA games .
In-' Saturday 's action , Kentucky beat Miami 122-116, New
Orleans crushed Los Angeles
143-105 and Oakland w h i p p e d
Dallas 107-96.
In the National Basketball Association Sunday, Philadelphia
trimmed Detroit 126-112, Boston
topped Chicago 99-92, Atlanta
nipped Milwaukee 112-108 and
Los Angeles beat San Francisco
107-92.
Miami , down 96-88 after three
periods, spurted to a 121-118
lead with 25 seconds remaining
in regulation play but , Minnesota's Chico ' Vaughn "hit on a
three-point field goal to send the
game into overtime.
The Floridians gained a 126124.edge , then intercepted two
Minnesota passes and scored on
lay-ups to break it open with
one minute to play.
Scoring honors went to the
losers' Charlie Williams , who
dropped in 39-points. Les Hunter
of Miami had 32 and Minnesota 's Art Heyman 31.

'
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Minnesota
Saturday's Results
¦ ¦'
District 3 . * ' '
Wabasha 64, St. Charles 51
Rochester John Marshall 72,
Rochester Mayo 53..
District 4
Medford 78, Janesville 65
Kenyon 72, Cannon ffall's 62
'.' .: ' ' ' District 5
Wells 74, Kiester 59
Huntley 66, Winnebago 58
District 7
Storden 73, Mountain Lake 72
(two overtimes)
District 8
' *
Luverne 59, Fulda 55
Pipestone 73, Hills - Beaver
Creek 63
District 9
Tracy 68, Ivanhoe 50
Canby 60, Minneota 56
Cottonwood 45 Tyler 43
Wool Lake 44,^ Marshall 40
' ' District 26
Duluth Central 52, Cromwell
26 ¦
Hermantown 57, Grand Marais 44
Toivola - Meadowlands 57,
Carlton 46
District 27
Babbitt 70, Mountain Iron 47
Gilbert 62, Embarrass 59
Orr 5i, Ely 52

ment's outstanding player, led
the Cathedral assault with 20
points, Jim Kruzich contributed
16 and Bill Roering 10. Bill Manning topped Benilde with 18
points.
Cathedral dominated t h e
backboards, pulling down 24 rebounds to Benilde's 17, as the
Crusaders' zone defense closed
out the lanes to the Red
Knights. Reif- and Pete Friebe
each snared eight rebounds
for the Crusaders.
Benilde took an early lead but
Roering tied the game with a
jump shot at 7-7. and then Reif
hit two straight close-in shots
for anH-7 Crusader lead. Kruzich popped in two free throws
and Cathedral was on the way.
Benilde, throwing the ball
aay in the face of the press
and hurrying shots from too far
away, got as close as 26-26 in
the second period but the Crusaders held the Red Knights to
only eight points in the third
period.
Cathedral shot a hot 46 per
cent from the field, making 22
of 48 field goal attempts. Benilde made only 17 of 51 attempts for a cool 33 per cent.
Cathedral's only loss came in
the second game of the season ,
58-54 to public school Mora,
Reif and Kruzich were named
to the Minnesota Catholic Education Association's all-tournament team- Benilde players to
the all-star team included Manning, John Reger and Pat Coleman.
Also named to the team were
Stefe Wagner and Scott Petersen, both of Austin Pacelli ; Al
Schmft and Stepe Peroutka ,
faribault Bethlehem Academy;
James Ihnot , Minneapolis De La
Salle ; Dennis Fitzpatrick of St.
Paul St. Thomas, and John Conway, St. Paul Cretin.
Fitzpatrick poured in 35 points
as St. Thomas defeated Pacelli
62-50 for third place honors.
Wagner and Petersen each had
13 points. De La Salle neper led
until the final seconds when
they scored a '47-45 victory over
Cretin in the consolation finals.

• Four.ruff nylon cord plies provide strength
• Exclusive Duragen* rubber tread gives long
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J1SH1 m
For FORD, CHEVROLET,
PLYMOUTH, RAMBLER

0 Famous dual tread design hugs the road
For BUICK, OLDSMOBILE ,
60DGE, PLYMOUTH, CHRYSLIR

Tor BUICK, OLDSMOBILE,
D0DQE, P0NTIAC, CHRYSLER

SATURDAY'S RESULTS
EAST
Notre Dams 71, St. John 's (N.Y.) 17
(OT).
Princeton 74, Corntll <4.
Columbia 87, Penn 51.
Yalo BA, Harvard «9.
Dartmouth el, Brown 50.
Boston College to, Holy Crois 74 .
Fordham 71, New York, U. 63,
Rulgors 59, Penn Stats 57,
Duquent 82, lona 38.
St. Bonsvcnture 91, Canlslui H
St. Joseph's (Pa.) s8, Tcmpla » (OT)
Syracuis 97, Colgate (;.
Sf . Peter's <N.J.) »5, Utah Slot* 77.
Rhode Island 92, Connecticut 73.
Bowdoin 81, Mains to (OT).
SOUTH
Ouk» 87, Nort h Carolina 11.
Auburn 71, Tennessee 60.
Vandcrbllt 101, Kentucky 99.
N.C. Slate ih South Carolina <4.
Tulane to, Georgia Tech 77.
Florida Stele 89, Miami (Fla.) (6,
Mississippi M, LSU 7*.
Virginia Tech 74, Houston it.
Army 51, Navy 35.
Wichita State 71, Memphli Stale <1.
Florida li, Georgia 78,
Maryland 83, Georgetown (O.C.) 7i.
Centenary n, La. Tech 79.
Ky. Wesleyan 99 Tenn. Stat* 91.
E. Kentucky Ba, E. Tenn. 77.
Morchcod 84, Tenn. Tech 44 ,
Oglethorpe 84, Ga, Stale 41.
Murray tt, Watt. Ky. 79,'
MIDWEST
Purdue 97, Iowa 85.
Illinois 77, Indiana 44.
Michigan State 85, Ohio Slats 72.
Drake 101, Louisville 47,
Marquilte 79, Crelghton 71.
Michigan 84, Wisconsin 79.
Ohio V. 95, Bowling Green 18 (OT).
Northwestern 74, Minneiota 70.
Dayton 4}, DePaul 27,
Nebraika 88, Kansas Stale 71,
Miami (Ohio) 70, Toledo 45.
Bradley 81, St. Louis u. 75.
Central Michigan 74 , Ball Stale (Ind .)
31.
North Dakota 74, N.D. Stata 40,
Mich. Lutheran 104, Chicago Stale IS.
SOUTHWEST
North Texas Stale 89, Tulsa 14.
Baylor 61. Arkansas 54,
Rico 15, Texas Christian 81.
Texas Tech 87, Texas 19.
Trinity (Tex.) 98, Abilene Christian »9,
West T«xa» State 74, Colo. Stale U. 14,
FAR WEST
UCLA 14, California 77 (Oil.
Colorado 75, Kansas 17,
New Mexico State 74, Air Force 43 .
So. Calif. 75, Stanford li.
New Mexico 10), Utah to.
Westminster (Utah) 81, Regit 71.
Arliona 90, Arliona Stale 73.
SW Louisiana 70, Hawaii 57.
Washington Stata 44, Oregon 45.
Oregon State 83, Washington 53.
San Francisco 79, Pcpperdlna 33.
Pacific 73, UC-Sania Barbara it.
San Francisco State 49, Ctilco State 10.
Wyoming 79, Brlgham Youna 19.
si

CANADIANS WIN

Squaw Valley, Calif., Saturday. She was one of five girls
to fall on tho gate . (AP PhotofnX )

tubelesswhitewall
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College Basketball

,

FItKNCI l GIRL SIMI,I»S . . . Franco's Francoiso Mncchl
flips backward after taking out the second gate on the ladies
giant slalom course during the World Cup competition at

ifilsi^M

' ¦
¦

EDMONTON (AP ) -The Canadian Nationals scored n 3-1
triump h Sunday night over the
Moscow Selects in nn exhibition
hockey game. Gonlio Wayne
Stephenson shook oil an injury
enrly in tho third period to
spark the victory .
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COMPLETE UNDER-CAR CARE
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BANK A MEH ICARD
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Ml SERVICE

W 116 W. 2nrl St.

Phon« 2847 ¦:
Open 7:30 a.m, to 5:30 p.in. — Saturdays 7:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.rtt.

MEMBER AUTO INDUSTRIES HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE*
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Basketball
Scores

DENNIS THE MENACE

WISCONSIN

WIAA DISTRICTS
Bonduel Title—
Bonducl «, Friedom 3t.
Oeklleld TltlsOaklleld JA, Brandon tt.
Hurley TltHSuperlor II, Hurley 50.
Howard's Oroyo Title—
Kohter 4i, Costburg At.
Stoughton Title—
Monona Orov» At, Stoughlon «.
Three Lakes TitleEagle River IS, Florence «.
klmberly Title—
Kimberly ali Ktukauna 11.
Barneveld Title—
Blanchardvilla <D, Barneveld. S7.
Brodhead Title—
Brodhead 71, Judi 70.
Westlield Title—
Montello S9, Green Lake si.
Blrnamwood Title—
Bowler 43, Tlgerton tl.
Medlord Till©—Netllsvllls 71, Medlord 70.
Eau Claire Title—
Eau Claire Memorial i i , Eau Clairt
North 57.
Applcton Title—
Applaton E«t 57, Appleton West 54.
Brown Deer Title—
Moquon 12, Sussex 51.
Pulaski Title—
Pulaski (4, Oconlc Falls 5» (OT),
Altoona Tille—
Fall Creek 51, Altoona 43.
Marshall TitleMarshall 57, Johnson Creek 41.
Pewaukee TitleWales 13, Wukwonago U.

,
Washburn Title— •
Port Wing 'to, BaytlHd Al.

TOUR
! WIPES
, '1 OIDM 'TD O Af O W W

ON mi"
.! Msrpj cw/v'

GRIN AND BEAR IT

^__

New Richmond TitleNew Richmond 81, River Falls 6!.
New London Title—
Clintonvllle 77, Hortonvillt 4*.
South Wayne TitleHazel Green t7, Shullburg 31.
Janesville TitleJanesville Craig 58, Janesville Parker
33.
Milwaukee King TitleMilwaukee Riverside 41, Milwaukee
King 411.
West De Per* TitleWest De Per6 44, East De Per* 53.
Nikoosa TitlePort Edwards 54, Nekoosa 41.
Sturgeon Bay TitleSturgeon Bay 54, Southern Door 50.
Kewaunee Title—
Kewaunee 57, Agoma 3».
.
Stinger Title—•
Sllnger 70, Grafton .47Fond du Lac TitleFond du Lace 71, Oshkosh 58.
Omro Title—
Omro to, Wlnneconns 55.
Belleville Title—
MCFarland 80, New Glarus 57.
Boyceville Tille—
Colfax 81, Boyceville 40.
Poynetta Title—
Poynetto n, Rio 58.
Waterloo Title—
Waterloo is, Juneau At.
Sauk Prairie Title—
Baraboo 73, River Valley 47.
Hayward TitleRice; Lake it, Cumberland 55.
Alma center Title—
Eleva-Strum 41, Taylor 43.
Ontario Title—
Brookwood 45, Bangor 47.
Abbotsford Title—
. Abbotsford 57, Oilman 51.

Elroy Tille—

"rVe're perfectly satisfied with our wages and working
conditions, Mr. Presidentl.. However , we do feel
.
entitled to combat pay!"

. .

Esposlto Hits
100 Points
For NHL Mark

'
By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
Boston's Phil Esposito has
charged into the National Hockey League record book and a
weekend anniversary celebration by Frank Mahovlich has
the Detroit gunner aiming for
the same cherished territory.
Esposito shattered the NHL
scoring record and became the
first man in history to pass 100
points, leading Boston to a
weekend sweep, 8-5 over New
York and 4-0 over Pittsburgh.
His two goals Sunday against
the Penguins gave him 40 for
the season and 101 points—four
more than the record of 97
which had been shared by Chicago's Stan Mikita and Bobby
Hull.
J
Mahovlich , meanwhile, celebrated the anniversary of his
trade from Toronto to Detroit ,
with a three-goal weekend—two
of them in Sunday 's 4-2 victory
over Montreal and the other in a
4-2 victory over Minnesota.
That gave the big M 42 for the
season and with 11 games to
play, he could become the third
man in history to reach 50. Hull ,
and Montreal' s Bernie Geoffrion
and Maurice Richard are the
only other ones who've done it.
Hull, who's hit the magic 50
three times and holds the NHL
record of 54, scored his 46th of
the season Sunday but Toronto's
Paul Henderson had a pair as
the Maple Leafs dropped Chicago 2-1 . Henderson went to the
Leafs in the Mahovlich trade a
year ago today.
In Sunday 's other gnm.es, New
York shaded St. Louis 2-1 and
Philadelphia tied Oakland 4-4.
In Saturday s action , Montreal blanked St. Louis 3-0, Toronto battled Pittsburgh to a 3-3
tie , Philadelphia find Los -Angeles tied at 2-2, Boston downed
New York 8-5 and Detroit
dropped Minnesota 4-2.

Jaycees Sponsor
Athletic Banquet
At Lake City

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
—Among 85 perticipating in the
junior bowlers tournament sponsored by the Lake City Jaycees
Saturday, the winners receiving engraved trophies .were:
Terry Kieffer , in the 16-18 age
group ; Richard Thornton and
Donna Schumacher , 12-15, and
Peter Simon and Janet Hagedorn , ages 8-11. There were no
girls in the 16-18 age group.
Gary Lund was chairman of
the tournament.
Jaycees will sponsor an athletic banquet March ' 24 at 7:30
p.m. at the Anchor Inn . All athletes in grades 9-12 will be
guests. The public is invited.
Entertainment will be furnished by representatives of the
Minnesota Vikings, who will
show a 45-minute color film of
the 19S8 season. Jerry Weinman , Arland Nelson and Jim
Roforth are in charge of arrangements.

Peerless Chain
Cops Bantam Title
BANTAM

W L
Peerless Chain 13 1
Athletic Club 11 3
Redmen Club
t 5

THE

MARSHALL

COMPANY. INC.
INX/aj BTIVIBNT BHCURITIHtj

MEMOCF4 NEW VOMK OTOCK BKCMANCIf
ANO CTHt « PRINCIPAL CKCHANDCS
D4 W»«t Third Brr««t.
Wtoona. Mfnn««or.« n-4QB1

For people
who want
their money to grow

W L
4 10
4 10
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Mondovi 67, Whitehall 48 (3rd).
Shell Lake Title—

Woyerhauscr 47, Blrchwood 43.
Shell Lake 48, Winter « (3rd).
Manawa Title—
Weyauwega 54, Marlon 49.
Waupaca 45, Manawa 45 (3rd).
Mount Horeb TitleMount Horcb it , Waunakee ».
Verona 17, Wisconsin Heights » (3rd).
Amcry Title—
Osceola 43, Unity 52;
Amcry 73, Sf. Croix Falls 4) (3rd).
Crandon Tille—
Wabcno ii , Etcho 53.
Crandon 90, Laona 59 (3rd).
Wautoma TitleWild Ross 79. Wautoma 47.
Almond 75, Plalnfleld 55 (3rd).
Horlcon Title—
Mayvlllt 84, Horlcon 41.
Camnbcllsport 99, Lomlra 40 (3rd),
Plum City TitlePrcscotl 75. Spring Valley St.
North Crawford Title—
North Crawford 52, DeSolo 24 .
Glenwood City Title—
St. Croix Central 44 , Baldwin-Wood.
villa 58.
Ll Faroe Title—
Hlllsboro «4, La Farge 33.
Bruco Title—
Bruce SI, Cameron 49.
Flambnau 89, New Auburn J4 (3rd).
Crlvlti Title—
Crlvltz 59, Surlnq 51.
Lena 71, White Lake (4 (3rd).
Prairie du Ctilen Title—
Boscobtl 43. Lancaster SS.
Prairie du Chlcn 80, Fonnlmore 47
(3rd).
Merrill Title—
Rhlnclandcr 74, Merrill S4.
Mlnocqua Title—
Tomatuwk 74, Park Falls St.

Peerless Chain won the Park
Rec Banta m League basketball
title Saturday with a 30-25 vicory over runnerup Athletic
Club. Chuck Mueller had 14 for
the winners.
In the other fames , Sunbeam
tripped the Redmen Club 29-23
as Tom Matyka netted 12 and
Bub's ripped Centra l Methodist
20-0.
WISAA TOURNAMENT
MIDGET
Saturday
Eau
Claire
Rcgli ij, Stevens Point PaBruce LeVasseur 's 32 points
celli 59.
paced the Redmen 's Club to a Bclnlt Catholic 47, Greon Bay Premon54-41 win over the Elks Club
tre 43.
Don Bosco 74, Manitowoc
Saturday for the champion- Milwaukee
Roncally 44.
ship of the Park-Rc c Midget Racine St. Catherine II, Milwaukee
Messmer 47 .
League .
¦
Roger Rolbiccki led the losers with 27.
SOMRRVILLES DEFEND
WOOTMAN BOOSTKD
GRAND FORKS, N.D . (AP)SEATTLE (AP ) - Marv The Raymond "Bud" SomcrWootman , a part time football ville rink of Superior , Wis., was
conch nt the University of was set to fio after its
Washington last fall , has been second straight championship in
elevated to the position of full the start of the l!)f>9 U .S. Curltime assistant on the Huskies ' ing Championships today at
grid staff.
Grand Forks.
TIGER

M~>fcr
lYAnmA

Bub's
Sunbeam
Cent. Melh.

Vlroqua «, Westby 54.
Chilton Title—
Va lders tl , Reedsville 57.
Holcomb TitleCornell «3, Stanley-Boyd 41.
RIverdale Title—
Wauieka 43, RIverdale 42.
Melrose Title—
Onalaska 102, Holmen 57.
East Troy TitleEast Troy 74, Palmyra 54.
Loyal Titles—
Granton 43, Greenwood 42 (OT).
Alma Title—
Gilmanton 74, Alma 57.
Elkhorn Title—
Delavan-Darlen tt, Lake Geneva (T.
uougcviiie line—
Dodgevllle 50, Cuba City 44.
Frederic TitleFrederic 6A, Luck 42.
Orfordvllle Title—
Evansvllle . 72, Orfordville 52.
Burlington Title—
Burlington 40, Union Grove 51 (OT).
Lake Mills TitleSun Prairie 89, Lake Mills 71,
Barron Title—
Ladysmilh 81, Chetek 44.
Cedar Grove TitleCedar Grove 44, Kewaskum 41.
Athens Title—
Prenllce 83, Athens 41.
Milton Title—
Whitewater. 73, Milton 59.
lota Title—
lola-Scandinavia 57, Wittenberg 41.
Turtle Lake TitleClear Lake 73, Turtle Lake 59.
Durand Title—
Durand 14, Arcadia 41.

WINONA MARK ETS

LC Snowmobilers
Meet Tbnight

Swift & Company

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special;
— The newly organized . Lake
City Lions Snowmobile Club
will meet tonight following a
trail ride at 7:30.' Club directors
are Stanley Wold, David Bremer, Chester Parmeter and Jake
Krismer. Bill Wilde is. trail and
safety chairman.
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Pro Basketball
¦
: " NBA

EASTERN DIVISION
W.
L. Pet.
Baltimore . . . . . . . 10 is .715
Philadelphia . . . . . 41 32 .(It
Naw York
47 as .to
Boston
41 21 ,(0O
Cincinnati . . . . . . . 14 H
M
Detroit
r. 27 44 .110
Milwaukee . . . . . . 21 47 Ml
WESTERN DIVISION
W. L. Pet.
Los Angeles . . . . . 47 24 .((2
Atlanta . . . . . . . . . . 43 2» 497
San Francisco ... 34 38 .472
San Diego . . . . . . . 3» 40 .410
Chicago
21 42 .400
Seattle
2* 45 .1st

Phoenix . ; . : . . . . . . IS

51

1
4Vs
t
17
24V4
21 ¦
01

No.
No.
No.
No.

27
21

Hours: 8 a.m. to 4 P.m.
¦
(Closed Saturdays) V
submit sample before loading.
Barley purchased af prices subject to
market.

"

Kentucky
- .. .
Indiana
NSW York . . ; . . . .
WESTERN

Grade B (white)

Grade C

Vh

BOX SCORES
St. John's (53)
fg f t p f t p
2 2 1 4
2 3 3 7
1 1 4 1
7 1 2 15
7 1 1 15
0 0 0 0
2 3 3 7

Winona State (50)
fo ft pf tp
Besonen A 1 3 9
Jabrosky 2 0 2 4
Protsmn ( 3 41!
Starzecki 3 1 2 7
Schultz
A 1 3 9
Bay
t 0 0 0
Gibbs
3 0 1 t

Totals 21 11 14 53
Totals 21 i 15 50
ST. JOHN'S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 25-53
WINONA
25
25—SO
Gilmanton

fg
Norby
5
M.Schltz (
R.Schlutz I
Hayden
7
Dleckmr) 4

(7<>
ft pltp
1 4 II
3 1 15
* 3 22
0 2 14
6 3 14

Alma (57)
fg
Ygbauer ¦ .«¦
Ritscher 7
Schreler 1
Brovold 3
Ebert
7

ft
0
0
0
5
1

.....

..'

24

.12

LIVESTOCK

31 It .525 2
34 32 ,515 i!^
H 44 .2*7 17'/s
DIVISION
W.
L. Pet. GB
Oakland
47
12 .797
Denver .. . . . . . . . . 3*
24 .511 12!/i
New Orleans . . . . . 32 31 Jot 17
Dallas
29 31 .413 li'/s
Los Angeles
. . . . 25 36 .410 23
Houston . . . ! .
19 40 .322 21
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Oakland 107, Dallas 94.
New Orleans 143, LOs Angeles 105.
Kentucky '. 122, Miami IK.
Only games scheduled.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Dallas 112, Los Angeles 95.
Indiana 113, Houston 121.
Denver 147, New Orleans 110.
Kentucky 10«, New York 94.
Miami 134, MINNESOTA 132 (OT).
TODAY'S GAME
Kentucky at Houston.
Only game scheduled.
TUESDAY'S GAMES
Dallas af New York.
MINNESOTA at Denver.
Only games scheduled.

Weber
Holmes
Barney
Grdnoski
Bernabei
Dady
Muller

Winona Egg Market

(Winona Produce, Zfebell Produce)
These quotations apply as of
10:30 a.m. today.
Grade A twribo (white) . . . . . . . . . .34
Grade A large (white)
.29
Grade A medium (white) ........ .24

GB

.557
.133

, 1.41

3 hard winter wheat ........ 1.37
4 hard winter wheat ........ 1.33
1.14
1 rye
. ..
2 rye
1.12

FroeiUert Malt Corporation

.111-31

ABA
34
...32

Elevator A Grain Prices
One hundred bushels of grain will ba
Ihe minimum loads accepted at Ihe elevators.
No. 1 northern spring wheat . . 1.53
No. 2 northern spring wheat . . . . 1.51
No. 3 northern spring wheat . ... 1.47
No. A northern spring wheat . . . . 1.43
No. 1 hard winter wheat
1.43

No. 2 hard winter wheat

4«
UVi
17
is>A
21

SATURDAY'S RESULTS
New York IIS, Boston tt.
Phoenix lit, Sin Francisco HI.
Seattle 134, Cincinnati 112.
Los Angeles llf, San Diego 111.
Only games scheduled.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Boston n, Chicago 92.
Philadelphia 124, Detroit 1)2.
Atlanta 112, Milwaukee IDS.
Los Angeles 107, San Francisco 92.
Only games scheduled,
TODAY'S GAMES
Philadelphia at Milwaukee.
Cincinnati at Seattle.
Only gimes scheduled.
TUESDAY'S GAMES
Detroit af New York .
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Baltimore at Lbs Angelts.
Cincinnati at Phoenix.
Boston at San Francisco.
San Diego af Seattle .
Only games scheduled.

Miami
MINNESOTA

...

Bay State Milling Company

Ol

EASTERN DIVISION
W.
L. Pcf.

These quotations apply ,1o hogs delivered to the Winona Station ' by noon today.
MOOS
Hog markel: 50 cents lower.
Meat typ«,. 200-230 lbs. ... 19.75-20.25
Butchers, 20O-23O lbs. ,v.".....' .. 19.75
. . . . . . . . . . . . I7.7J,
SOWS, 570-300 lbs.
CATTLE
Cattle market! Steady. 27.50
High choice and prime
24.SO-27.00
. . . .. . .;
Choice -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . 53.SO-2S.OO
Good
Standard
.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.00-22.50
H.OO-fo.OT
Utility . COW! ;. - .. ' •
14.00-18.00
Canner and cutter •
¦
'
- V EAL
Veal markel: Steady.
39.00
Top choice . . . . ; . . . . . . . . .
25.00-37.00
Good and choice
Commercial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.00-24.00
Boners
.... ,.. '.. 17.0Mown

pltp
4 1
5 14
.3 4
0 11
4 15

..SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. (n-(USDA )
— Cattle 4,500; calves 800; slaughter
steers , end heifers fairly ectlve, steady
to strong; cows fully steady; bulls
strong; - .vealers . - and. slauflhter calves
steady; most choice 950-1,200 lb Slaughter steers 27.75-28.50; mixed high good
and choice 27.25-27.75; flood 24.50-27.25;
most choice 850-1,050 lb heifers 27.0028.00; mixed high good and choice 26.50
to 27.00; Good 23.00-26.50; . utility . and
commercial cows 19.5M0-50; canner and
cutter 16.50-19.50; utility, and commercial
bulls 22.0O-2'4.50; good 21.00-24.00; choice
32.0fl-37.OT;
37.00-39.00; good
vealers
choice .-slaughter ' calves 25.00-28.CO; good
21.00-25.00.
Hogs 8,500; barrows and gilts fully 50
cents lowe r, some 75 cents lower than
Friday's beat time; trading opened
slow, leter moderately active; 1-3 190240 lbs barrows and gilts 20.75-21.00;
2-3 190-240 lbs 20.50-20.75; 2-4 240-260 lbs
20.00-20.50; sows steady; 1-3 300-400 lbs
17.75-18.75; 2-3 400-600 lbs 16,50-18.00;
feeder pigs steady; 1-3 120-160 lbs 17.0018.00.
Sheep 2,000; trading oh slaughter
lamos not established ; limited early
supply feeders and ewes steady; wooled
slaughter lembs, few early sales choice
and prime 85-110 lbs 28.00-28.50; wooled
slaughter ewes, utility and good, 7.008.00; choice and fancy wooled feeder
lambs 65-85 lbs 27.50-28.00.
CHICAGO
. CHICAGO Wl —(USDA)— Hogs 5,500;
butchers steady to. weak; 1-2 205-225 lb
21.50-22.00; 23 head at 22.25; 1-3 195-240
lbs 20.75-21.50; 2-3 200-250 lbs 20.25-20.75;
2-4 240-260 lbs 20.00-20JO; 3-4 2J0-300 lbs
19.00-19.50; sows steady to 25 cents higher; 1-3 300-350 lbs 18.50-19.00; 2-3 550600 lbs " 16.00-M.75.
Cattls 8,000; calves none; slaughter
classes -steady; prime 1,200-1,375 lb
slaughter steers yield grade 3 and 4 31.75
to 32.75; choice and prime 1,100-1,350 lbs
30.25-31.75; choice 950-1,35C lbs yield
grade 2 lo 4 28.25-30.5f;. mixed good
and choice 27.25-28.50; mixed high
choice and prime 950-1,025 lb slaughter
heifers yield grade 3 and 4 21.75-29.00;
choice 8251,025 lbs yield grade 2 to 4
27.50-28.75; mixed good and choice 26.50
to 27.50.
Sheep 300; wooled slaughter lambs
steady to 25 cents higher; slaughter
ewes steady; choice and prime 90-110
lb wooled slaughter lambs 29.00-29.50;
deck 108 lbs 29.75 ; mixed good and
choice 27.5O-28.50.

PRODUCE

CHICAGO (AP) - Butter
steady ; wholesale buyin gprices
—
— Relter
1 0 5 4 unchanged to % higher : 93
Totals 30 16 13 74 Glelter
0 1 0 1 score AA 66; 92 A 66; 90 B
Totals 25 7 21 57 63% ; 89 C 60&; Cars 90 B 64V2 ;
GILMANTON
.22
17 19 18—7» 89 C 62.
ALMA
10 17 14
14—57
Eggs barely steady; wholeWabasha (44)
St. Charles (11)
sale buying prices unchanged to
lg ft PI tp
fg ft pf tp
80 per cent or better
Wilson
5 0 3 10 Glover
7 0 2 14 Vz lower;
Albrecht 6 1 0 11 Peine
I l l s grade A whites 39; mediums
Tenpls
0 0 1 0 Mathlson 1 I S *
checks 27.
( 5 3 17 Loeffltr 1 0 0 2 36; standards 36;
Maions
Witte
Schecl

Totals

5 4 2 14
4 2 4 10

21 12 11 (4

WABASHA
ST. CHARLES
Eleva-Strum
fg
1
Nelson
Rlphnbg I
Tweet
1
Barnesn 4
Hauknes 3
Knudtsn 2
Olson
0
Totals

161)
ft pl tp
( 1 8
4 5 *
7 1 15
7 1 19
0 1 4
3 3 7
0 1 0

20 21 1] 41

ELEVA-STRUM
TAYLOR

Senst
PloetZ
Younker
Pederson
Smith
Hawk

4
1
0
4
a
0

Totals 22
15
tt
14
51
Taylor

3

0 5
1
l
2
I
1

0
0
0
0

8
5
a
8
0
O

7 20 51
55—14
37—51

(42 )
lg It pf tp
4 3 2 11
4 2 1 10
0 0 1 0
1 2 4 4
1 1 0
3
0 0 1 0
0 2 5 2
4 4 5 12
0 0 1 0

Hansen
Bendlcf
Joten
Krai
R.Hulett
Shepdson
Skaar
W.Hulett
Beaman
Totals
II
(

14 14 20 42
11 40-41
!1 30—42

Gale-Ettrick (71)
fg It pftp
Ofsdahl 8 5 2 2)
Gooden
t 1 2 14
K.Andrsn 7 1 3 14
M.Andsn 1 2
14
D.SacIa
1 0 0 2
P.Sacia
1 2 3 4
Baer
3 o 2 10

Cochrsne-FC (S3)
fg If pftp
Kontsr
8 o 2 14
Rohrar
1 2 14
Bartlch 2 0 2 4
Bond
0 2 0 2
Baures
4 4 2 14
Vndcrmn 1 2 5 1
Peck
2 0 1 4
Ernst
0 1 2 1
Totals 19 11 14 71
— —
Totals 20 13 15 51
17—71
OALE ETTRICK . . . 20 12 22
COCHRAHE-FC . . . 13 14
11 13—53
Onalaska

(103)
fg ft pf
II A 5
1 0 2
2 2 4
4 I 2
5 1 2
12 13 1

Holmen (59)
tp
fg ft pf tp
Hockby
3* Mulder . 5 l 4 11
W.Hcnbg
1 K.Andsn 10 4 4 24
Spnh
4 Hauser
7 1 III
TIGulJOn
30 Tabbert 2 0 4 4
Peterson
11 Hansen
1 O 0 1
ToGulin
37 Haun
0 O 4 0
Dahlby
1 0 2 1
Totals 37 28 14 102
Totals 24 7 21 59
ONALASKA
19 17
It 37—102
HOLMEN
14 11
4 22- !•'
Durand (14)
(9 f I pf tp
4 2 3 10
7 1 1 15
7 2 1 14
2 15 5
11 5 4 27
0 2 2 2
0 4 ) 4
2 10 5
1 0 12

M.Krlilk
Harmon
Sllbhorn
Lundvilla
Bauer
Langlols
Springer
R.Krisik
Laschngr

Totals 14 lt 20 14
DURAND
ARCADIA

Arcadia (41)
fa ft pf tp
B.Fnhoix 4 2 4 14
Herrlck 4 I 1 17
Kllna
0 2 4 1
Reedy
s 3 1 11
Rlbleckl l t 4 15
— :
Totals 30 21 17 4)

20
11

14
10

2]
15

17-14
14-41

Spartans Nab
4lh Straight
Big 10 Mat Title

EAST LANSING, Mich , m
— Michigan State swept to
a record fourth straight Big Ten
wrestling title Saturday, capturing a record six individual titles
and scoring the most team
points ever in the league meet.
MSU
scored
93 points
in bettering its own mark of 92
set two years ago. Iowa was a
distant second w'th 50 points and
Michigan , with 41 points , tied for
third with Northwestern. Minnesota followed with 24, then Wisconsin with 19, Illinois 14, Indiana 14, Ohio State 1,1 and Purdue was scoreless.
The Spartans' six individual
titles erased an old mark of
five held by several schools.
Copping firsts for the Spartans
were Gary Bissell, 123; Keith
Lowrance, 137; John Abajace,"
152; Tom Muir , 160; Jack Zindil , 177; and Jeff Smith , heavyweight, Smith, named outstanding wrestler in the meet, won
his title with a pin as did Lowrance.
HOCKEY TRADE
OAKLAND , Calif. Iffl - The
Philadelphia Flyers traded veteran Center Forbes Kennedy
and forwa rd Brit Selby to the
Toronto Maple leafs for wingers Mike Byers, Jerry Median
and Bill Sutherland Monday
morning.
By Bud Bhke

Market Holds
Slender GainTrade Active

NEW YORK (AP) - The
stock market held onto a slender gain in active trading early
Monday afternoon.
The margin of advances of individual stocks narrowed' to
about 70 issues on the New York
Stock Exchange .
••;

Want Ads
Start Here
'
N O T /I C E
,
This' newspaper will be responsible
for only one Incorrect Insertion of
any classified advertisement published In the Want . Ad section Check
your ad and call 3321 If a correction
must b* made.
BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR ' ¦".' . ;
A-44, 32, 40, tt.
. .

Businui -Servicos

TREES, TREES, TREES - trimming,
stump removal, spraying, ate. Free
estimates. Blong't Tree Service, WU
"
none. Tel. 8-5311.
LENNOX HEATING SYSTEMS
Oil - Gas - Electric • •
Cleaning — Repairing — Parts
QUALITY SHEET METAL WORKS
Tel. 8-4614
1151 E. 6th

Numbing, Roofing
~

Card of Think*
'
I wish to thank my relatives, neighbors
and friends for tha <jKls and cards ,durln» my stay In the hospital. ' A .special
thanks to Dr. DeGalller, the nurs«s and
:, 'v ' ¦
the priests irorh St. Stan's,
, ...
mn; Frank MlynMak -

14

PORTABLE TOILETS—rented and cleaned Bill's Pumping Service, La Crosse,,
Wis. Tel. 782-7633.

~~
-

KENWAY

21
:

Sewer Cleaning Service

Residential Commercial Industrial
Licensed & Bonded Operators
Tel. 9394
827 E. 4th

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains.
CALL SYL KUKOWSKI
Tel. 9509 or 0436

l-year-fluarantee.

Motors were mostly higher,
ln .Mtimrii'm' '- '
END RUSTY CLOTHES! Hard water conwith General Motors up about a
tains particles of Iron rust which take
'
Elmer
,
of.
/virs;
point. Also generally higher IN LOVIKIG MEMORVaway years ago the edge off bright, clean clothes.youOnly
of
HusmOen¦ who passed
a water softener can assure
*
were utilities and chemicals. today. '
- .' . '-v.bright whites every time. Let us Install
•
'<•
ye»r,
ytar
(»,
Th»
world
channel
for
you.
Rails declined, with Penn Cenone
1
And friends, from day to day, .
tral down more than a point.'
Frank O'Laughl in
But never will the one we' loved • ¦
.. '
PLUMBING 8. HEATING
The conglomerates, which From memory pass »way.
Tel. 2371
Sadly missed by Children £
761 E. 6th
¦
were hard hit Friday, firmed
. Grandchildren
.
somewhat. Gulf & Western arid
REACH EVERY corner of your sink with
Moen Swivel Spray-Aerator, avail.
Loew's Theatres gained frac- Personal*
v 7 the
able now at . . .
"
'
. ' .j
tions,
LADIES: If you. wMft t '-to drink that's
SANITARY
Pittston, including -a block-of YOUR byslnesat If ybu DON'T want to
PLUMBING S, HEATING
contact
business,
drink,
thafo
OUR
144,000 shares, topped"the most- WOmen's AA (or prtyate, confidential 168 E. 3rd S.t
Tt|. 2737
active list.
help with your drtnklno; problem.. Call
:
'
, .
";.
Female — Jobs of Int. —26
Sinclair advanced more than a-44io eveninss 7-io„.6 points.
WHATEVER your sl:» . problem;.- Pappy, PART-TIME FEMALE help wanted. ApThe Dom Jones industrial av- : we'd like to help- you to ba happy . ply Alma Hotel, Almo, Wis. . . .
erage at noon was up 249 H. Betslnaer, Tailor, 27;E. 4th.;
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for full-time
points, or 0.27 per cent, at GROVE'S PSORIASIS skin crearn, r* or part-time checken. No experience
Haves Itching, removes, scales, soothes
necessary. Good salary and fringe bene907.70. '
skin. Sold only in drugstores. . Listed
fits. - Apply Manager, Red Owl Store,
The Associated Press average In druggist blue book. .
Winona. "An equal opportunity emof 60 stocks at noon was up .3, EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS? A lot of . OS ployer."
with industrials up 1.4, rails , Off have them. - jo in us weekly'. A .self LADY TO LIVE with elderly woman, cook
help group. -Write , Box 871.
and stay nights, on bus line. Tel. 4107.
.7, and utilities up .2.
¦

Of the 10 moslSactive stocks
on the New York Stock Exchange, 6 posted advances, 3 declined, and l was unchanged.
Among groups, steels were
split with Republic and U.S.
Steel up, but Jones and Laughlin was off % points and Bethlehem unchanged. Aircrafts were
up," with Boeing and General
Dynamics ahead and United
Aircraft unchanged .
Among electronics , Sperry
Rand fained V/ A . and Zenith and
RCA posted fractional gains.
Raytheon was off %.
Prices were mixed on the
American Stock Exchange.

1 p.in. New York
Stock Prices

Allied Ch 32 Inland Stl
Allis Chal 29% I B Mach
Amerada 103% Intl Harv
Am Can 54% Intl Paper
11% Jns & L
Am Mir
AT&T
42]/4 Jostens
Am Tb
38 Kencptt
Anconda 52% Loew's
Arch Dn 60y4 Minn MM
Armco Stl 57 Minn P L
Armour
59^ Mobil Oil
Avco Cp 39 Mn Chm
Beth Stl 32% Mont Dak
Boeing
53%, Marcor
Boise Cas WA Nt Dairy
Brunswk 21 N Am R
Catpillar 45% N N Gas
Ch MSPP 51% Nor Pac
Chi RIRR 28% Nrf St Pw
Chrysler 50% Nw Air
Cities Svc 63% Nw Banc
Com Ed 47% Penney
ComSat 45IA Pepsi .
Con Ed 33% Pips Dge
Cont Can 64% Phillips
Cont Oil 71% Polaroid
Cntl Data 128% RCA
Deere
49% Rep Stl
Dow Cm 73% Rexall
du Pont 156 Rey Tb
East Kod 72% Sears R
Firestone 57% Shell Oil
Ford Mtr 50% Sinclair
Gen Elec 86% Sp Rand
Gen Food 78% St Brands
Gen Mills 33% St Oil Cal
Gen Mtr
78% St Oil Ind
Gen Tel 37% St Oil NJ
Gillette
54% Swift
Goodrich 50% Texaco
Goodyear 56 Texas Ins
Gt No Ry 56% Union Oil
Greyhnd 22% Un Pac
Gulf Oil 42y8 U S Steel
Homestk 42% Wesg El
Honeywl 116% Wlworth

3678
293%
34
37y8
64%
31%
47
45%
97%
24>/8
53%
48y8
33%
48%
40%
37%
57%
56%
29%
81%
66%
47%
46%
45%
66%
113
43%
45%
42%
42y«
63%
64%
112%
49%
43%
66%
56
78%
29%
81%
100%
53%
54
44%
65%
30

Warner & Swasey
Buys Textile
Machinery Firm
The Warner & Swasey Co. announced it has completed the
merger of Ideal Industries Inc.,
of Bessemer City, N.C., into
Warner & Swasey for an undisclosed amount of W&S common
stock,
The acquisition broadens Warner & Swasey 's base in the manufacture of textile machinery.
Ideal Industries builds machinery used in fiber processing in
the cotton textile industry. Warner & Swasoy presently manu-i
factures machinery used in the
processing of worsted and syn,
>»
thetic fibers.
Annual sales of Ideal Industries have averaged $4 ,500,000
in the last two years , and will
significantly increase Warner &
Swasey's current textile niachine'ry sales.
(First

Pub. Monday, Feb, 17, 19«)

State of Minnesota ) is,
Counly of Wlnonn
) In Probsts Court
No. 16,464
In Ida Matter of tha Ouard|>nsfil». af
Frieda Schaefer, Ward.
Tht guardian ot the above Ward, vli,:
The Merchants National Bonk of Winona ,
having made and filed In this Court
Its final account, together with Its petition representing that said guardianship
has terminated nnd praylnn Hut snld
account
be examined , adlusted
and
allowed by this Courl, and the! said
Ounrdltin be discharged;
IT IS ORDERED, That said petition
bh heard and salt account examined and
adjusted by this Courl , at the Probst*
Court Room In the Court H6use> In the
Clly ol Winona , County of -Wlnons. Stale
ot Minnesota, on. the 12th day of March.
1969, at U«0' o'clock A.M.i and that
this order b« •served hy Ihe publication
thereof In the Winona Dally News and
by mill led . nollce nccordlnn lo law ,'
Dated February 14 , 1949.: ,'
E. O. Lt»F.rt
,
, A,
•' •
• • •
Probale Judgo , <
(Courl Seal)
Patenun S. Cliallaan, I.M.,
Attorneys for Petitioner.

¦

•'-

I

¦

!

1

SAVE blgl Do your own rug arid up- CLEANING WOMAN—1 day or 2 half
holstery .cleaning with Blue Lustra.
days weekly. . $1.50 per hour. Write
Rent electric -shampooer $1. 'R. DA-94 Daily News.
Cone. Co.
BABYSITTER WANTED by teacher. 2
WOMEN with more , exciting.;things to
children. Prefer mature woman, In
do take 'advantags of. our carry-out
' my home near Madison School. Tel.
service. Anything on our menu . 'c»n
8-4754 Sat. or Sun.
be quickly prepared 1o lake out. at
the same reasonable prices. Tel. 9?i5 WANTED—housekeeper for home In La
RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 124 E. 3rd St.,
Crescent. Live-In optional. Applicant
'
downtown Winona. Open 24
must know how to drive. Tel. La Cres¦¦ hours every
day ; except.: Monday. - ¦ ' ¦ ' ¦
cent 895-4446 between 9 and 5 weekdays for appointment.
LOSE WEIGHT safely with Dex-A-Dlef
Tablets.' Only 98c at Ted Maler Drugs. PART-TIME NIGHT cook and part-time
day cook wanted. See Pauline at RanGROVE'S PSORIASIS medicated shamdalls, Westgate.
poo, ' beautifies hair, relieves Itching,
' WAITRESS
medicates scalp. Sold only In drug
stores. Listed In druggist blue book. Will-train. Must be 11.
STEVE'S LOUNGE
BEST TASTE In town. . Compare! Tues .
Special: Meatloaf> potatoes, gravy, vegetable, roil, butter, beverage. 90c. SIDEWALK CAFE, Miracle Mall.
.
MORNING WAITRESS

Wanted Immediately

UNBELIEVABLE! Just think If the Apolid
. 9 flight proves the workability of LEyv\;
we will land two men on the moon this
summer. Say a prayer: for/the three
brave men nOw orbiting the earth. Ray
Meyer, Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
LEGIONNAIRES . . . Reserve this FRI•DAY 'fflght, March 7th fo take the family to the FAMILY NIGHT Friday night
special. All the goodies on the menu—
your choice . of Steak, shrimp or Chicken. Get your tickets now — LEGION
CLUB.
;

Wheelchairs — Trusses
Abdominal & Back Supports
GOLTZ PHARMACY
272 E .3rd : .".
- Tel. 2547

SNACK SHOP

DENTAL OFFICE
Part-Time
Chair Side Assistant
Mornings Preferred
State full details of
qualifications including
experience.

(First Pub. Monday, Feb. 17, 1969) .
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
) in Probate CourtNo. 16,879
In- Re Estate of ¦—
Frieda Schaefer, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Probate
of Wilt. Limiting Time fa Flit claims
and for Hearing Thereon.
FULL-TIME DRIVERS—Must be 21. ApDonald G. Schaefer having filed a peply. In person. Royal Yellow Cab. Co.
tition for the probate of the Will of said
decedent and for the appointment of
The Merchants National "Bank of Wlnone
as administrator with Will annexed, which
Will is on file In this Court ' and open
to inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, That -the ' .- hearing
thereof be had on March 12th,' 1969/ at
11:00 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In tha probale court room In tht court
house In W(nona, Minnesota, and that
objections to the allowance of said Will,
If any, be filed before said time of hearing; that the time within which credito rs
of said decadent may fHe their claims be
limited to four months from ' the date
hereof, and thai the claim: so filed tie
heard on June 18, 1969, at 11:00 o'clock
A.M., before this Court In the probale
court room In the court house In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice hereof
be given by publication of this order
In the Winona Dally News and by mailed
notice as provided by law.
Dated February 13, 1949.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probale Judge.,
,. L
(Probata Court Seal)
Peterson & Challeen, Ltd,,
Attorneys for Petitioner.

Write A-96 Daily News

Mai* —Job* of Interest— 27

MAINTENANCE "
MAN

Day shift work, welding
and machinery maintenance
background desired.
Apply In Person

FIBERITE CORP.

501 W. 3rd , Winona , Minn.

Lab Technician

(First Pub. Monday, Feb. 17, 1969)
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
1 In Probale Court
No. 16,379
In fhe Mailer of the Guardianship ef
Edmund M. McLaughlin, Ward.
The guardian of the above named
Ward, viz.: Winona National and Savings Bank, having made and filed In
this Court Its final account, together
with Its petition representing that said
fluardlanshlp has terminated and praying
lhal said account be examined, adjusted and allowed by fhls Court, and
that said guardian - be discharged ;
IT IS ORDERED, That said petition
b» heard and said account examined and
adjusted by this Court at the Probate
Court Room In the- Court House In the
City ft Winona, County of , W|nona, Stata
of Minnesota , on tha )2lh day «4 March,
9
10:
o't'ock- A.M.; and that
?°
5!
i f ' order
his
he- served , by the publication
thereof in the Wlnbna Dally " News and
by moiled notice as provided by law.
Dated February ,13, 1969,
E. D. LIBERA,
, Probate Judge-,
.„ '
.
(Court Seal)
;
Streater, Murphy & Brosnohan,
Attorneys for -petitio ner.
(First Pub. Monday, Feb, 3
,4, mri
Stale of Minnesota ) si.
County 01 Winona
j m Probate Court
No. 16,610
In Re Estate ol
Theodora F. Fischer, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
eslota having died her final
account and
petition for se|i|emen | ,nd ajuwa,,,*
thereof and tor distribution to the persons thereunto entitled;
thereof be had < on March m, 1949^ „"
' 15
°£'ock AM b<"or « 'his- ' Court ' 'In
ll
the probate eoUrt' [roam
In the courl
house in Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication of
this order In Ihe Wlnonn Dally News and
by mailed nollce aa provided by law.
Dated February 21, |969.
6. D. LIBERA,
Probat. Judge.
,„ ,
(Probale Courl Seat)
Harold J. Libera,
Attorney for Petitioner.
(First Pub, Monday, March 3, 1969)
) is.
) In Probata Court

Stata of Mlnneiola
County of Winona

No. 16.721

In R» Estal* ef
Martin T. Johnson, Dscadant.
Order for Hearing an Pinal Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The reproaentallve of the above named
estate havlna filed her final eccduhl
and petition tor sMIIemtnt and allowanca
(Hereof and tor distribution to the ' persons (hereunto . entitled)
i '
IT IS ORDERED, That the lioaflna
thereof he had an March ,37, |M9„ 'Ar>
lOi-43 o'clock A.M.. 'belora -this;Ciui"! ' In
Ihe , .probate court room In iha. oeurt
Ii6u»» ln WInonl, .Minnesota, ' .and . (hit
notice hereof; be given" - by publication
of this order In tlie Winona ,Dally 'News
and . byy mailed . notice as' provided By
law.
, "• ' . '
,- ' . .
,'
Dl|ted February \tr , - 'Hlt
1.

: 'i ;.

, .!> . p.

LIBERA ;.

.,;

.1 - I . , 1 l '
.' • ' Probala Judgk. '
(Prrfbala court Seal) .
- I •
.
Printing , i'', rilalr,
, •
'
'
Mtorr\6yt tor Ptutloner,
.' '
Rushford/. Mlnneiola • 559)1 .

Day shift opening. Permanent work . Should be draft
exempt, high school chemistry helpful.
Apply in person.

FIBERITE CORP.
;

501 W. 3rd , Winona

WANTED
TWO MEN
With good potential , to begin as commission salesmen in furniture and appliances.
Opportunity for advancement, to sell on commission plus paid vacations
and holidays, profit sharing and retirement plans,
group insurance and other
benefits .
APPLY IN PERSON

WARD S
MIRACLE MALL

TV-RADIO
GENERAL
ELECTRONICS
REPAIRMAN
No outside service calls.
Basic salary plus fringe
benefits , approximately
$700 per month. Excellent working conditions ,
iii' Rochester.

Write Daily News.
A-95
1

¦ -

-"

Telephone Your Want Ads
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker

Malt) —Job* of Intorent— 27
YOUN6~MEW^ert:»lmrn "ow/i^~ ho"uri

W.M
W¦
w^f-jplJllffi? ^Mr' na wm
mer. AMity qf - Cfenferertet Rcorp It
s udenrWien- winW ?W» CM

. Wm

by Uify

w&m***
j oHN~eiiBiP lg'

(fom rioon to i p.m,,, Tues,, Mirch X

48 Good Thing* fe Eat

Farm Implements

CCA

¦¦

iiiwMY .\m

65 Wanted—Real Estate

102

Wlpona Dally Nowt

Wlnono, Mlnneiola

|B

'**

'
RussgT PpTATO- S . -O ib'i.7sio ' prede) I6M00 ACRES productive lend with good
buildings. Write A-92 Dally News.
A lara* eggs , 43c doj. Bock beer Is
:
tiere. >Vlncji» Potato Metliet.
HAVE BUYER with S15.000-S20.fjCO down
for Southern Minnesota beef end hog
farnv' Sttrtltr Rectors, Rt. 1, Roches~
ter. Tel. 282-4039. ' - . . . ; . :
WERCURY—1960 4-<loor s«lan, oood conHARMpNY B0U8Lrpickuer ;e|*cMs guidition. $240. Tel. 2927.
ik»
new.
«-2«),
tei.
»*• LARGE FARM wented, suitable for pur*
tar and amp- i'
t«nireH-?i» Ml*8en 2-5 p.m.
bred beet cattle operation. Send full
, Box 276AA,
tP P«n W»H, Rt- i
qcijlnPL ETE "5PT rt Ludwfa driims, nev( details
Excelsior. M,lnn, 55331 or Tel, qwn .
throme enire, Tel. iS\i.

MONDAY,MARCH 3, W6»

Used Cars

70

tVwilcit Wiffhinliw

109

A BONANZA OF
FARM VALUES

CAREFULLY SELECTED AND THOUGHTfULLY
APPRAISED FOR OUR BUYERS PROTECTION.
2?Q esceptlopally ferule acrea located near Alma. Modern
¦
farm home only 10 years o}d. 162 ft. dpry barn like new,
j^CT, {hf»u_a pr|,r 7:jj ta <¦
6
WANTifcHJp«re»/n«i pj«'«rgj*7*cflj)' •wtsHn r™^ WMi ^____ *W__-______r _.--l_H______R FORP
W
mqdera m}&house, Grade A. N^w 2te,(N) ft. S}1Q <HwvCfter
Wkorc,
§
°ns,
wj nn,
H«r fO|^l*y * .
type),
H«y, Orpin. Pted
¦$£ ViOLIN—perfect condition, g"ood Mno,
new DeLaval pipeline milker and bulk, tank, 64
Cus,torn. 500 sedan. R^dio,
Firms, Land tor Sale
, enclosed manure loading dpek- Barn No. 2 36^84
stalls
BoW recently restrung. $120. T«l. 4113
'itjrM
SALES"^?Ivi
,
COVlMlSSlOW
wfV,
antorhatic transmission lq:'
er 3Wf.
ft., also with new cleaner, tenant house, milk income afone
cornpftte lint erf iffrtpi. fimsll Inves •
FARM FOR SALEr-W acres, good sit
cally owned, real low miles.
njtnf. Wrlli Bo> Alt, Bcjctijtttr.
on
this unit $35,000 per annnm. May be b,ad with or without
ot buildings, modern home, priced e,l
Economical to own, easy to
S1J.0O0 for quick »qle. Avelleble ImrneNE P ES
Owner w>ll finance real estate. $17,000
Sersonal
BA^P HAYr-AHalfs, stoYed Iriihja, cosy
WH.
Agency,
Blair,
Helverion
lately.
¦ • ' ¦property.
price.
at
our
buy
low
For All Makes
: Mechanic
;. ¦
Th<"?p!0n L w,s,< ,
own
.
Ol
Record
Pleytre
' ' "'
mWIm^
KrH r?}?! ''"
Position open for an wparlencffl w\p.
MBM ^^r
MODERN DAIRY FARM-Excellent set ol
M^M^aMm^SMMMMMi^MMMm
$1695
32Q acres known to be ope of Barron County's finest, beaubus or truck rneplun|e with Pin «!"
farm buildings, Including modern home,
Hardt 's Music Store
'e' i.eif'm^iiM>*. tiertn mm *«y
M
trtllsntd, reputable firm. For InfcTrm
on 1*4 acres fertile land. Available
We
tifully landscaped building area with one of the finest farm
E.
3rd
11*118
oui
loading. Le|and Ferden, Utlca, Minn.
prices.
etlvcriiLt
tion and Interview call Joe Foty,
with or without personal property. Own- /
_ ^.
Tel. St. Charles 932-348J.
^
homes we have ever na.ndfed. Large balloon roofed barn
colled 335-B7X5, Minneapolis , Jefferson
er forced to sell because ol healtttLines, trig.
Radioi, Talovisipn
71 rla,!yerson Ayency, Blair, 'Wis,
has 70 stanchifins and several pens, Grade A milkhouse, 2
FIRST AND tecond crop hay, delivered;
large
silos, several other buildings. May be had witlv or
also straw. Eugene Lehnertt. Kellogg
DESPERAT
ELV
m
need
of
farm
ilstlnoi
JOHN'S R»nio «, TV REPAIR
HERE IT IS
Til. - ' Pjilnvlew 534VWe3.
In winonp Aria- CORNFORTH REAL witjiqut personal property. $48,000. $15,ooo down.
Service All Makes & Models
Tel.
895-21M.
Crescenf,
TY , La
Minn.
or
Prompt - Dependebla Service
more.
LEADS, LEAPS, LEADS
310 acres, Jackson County, dairy and hog operation, fertile
HAY f=OR ?AL^2S08 balfi
Tel. «32
.
Cloua Llndberg; Oalesyllle, Wis. Tel. . Ml E. Bth
IP ' VOU ARE In the market for a farm
M«p W|th 'late. - iripcjal- cars to call
45 Years In Winona
¦ on
sol), all modern farm home, aluminum siding, attached
5»:3|M.
or home, or era planning to sell real
local farms wlth\new product?; ".
Ford-Lincota-Mercury
garage, large dairy barn, 37 stanchions and pens, Grade
estate of any type, contact NORTHERN
Television Service
ALL, LEADS SUPPLIED ._INVESTMENT CPMRAtJY, Real Estate
Open
Friday
Evenings
A milkhouse, large silo. Hog facilities for 35 brood sows.
courteous
etrvlca
OFFBRT«ofnpt,
WE
Nwrwry
$to«k , 53
Seeds,
^WMRYDAY-AL \L Y^m
Brokers, Independence, Wis,, or elder,
on ill mekes. We !Peclei|ia ln_ color
and Saturday Afternoons
Several
other buildings. $45,000. $10,000 down.
ArW.
Berg,
Real
Estate
Salesmen,
_
POWER
VVINQNA
FIRE
repolf,
AROUND
TV,
Money io Lean
280 acres, near Almato Center, dairy
and hog operation,
No euperleriee necessary. Will train.
: 4Q stock frqm flnermsn NursfrV Co. Tel- EC1UIP, Cp., "5f-S6 E. 2nd St.'Tol. SP-5. cadia, Wis. iel. J23-7350.
" FARM'S - FARMS - FARMS
spij, alt ^ited row crops. AH modern farm home
fertife
BflOO.
Trailer.
Home*,
Mobil*
H
I
Sewing lfis<hin„i
73
MIDWEST R EALTY co.
has new bath .- anti -hot . water baseboard heatipg. 36x88 ft.
Quiqk Money . y .
Ossso, Wis.
ROLLOHOivi_ - l«i lO'jtSO', very cootl
VWmATE MOTEL, WINONA
dairy barn, 38 lever operated stanchions, extra addition
repair
on any article of value . . .
i
ll
Tf|. Ofllea 597-3659
repilr.
we
SEW'NG MACHINE
Between 7 p.m. and 9
condition.
New
carpet
throughout.
Tel.
¦
'
¦
¦
¦
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
YQU i\rs? Ipvitefl To
-: ¦
NEmftAnlhl'8 BARGAIN «TQHP
makes end models. AREA SEWlffg
Re*. 495-3157
- . -•
for young stock, large ejlq with unloader, new Grade A
p.m. only.
im. We buy, we sell, wo trade.
MACHINE CO.. 1» E. 3rd. Tel, «47l.
•
Tel. B-2?8J.
NerthrHP Kiflg
milkhouse, bulk tank included, nearly new 403t?0 ft. Quonset
Many homes to choose trom et
Dogs, P«t», Supplla*
4?
SEWING CLASSES - Le»rn to eevs Motorcycles, Bicycles
machine shed wtih cement floor, hog house and otrjer
107
COULEE MOBILE HOWG SALES
_ nlf fabrics , oh your ov/q
Help-<r-r/ale- or pem-l» 2P»
stretch
artel
"
Hwy. 1441 E., Winona.
T«l. 4-71
DAY
buildings in good repair, nearly all steel fencing. $46,000.
SEEP
sewing machine- Wake T-«hlr|s, sweeh
QMAUTf WNIAfUROc|j n«i«r puf
e?s, strejeh ejnts., etc Tel. 93« for SCRAMBLER 305-1968, excellent condlExcellent financing,
DISHyVASHER—« days a ' - week; 7 la 4, . pies, AKC, (ovlna corf)p«,njon» for chl)^
islJflUBh|QFd, OP
lion. 2 helnnts, 2 sets of handlebsrs
dren or Adults. Clean, no shedding.
Informetton.
.
no Sundays. Apply In person. Steak
La Crosse Mobile Homes
and cables, extra road sprocket. Tel.
"
Easy to 'train. 'Simm Barm t, Kerf240 acres located near Neillsville, heavy clay soil, 120
Shop.
pels, Te|. 687-47/? Fount?l;i c|ty, Wfo,
New and Used
77 6688, esk fpr Mark.
ft. Grade A dairy barn, 50 stanchions, several pens, 3 large
THURS , MAR. 6 Typewrileri
Motorcycles New t> Vsei
silos, 2nd barn for young cattle, recently constructed 4
SIBERIAN HUSKIES-AKC, whelped Jan.
R O L LO H O M E
•. ' ¦ -at ; - ' ./¦ ¦ . "
TYPEWRITERS and edging mach ines for
Complete Parts & Service
13th, tan or black. V. Shandel, RochACCOUNTANT
bedroom home that Is carpeted, has birch cupboards with
free
sale
or
rent:
Reasonable
ra
tM.
Winona
.rLa
Crosse
—
Eau
cialr*
.
ester, Minn. Tel. 26M043,
IVz Miles S. of City Limits
delivery. See us for ell your office supROBB WQTORS , INC.
built-in oven and range. May be had with or without perFertilizer.
Humble
WANTED
plies,
desks,
files
or
office
chairs
on Hwy. 14
ENGLISH SHEPHERD pups and 1 se*
sonal
property. $42,000, $12 ,000 down ,
TYPEWRITER
CO.,.T«l,
5222
LUND
Trucks, Tract's Trailers 108 Lyle Norskog • Hollis Norskog
df ' ncavy work harness. Donald Warn"
of
Wlnor,i.
(3
milts
208
acres
located in the Thorp area, excellent soil , new
V»i
all
Wn,
?.
We are looking for an exRtl
Drawings every fopuj
•
•
;- . .
Vacuum Cleaner*
Wilson). ' .
Tel, La Crosse 4-8554
:
- -. . 78 WANTED—clean lata pickups and 1 ton
3
b
edroom
day lorjg fpr frte peed.
ranch style- home, attached garage, birch cupperiepced accountant who
trucks. Wallace Peterson, Rt. 3, New
boards,
built-in
oven and range, beautifully carpeted living
sandwiches
C
o
f
l
i
e
507-246-4586.
and
ELECTROLUX
SALES
«.
mnulne
peirts
Ulm,
Minn.
Tel.
is interested in a good fu-_ Vorsth gBfT>»> Stock
43
Auction Sales
and bagt, Donald Carljoii, Houston, or
room, 2 picture windows, etc., excellent 140 ft. dairy barn,
?§pverj,
'
defence Ru-sa|i, \sio yy. Kinature in a rapidly growing 'QOATfeicsihtng Vi M»rch. TogjBnljero.
Used Can
109
59 stanchions, several pens, Grade A milkhouse, bulk tank.
lorthmp King Agronomist
FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctloneir
firm. If you are stymied in ;• Willis Stuber, Fstintain C.\\y, WIS,
May be purchased with or without personal property. ComWW be arow'd to answer Wanted to Buy
81 CHEVROLET-1945 24OOT hardtop, 327, Will handle all
slies and kinds ol
plete unit as is only $75,000, Terms. e
Withflpor shift, powir steering, motor end
all oj' your §eed questions. your present situation or THREP «QWS-vvlll ifoM laTfsrrewRolllncjauctions.
Tel. Dakota 6«-»43
"
TABLE SAW, 8" or »",• 4" jointer! electransmission overhauled. See at 520
in '1 vjBB)t, -Elder Matthew,
160 acres located near Alma Center, heavy dark silt soil ,
your future is jn question,
tric 2-wheel trlnqeri wood lethei elecChestnut.
ttonii. Wlnn^ TtlJ Lewlston W' •
Minnesota L^nd &
tric llg, saw, Tel. Rollingstone 86??-3256.
all tillable and all suitable row crops. ASCS rates "this
in
confi~Sttrnp>
now
'
56
¦
contact us
BARRACUDA-19^9, 318 engine, automatREGISTERED Black Angus bull, 9 years Antique?-/ C9ln»«
Auction
Service
"
farm
among the highest in the area with corn yields set
ic
bucket
seats,
vary
reasonable.
Tel¦
WM. MJLLErt SCRAP IRON * W ETAL
old; realstBtfcl Angus bufl. 1 year- old.
;'
dence.
. ¦ • ¦ Everett J. Kohner
|r
,
2474 .
at
98
bu. per acre, 112 ft dairy barn, 45 stanchions, pfus
CO. pays' highest prices for scrap iron,
JanWWf, Rushiprd. Mint!. Tf«l, »M- MfiQyEH^ v'a,*«i_.M ^p*_ »_^ 511?,
Wlnono,
Tel.7814
.
settee wtilch eonverr» Into bed. Cell
metals and raw fur.
pens, modern farm house , usual other buildings, Only $6,000
Jim PapenfusSi Dakota, Tel. 643-197
'- . " - . closed Saturdays
MUSTANG—1965, (-cylinder 3-speed, exon we»l«md« Or after 5 W»elt(|ays. tfirs.
Boyurn Agency,'Rus|\(ord, Tel. 8*4-9381
''
Gateway Foods , Inc.
William Bosenow ,. Cochrane, Wis. Tel.
cellent shape. Will trade. Tel. Plaindown, balance at 5 percent to a qualified buyer.
222 W. 2nd
Tel. aq<s7
ERE p ' HAMPSrimf. hparii - arid
View 534-2519.
WW
.- :¦
gillj,'testing station -r*9«TS!i Mil? W «.
P,0, Box ?71,
.
ALVJN KOHNER
acres, Jackson County, excellent soil and location , over
168
PR|CEJ
HlgH^ST
PAID
La eraiwnt. OYt tnllM *-W. of M'nti.
AUCTIONEER, City end state licensFORD r- 1964 4\door, 6-cyllnder with
1,3 Cresge,Wis. P4601
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, h|de_,
$12,000 worth of cash crop per annum , plus a guaranteed
ed and bonded. Rt, 3, Wlnonj. Tel.
for
Stilt
'
Artiels*
57
straight
stick,
very
,
clean,
good
conraw
furs
en<j
wooll
WANTED Te BU>rT-H9Jst»Tn iters, abput
$10,000 per year by contract from laying hen operation ,
dition. Will take any reasonable pilar. - . 4980.
Hoyston, Winn,
700 lbs. Tenn* T|)0ffpm
¦
Tel. Fountain City 687-4355.
Tvra^pTNlTTi'JlTsrboihlike new. Tel- Sam Weinman & Sons
all modern buildings. Where else can yon get a 30 percent
Situations Wanted—Fern."29 Tel. 896-3881. - .
MAR. «—Tues. 12 noon, t miles S. ol
RollingsfCHlB 689-2310.
INCORPORATED
Sprlno Valley, Minn, on No. 43. then
return? $62,000. Terms.
450 W. 3rd
Tel. 5&<7
crossbreds,
serBOARS—purebreds
and
¦Va
PREF
mile E. Garth & Verlls Payne, OwnBABYSITTING—In my home while Mother
viceable age, about 350 lbs. Doug Und- CONTEMPORARY olive davenport, like
240 acres north of Hixton, heavy c|ay Boll, new dairy barn
ers; Grate, Mallzla k Turl?«n<on, Auc3 or A years.
Telephone number where you cap buy
works. Prefer gtVI about
new; misc. ¦ furniture. Ul» Halflhts P|vc|,
berg, Galesville. Tel. 539-3382.
Ropms
S6
for
8875.
tioneers)
First Natlqnal BmH, Spring
Withqut'MMli.
I
1964
Volkswagen
bus
.
Tel. M«M. -A • . ' . ' ¦ . ¦ ' '
.. - . .
Tel. 2052.
and milk house, 34x82. ft. 5 room modern farm home, usual
.
.
¦
Tef. 4537.
Valley, ClerK.
CROSSBRED GILTS—8, to start farrowother
farm bulldiqgSv JM2, 8W). Terms,
PLEASANT
room
at
315
E.
3rd,
LARGE
,
children's;
33 ing soon. John Lisowskl. Rt. I, Alma. RUMMAGE SALE - babies'
Instruction Classei
MAR. 4—Tues. ll a.m. 11 milts E. ol
, one of Eau Claire County's outstanding beef and
adults' Uck.ets, ovsreoats and cjiotHlna,
.
.
. :
360
acres
Tel, Q8&3397,
.
.
La
Crosse
on
Hwy.
33
and
1
mile
S.
ROOM* FOR MEN, with or without
Frulr |ar| and; toys. J02 E. 4th ,
''
o« Hwy. 33 on Wusnsch Roed. Jim
corn
operations.
Deep productive soil. Heavily fertilized.
privileges.
housekeeping
No
day
s(tep«Holstein Iieiferi. Ren
BR T'
Hcsselberg, Owner; Schroeder & Mill
U.S. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS. VVANTEB-W
ers. Tel,\48i»,Cleans
All modern farm home. Picturesque setting: Large barn , 2
Wli.¦ Tel. 58J- MIBACLP WALL CU^AN
m,. Rt. 2,
¦ ¦ Galesville,
er,
Auctioneers;
¦
Northern
Inv.
Co.,
peper with no fgss er rnus»<
: - ; . . : wells,
mti
_ / ¦:;•
stfos, one 24x60 ft., with unloader, several other buildings.
Clerk.
re-usablB, BAMBENEK'S, 911) & Man- c\partment8,flets
MEN-WOMEN IB and over. Sscurt Ipbi.
90
¦
High pa/. Short hour*. Advancement. FIFTEEN 2nd and 3rd calf springing
There's one you can raise 180 acres of corn with plenty
-.
kato, ¦
Thoyiatitis pf labs open, j Preparatory
MAR. 4—Tues. TO a.m. At Silas Holland
eowj; 'Vs- wee ks pld.; Elm«r Bdps,
'
of hay and pasture to boot. Only $173 per acre. Terms.
HERITAGE DELUXE 1-qedrporn apart,
Farm .5 miles N, of Lanesboro on
training ai lonn Off required. Experience
STEHEO PHONOGRAPH •* In excellent
Lewljtbn. Tel. VU.
SELOVER
ment,
available
now.
POP
FREE
bgoKlet
on
Hwy. JJO. Cyrus Agrlmsori t, Slim Holusually unnecessary.
CT(\d||jqn, Will sdcrltlse for fiu'cK sale.
240
acres, Jackson County, dairy and hog, 50x80 ft. dairy
Tel.
2349,
REALTOR,
land, Owners; Bpyym t> N-^Qf , Age
|dhs, wlsrles, requlremants. Write today PUREBRED DUROC bonri, v«?ejnited.
196 1 MERCURY
Sea qffor 4 B.m. wseKday?, John Corn,
bam with new cleaner, modern milkhouse with bulk tank,
tloneers; Northern Inv. Co., Clerk,
flfvlrts name , addreis and phone. Linforth, 301 E, jr<Ji ' iiecond floor apart* UNFURNISHED LOW rent aMrtrnent
Clifford Hoff, tanHlwrP.- Wlnn.f '(Pilot
4'door . sedan, V-8, automacoln Service, Pekln, JfcJPP. Illinois ,
mant,
new 16x50 ft . silo with automatic feeding. Large insulated
Mound). Tel. Peterson 87M12J,
' ebove sleek S,hop. Tel. 315(1.
4—Tuet. l p.m, Dairy Dispersal
tic transmission, power MAR.
hog barn with cleaner, an attractive remodeled farm home.
4 miles N,E. qt Qeleivllle. Wil. Charles
tWQS • slpht? . Company coming? CleSn syoAR LOAF Anartm«nti, oeium i-be*
Steering, radio and hegter,
Dgsso, Owner; Alvln Kehner, AuctionMedifuran
them rljnt with Blue Lustre,
RflW
Spring
fed trout stream- $50,000. Excellent financing.
Businew Opportunitlei 37
pn bus One, T«I . 8-S778,
room
apertniertt
eer; Northern Iny. C»-« Clerk,
electric ehempqoer Jl. Robb Bros.
enow tire? on rear. PRICED
Store.
280
acres,
Jackson County, dairy and beef, 160 open, well
For Mastitis
ROOMY S-bB^room aparhrient, (ittateo
TO SELL ....... , . ; .... $295 : MAR . s—Wed. ll a.m. r miles ~n, « fertilized sandy
RESTAURANT FOR SA|.e-Oood golnff
Free topis with IWubi psck
loam soil, All modem farm home, 32x50
dinipo room, uimty
and
living,
fpom.
butlneai In Blair, Wis. Complete line
Lewlston, Donald Wullen, owner; AlPICKUP BOX eover-32't high, pjneled
area and pprch. Centrally lecsted,
of equipment and inventory at $3,000.
'
$10.75
ft. dairy barn, good hoghouse , usual other buildings. Excelvln Kohner, Auctlomen Northern Inv,
with IIB W Inside, uied t inonths. Don
Warch 1. »ljq per ma. Tel,
avsllablo
Building can 6» rentjo er purchased,
_«., Clerk,
1961 FORD
lent location. Peed included. $24,000. Terms.
0\vner - forced to sell becapsa of health.
TED MAIER DRUGS Doebberli Cocnrtn't W|j. t»i, M8-261«. M745 sgn-ay (after S p.m, we'kclays),
"
Halvjrion Agency. Blair, Wis.
' 3 mll« W,
AnlrnerHealth Center
4-Thurs.
AIR CONDITIONgR. boy's desk, table ,
MAR.
ni.
10;3i>
160 acres located west of Humblrd, beef and dairy, 104
»,
~
'
91 6 cylinder engine, automaof Blac* River Felli on County Trunlt
tobosgan, Ice skates, universal bumper Apartmerts/ Furnished
Bewntawt & rVj)fa<:l» Mall
FOR""pJASB „ i,bBy WrvlM itailen,
til?able
heavy productive clay soil. Good 36x80 ft, dairy
tic
transmission,
radio
antP
ihen
v/i
gi«
on
miioe
East
hitch.
4
P.m.
e. em after
H.
Kenyon
Tel. -4743.
Valley Road. Verlend Peterson, Own,
barn, good sound 4 bedroom farm home but in need of
THREE-ROOM upper apartment, 1 adult
heater,
good
transportaREFRIGERATORS, ranges. Wash:
•r;. Alvln Kohner, Auctioneer; Northperson desired. 921 W. King. Tel.. 5925.
MAN WITH experience to sell »nd dismodernization. Only $12,500. Terms.
tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$195
FEEDER CATTLE USED
«rn Inv. Co., Clerk,
era, pdrlab'Ie TVs and humidifiers. All
tribute! fresh salad .and. - fresit frvits
suaranteed. B 8,
B ELECTRIC, 153 E. EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for 1 Indh
¦
220 acre dairy farm, near LW exit, Northfield, very pro¦
Great
opyour
area,
and vegetables In
MAR. 7-pr| . l p.m. J mn«» W. ol
vara, - . - / - .- , y .. .: .\ . . . . . . vidua), Living rgomrbedroem combinaBqrfimlly. Be In buslndi for younelf.
ductive,
heavy clay soil. 3Bxi20 f t, dslry barn and milkkitchen and bath. 222 W. 4lh. Rent
v.?,y *!?„ 0I> "O" then l mile N. on
tion,
ft
For fillI details plaose call or write
'
1959 FORD
"v v Hilary , eihertKITCHEN CABINETS by HAGER -. Top
$70. Inquire Merchants National Bank
owner ?eck 8.
house.
Like
new large machine shed, 4 stall garage, ComH. Brooks & Co., 2521 E, Hennepin,
Helke, Auctioneers;
' qusllry construction, tun dgor styles,
Northern Inv. Co.,
Trust Rep t,
¦
V-8 engine, automatic transMpls., AAlnn. 55413. Ttl. Area 412-MV
fortable farm home with bath. 2 large silos. $40,000.
- Clerk.
.
' tour finishes, Oek or Birch wo_a,
KI3215 6. 3rd. Tal,
Excellent terms.
NA^ednesday, March 5 ' 4OAlt'S APPLIANCE,
93 mission, radio, heater. $100 MAR. 8—Sat. 12:30 p.m. Angus Cattle
' :.: ¦ •¦ ¦ • - ' - • - ._ : Farms far Rent
'
l
*]
.;
240 acres near Elk Creek, 180 acres open, balance wooded,
.
:
Sele,
at
Spring
Grove Sales Barn In
J2.-30 P.M.-Sharp
CAFE
GOOD USABLE household items. Furni- LAND FOR RENT-1'0 - acreii level, 2
Spring Grove, Minn, Farllnd J. Olion
spring fed creek in pasture. Heavy clay, rolling soil, no
^osltlvaly choice, present owner going
fields,
located
between
Minnesota
City
,
& Sens, qwnerej RelpH Kuhf, «uctlwv
ture and clothing, Uppers replaced at
out April 1st. Wil Iconslder any reasonand Rollingstone. Contact Ray Litertkl,
buildings. Excellent pasture farm at $80 per acre.
yy.
STH
:
CADY
'
S
ON
air
Thoro
¦
Sale* Corp.. clerk.
able offer,' cash- or terms. No loose
Early listings:
Rt. 1, Minnesota City, or Tel. 8689-2300
240 acres near 1-94 exit, Northfield, dairy and beef, 120
inquiries pieaso, but if you are Inter- ,
or Winona 2395.
BARGAIN
PRICES
.
.
.
Motorola
Color
MAR.
8-Set. 12:30 p.m. On Hwy. M In
165 W.F. calves, 300 to
ested In a cale and want to take adtillable , balance wood lot and pasture, heavy clay soil, creek
TV In crate. We service «ll maKM
Hixton on the West side, Alvln Carlson
vantage of the buy of a lifetime, con€dfl lbs,
SCHNEIDER SALES CO, Tal. 7354.
estate, ownern Alvln Kohner, auction.
Geragei for Rent
94
Buick . Oldsmobile - GMC
through pasture. Pleasant modernized 4 bedroom farm home.
tact Immediately
•art
soo to
Northern Inv. Co,. Clerk.
?7 Angus calves,
Open Mon. & Fri. Nights
48x68 banu silo, usual other farm buildings. Priced at less
IF YOU NEED TV, redlo or antenna "re- GARAGE FOR RENT-174 E. 5th St.
Midwest Realty Co.
850 lbs. . • ' .
palr, all makes, or new antenna, call
' ffll.
MAR, 8-Sat, H a.m. t miles w. et Prii.
than $75 per acre. Terms.
,T«U
Robert Boekus, Broker
us. FRANK LILLA & SONS, WI B- elh.
103 Crossbred carves, 200
ton. Minn, on Hwy. }t or t miles B, el
Tel. J97-3«9
200
acres located 12 miles southwest of Eau Claire, beef,
Open evenings.
Wykoff 41 corner* en Hwy, i«. Earl «
to 6iD0 lbs.
HOUIGI far Rent
95
tiabellj Sebatke, ownere; Valine, Tur.
dairy,
or cash crop, 140 acres tillable. Sandy loam
1ST
WEEK
OF
W.F. steers and heifera,
IT'S TERRIFIC the way we're selling
oaiMon e) Grate, auctioneers; First State
The Villager Restaurant 70 COO
soil , modern 4 bedroom home. 34x70 ft. dairy barn with
Blue Lustre for cleaning rugs and up- NEARLY NEW 3-bedroom rancti, on
Bank f Wykoif, clerk,
to 900 lbs.
hofitery. Rent electric shampooer SI,
wooded lot, 5 miles out. s)50 monthly.
Berg cleaner, 2 car garage, several other buildings, A
SPECIAL
Sandwich and 10<S
B2 Mixed steera and heifH. Choala & Co.
Gordon Agency. Tel. 2551 or 5709.
MA«. s-Sat. ia noon, i mile e. of
real deal for someone who Is employed io town and would
Mabel,
Minn,
on Hwy. 44, then l mile
ers, 700 to 1,000 lbs.
Hamburger Drive Inn
N . of tho sporfsmenv Park Road, then
JURB YOU CAN get elonj without a HOUSE lor rent near W .K. School, partly
like to farm a little. $17,300, Terms,
1965
steers
all
DODGE
60
Holstein
,
8-3102
evening,
clothes dryer, dishwasher, snowblower,
! for apfurnished, TeL
% mile E. victor Mitchell, owner; Knud1. Seating 80 persons
169 acres, excellent location, near Strum, heavy clay soil.
new
furniture,
but
Msx
sen
Bunn
pointment.
Knows
8>
Erickson,
auct
ioneer;
sizes.
CUSTOM 880
Pint Na2. Dining Room atmosphere
life's more pleasant when you have
tional Bank, Mabel, clerk.
130 acres tillable. All modern 4 bedroom farm home, usual
Hereford
50
Angus
brood
4
DOOR
SEDAN
advises
you
thoni.
H
to
get
that
extra
3. Menu includes king size
Wanted to Rent
96
other buildings. A wonderful place to live and run a sizable
convenience now w|(h a low-cqst loan
,
3
years
old
cows
.
sandwiches: Roast Beef ,
from MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK
"
beef herd. $21,000. Terms.
• V-a engine
W Hereford brood cows.
Frljndiy service, eety payments, de. THREi-BMROOM home, will P»y up to
Combeof, Ham and RueREMINDER
160 acres located near Whitehall, 50 open, completely reJ200 DJfr month, will lion leese, Tel .
talli strictly contldentlll, «fl«Ke borrow
a
Automatic
transmission
ben.
MBosJaoRoy.
Ing money from Mex the emart thing
modeled 2 bedroom home. 2 car garage, dandy little barn
'
© Aatrophonic radio
te (jo. DONALD MULLEN
4. Self-Service.
No veal or slaughter
with 12 stanchions and pens. $12,500. Terms.
Bus Property for Seie 97
5. Capital required $18,000.
cattle at this safe.
• Whitewall tires
YOU'RE SEW EFFICIENT!
FARMETTES FOR THE TIRED, RETIRED
6. Yearly net income, miniRegular Sale
You whip up a new dr»» . . . Up
9
Deluxe
wheel
covers
OR THE WORKING GUY
throusfv
the
mending
, , . turn out
mum $20,000.
Every Fri. 12 Noon
now draperies In record time . v .
a Powor steering
120 acres located south of Pfeasantvllle, all modern 3
7. No experience necessary,
You're the lady who "sews It herself"
Located 7 miles N. of Lewthe latest In colorfu l fabrics from
bedroom farm home. New two car garage, new 36x60 ft.
o Tinted windshield
franchise will be trained. LANESBORO SALES with
CINPERELLA SHOPPES, 9lh & Manlston or 2Vi miles S. of
pole shed, 38x64 beef barn, all fenced wtih woven wire,
8. Company backed by 28
Beautiful
Jet
black
with
kato or 42 W. 3rd.
7,000 square feet ot terrific building
Rollingstone on County
COMMISSION
would bo excellent for beef or sheep, etc. Only $12,800.
turquoise
years food experience.
interior
Ideally suited for light manufacturing
.
Highway 25.
A LITTLE BIT of paper, a little bit
Terms.
business. Beoutlfgl offices. Good parkTel. 467-2102.
ot paint will make even an older home
WRITE :
ing and room for expansion. For deTEST DRIVE TODAY
118 acres, Trempealeau County, beef and corn form, heavy
loo* like now again. Wnen painting,
I
tailed Information or to Inspect, Ttl
mey we recommend you use Elliott' s
WED
MARCH
5
.,
The Villager Restaurant
black
silt soil, nearly new 4 bedroom home, 2 cor garage.
Jim Soderberg, 4115 or 8-1964
Veneer Eggshell, tho completely
Poultry, Eggi, Supplies 44 While
"We service what we sell"
36K60 ft. beef barn and silo. $28,000. Terms.
c/o Franchise Director
wethable, low-lustre finish for walls
Sterling
at
11
a.m.
and woodwork. Rich In appeorance. Houaei for Sale
99
80 acres located near 1-04 exit at Northfield, recently reORLAN LUX
DEKALB CAOE • GROWN 5IROS FOR
Lunch by St. Agatha Circle.
Applies easily. Dries quickly.
CAGES. No adluatmant to make , we
modeled
4 bedroom farm home, 48 ft. barn has 21 stanHARTLEY, IOWA
SPLIT
FOVER,
3
to
4
bedrooms,
dining
have the only all-in a>out cage-grown
PAINT DEPOT
room, family room, large kitchen, alt
chions phis pens, fertile heavy loam soil, usual other
Registered
herd
of
58
catbirds, vaccinated (or Bronchitis, NewW Center St.
corpsled. Dishwasher. Tel. 4303.
cnsllo and Pox, available this area.
buildings. $12,500. Terms.
tle; feed, including 1000
10,000 birds of a time one eog source.
54 acres, excellent location near exit to 1-94 at Northfield,
I
.
TO
MA
KB
A
PROFIT,
buy
this
lend
bales
alfalfa;
excellent
line
STBLTZ CHICK HATCHERY, Rollingnear Winona on good nll-woolh-r read.
comfortable 4 bedroom home, 34x48 ft. born , garage and
Hone, Minn. Tel. 8489-2311.
of farm machinery.
KITCHENS
Why not move to the country this
usual other buildings. $8 ,000. Terms.
iprlnar II- high and dry. ABTS AGENHYLINE LAYING HENS-11.000, laying
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
CY, INC., 15» Walnut St. Tel. 8-4365.
75 acres, excellent soil, located 3 miles from 1-94 exit at
good, 1 year old, 55c each. Must be
-BY Northern Inv. Co., Clerk
io Id to maka room tor pullets. Arthur
Osseo. 6 room comfortable ,farm house, 34x44 ft . barn
EAST CENTRAL-Modern 2-famlly house
Dranpstvelt
Independence, Wli, Tel
with larse oarage, 20x40. Rent terms '
usual other buildings. $13,000. Terms.
ii REALTOR
m-U76.
REINHARD'S
to reliable party. C. SHANK . 552 E. 3rd
68 acres located near city limits of Osseo, would make an
^
mmmttmmtmm
mz®^^
I20 CEKTER-TC1.2349I W»ntottU-Llv»stock
Tol. 6229 N. FAMILY SMALLER? Hero Is your op46 227 E. 3rd St.
excellent building site or could be divided in smaller
iMf czmmmmmiimiiatmtiitw
portunity to get a home lo fit your
tracts
. $7,000. Terms.
needs,
2
bodroomi,
lovely
kitchen,
easy
HEREFORD COWS wanted, lo freshen In
™ to keep clean; East location . ABTS
Bwgjpffl
Village store with post of11
fe
Wt.
40
acres,
well located near 1-04 exit at Foster, heavy fertile
Ihe spring. Tel. Ccntorvllle , Wis. 539;
$g
4P$|k
D
A
I
L
Y
N
E
W
S
rfffpP'
ii
=!
AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut St. T«l. I i m l
3251 otter 5 or Sat. and Sun.
fice , established growing
soil, 6 room house, small born . $8,000. Terms.
0-4365,
INVESTMENT
CO.
k
NORTHERr4
|
j
j
l
MAIL
j
|
|| 80 acres near Osseo, a very attractive and picturesque
JH
trade. Three bedrooms, livLEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
S. 3 BEDROOMS wllh a fourth In Ihe
REAL GOOD auction market for your
ing quarters , all in good A livestock
A recently remodeled 4 bedroom homo with new
SUBSCRIPTIONS
basement. Located a short distance west I
. Dairy cattli en hand all
I 5 p ^ffi ^^^F ^^^^* Wi ™ ^w$fj$^ m 191- setting.
of Wlnonn. Only a few years old. 2-c»r
water system, both and %, now furnace, carpeting, etc .
condition. Ask for particuweek. Livestock boujf\f every day
May
Be
Paid
at
gorsoe . ABTS AGENCY, INC, 159 WalTrucks available . Sole, Thurs ., 1 p.m
Usual other buildings. $16,500. Terms.
lars.
nut St. Tel. 8-4365.
Tel. Lewlston . 2467 or Winona 7814
TED MAIER DRUGS
5 miles West of Augusta on "O, " then I mile North on p 4 acres, good substantial 5 room house, not modern, good
P
NO TELEPHONE ORDfJRS
Building suitable for service Farm Implements
FRANKLIN ST. 419—4 bedrooms, 2 baths, |
"V" —OR— 3 rrjiies Southwest of Fall Creek on Highway f j well, located near Levis in the heart of the deer country—
48
WILl BE TAKEN
good condition, very clean, financing
business plus a -very nice
12, then 4 miles South. Watch (or N.I.C. arrowH.
|
like rent.
p an excellent hunting retreat. Only $2 ,000. ,
three-bedroom home next JOHN CHGRe 8' power flraln drill, Buifnait Equipment
4 acres located southeast of Strum, comfortable 2 bedroom
62
Frank
West /Kgency
clover seed attachment. Emld Mades,
door. Ask for details.
home with both, in good condition , several other buildings.
Dakota. Tel. 643-5945. ,
173 Lefeyette
RESTAURANT* EQUIPMEtJT-llka new.
Tel, 5240 or 4400 efler hours.
Only $3,500.
I
cu.
It.
drycoolor.
Tel.
Rollingstone
409(or
Allli
Downtown business loca- MANURE LOADER , for sala
25/4.
LAKE FRONTAGE 160 acres located near Sarona , This
Chalmers WD 17 or WD tt, Ntw lest
Wonted—Real
tion, corner on Third, good
Estate
Lunch
will
be
Sale
etorts
at
1:00
P.M.
served.
)
1
0
2
|
|
Fell, Harvey Kurtiweg, Cochrane, Wis.
unit was token ln trade by this agency on ono of our
HEYER DUPLICATOR-axcellent conditraffic , excellent for car
tion. W||h paper , fluid and etenclls.
larger January, sales. Features include 2 houses, 2 enr
INTERNATIONAL 10' disc, NO. 37, In
(32
COWS)
33
OUTSTANDING
HOLSTEINS
10
|
|
wash or service business.
Tel. 7774.
good snaps, Milton Simon, Utlca, Minn.
I Holstein cows, close springers; 0 HoTsteln cows, fresh h garage, new water system, 40x70 ft. barn.Tel. Lewiston 2723.
ft . of fake frontage. According to ConservaCoal, Wood,Other Fuel 63
Now commercial building
||2 to 3 weeks; 12 Holstein cows, fresh Nov. and Dec, bred |] Approx . 1,500
, the lake is 59 ft. deep, populated with Northern ,
USED St. Paul 3 yard dump box and
tion
Dept
back
;
4
U.
Holstein
cows,
late
spring
and
summer;
1
H
duo
64x50 approximately, 3600 A hoist.
Tel, Minnesota City 64M-23M.
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL ond enloy
and Pan Fish.
|
| Holstein heifer, springer.
square feet on largo lot
|J Bass
the comtorl ot eutometlc personal care.
DELAVAL MILKING equipment, wash
Ideal opportunity for some one who has time to subdivide
Keep full service - complete burner
Tills
is
a
desirable
herd
of
choice
Holstcins.
Large
U
|
|
200x175. Next to four-lane
tanks, pipeline milkers, onythlno for
csre. Budget service. Order tod<iy
LISTINGS
Ihe mllkhouse. Ray Speltz ft Son, LewH type, homo raised and over 20 years of artificial breed- t| and develop. This unit will not bo shown until April 15,
highway.
from JOSWICK FUEL 1 OIL CO, Ml
Minn. Tel. 2953 or 2112.
lston,
B. ath). Tel. 33N.
i;j ing, using A.B .S. Insemination during tho last several m prices will be quoted on Inspection only.
_
_______
WANTED
Sales floor plus apartment
years, Most vaccinated.
p
pf
Furn., Rugt, Linoleum
SEVERAL MORE COMING IN
64 We hiwo sold
Chain Sews «., Yard Trac Mowers
on East Broadway, good
E
DAIRY EQUIPMENT - Surge seam bucket; Dnrl U
many
houses
Special Prices—Speclgllnd Service
*
Wo
believe
these farms to be among the finest in *
the
location , good condition.
||
ri Knot 8 con side opening milk cooler.
POWER MAINTENANCE «. SUPPLY CO. KITCHEN BASE cablneti in white or
this
vcar
and
are
In
need
that
a
largo
amount
of
people,
area,
and
some
coming
Tel, itli
2nd B. Johnson
copporton* finish, 20"x24" plastic fop.
FEED
—
125
bu.
flhcUed
corn;
000
bu.
onta;
2700
%
of all sizes and types of
$
AFTER HOURS CAU.I
J32. BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd
crcat distances, will bo interested in seeing them . Therept
Laura Flak
Jlli
TRANSFBR SYSTEMS
A Fronklln. Open Wed. and Frl. evehomes. If you aro going to M boles mixed alfalfa hay; 1000 bales straw,
Mylfs Potorson
... 4009
fore we ask that you contact our office for an appointment
Permanent or portable .
nlngi. Park behind Iho itore.
MACHINERY
Gehl
Chop-nil
chopper
with
corn
H
\l
Tio
moving
or
building
in
Loj ra Sntkn
76JJ
& Dairy Supplies
Ed's Rnfrlgeratlon
so
our sales vehicle can trove! steadily and with a con¦
bond;
Gehl
pipe.
blower
with
35
ft.
!
|
|
|
Ath
SSi B .
Tal. 5532
tho near future, call VB ati
WALNUT BEDROOM SUITES—3 pc,
sistent
schedule.
,00
ccnalHlnp of i drawer double dresser
|s|
TERMS:
Under
cash;
over
that
aomunt
cash
$10
%
8-8141 about listing your
with mirror, cheat and bed. W.95.
or
V
A
down
and
balance
In
monthly
payments.
Your
U
|
j
This
agency
will • assist yoii in obtaining the necessary
BOB
A
present
home
BORZYSKOWSKl F U R N I TURE, JOJ
.
McDEEIUNG
jgj credit is nlwaya good with tho Northern Investment f| financing, assist you in tho sale of your present propdrty, or
Mankato Ave.
I* can take your present property In trade.
w Company.
Model 2MH 2-row mounted SHOP SHUMSKI'S for ceramic and piesHILARY R, ELBERT, OWNER
tic tile, Cushlon-Floor end vinyl linoleI\
%
corn picker.
ums, fin* Inlalds , scatter rugs, braid
>;
Walt Zeck nnd Jim Heike, Auctioneers
[I
ruga,
roonvslia
floor
wax,
nylon
rugs,
T REALTOR KOCHENDERFER & SONS wall linoleum, counter tons, formica,
¦jj
w
Northern Investment Co., Lester Senty , Clerk
Osseo, Wis .
Robert Boekus, Broker
j,|
adhealvea, cerpet, carpel remnants,
Rep. by Lyman Duller, Strum, Wisconsin
H
l20anTER- T.a.2349 1
carpet runners. SHUMSKI'S, JS W. 3rd.
Tel, 8-5141 %f
Fountain , City, Wis.
601 Main
Tol. Office 715-597-3650, Residence 715-695-3157
};i
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MIDWEST REALTY COMPANY

Tal. • 33W.

BUZZ SAWYER
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By Chester Gould

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

l— ,

By Roy Cran*
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By Chick Young
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By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER -

By Hanna-Barbera

THE FUNTSTONES

By Fred Lasswell

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH
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APARTMENT 3.Q
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REX MORGAN,M.D.
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By Alex Kotzky
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j "CHORE BOY" f^PP^
^
WORK
B^

I
)
C

By Ernie Bushmfllor

&
-fl f vHr JP

OVERSHOES

By Dal Curtis

\ ori-vsMB.,

Qjp

*¦ F- GOODRICH

"CLOGS"

(LOW STRETCH TOE RUBBERS—

f

HARD BACK — EASY TO STEP INTO)

I
-j i

HERE NOWV

&
Tot
e
s
1
M
,
s
I
"
"
'*"
Boo
^u^ers
M____^
c

1 l

*

^Bm Womon,, shei

I
I
I
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RAIN BOOTS

By Saunders and Ernst

\

PUNCH PROTECTED
WITH DURATUF

SMOKE COLOR

OTHERS AT $3.99

) ' 'C-Z-^ NAT,ONAltY ADVERT,SED

I

TRANSPARENT VINYL

$4»»

( i.

)

Srt75 AW^^^
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MARY WORTH

.

By Jyiilton Canniff
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|

NANCY

>!

¦ .

.

STEVE CANYON

I

.

(

FLAT and MEDIUM HEELS

\
SEE US NOW — BE PREPARED

1

WOMEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT STRETCH

j

RUBBERS
$^*)*$
I(
9JP pr
IN FLAT OR MEDIUM HEELS

; C

BAKEITS Shoes \

123 East Third Sf.

Phono 7078

C

